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FOREWdRa

Tbis monograph is deigried.to help ocoupational'analysts, employ-7
ment and training operators, guidance counselors-and vocational educators
to better' assess the source,*content and levelof training necessary to
achieve the desired skill'requirements for most occupations,

The monograPh, prepared by Marcia K. Freedman and Anna B. Dutka of
the Conservation of Human Resources Project, Columbia UniVerSity,
analyzes ptternsmok training for clusters of 'occupations. A major
conclusion is tbat ultimately the most important external factor In the
Success,of an occupctioxial curriculum is linkage between the...training
and-the employing institution. :

,

The report furnishes detail on variations In the timing and in the
places where job skills are acquired. Post-employment training is the'
principal mode of.realsning Skins for many occupations, but as basic
literacy requirements have risen, and'as job skills have been more
formally described; the amount ofstime and reSources devoted to pre-
employment training in 'classrooms has continually increased. Further-
more, some Dise-emgloyment training is alsb being stregsed in order to
ke persons more capable of learning on the job'. In the discugsion o

appfenticcship, the authors agree with many other experts who view thi:
tform as the idearmix bf classroom andion:the-job training, although it
has held cinly a minor Place in the skill acquisition 'scheme in the
United UateA.

In addition, the report discusses the importance of information..
!The planning.of training programs requires data on ,the eurrent statp
labor market4dem6nd and also on the-required characteriktics of.thp'labot:'

supply. ProspeCtive workers alsq need information, particularly where-:
acquiring training is dependent on acquiring a job. Especially:in,these
cases, thpy need inlOrMation not only about job openings, but.also 05but
the screening criteria and the training practices of local companies.

,

1 This mon§graph isla very liseful document for all. parties interested
in theirelationship between-occupational skills and modeecif trainiAg'
and pthyides a better understandint of training-as a pto6ess of skill \)

dcqui4ition,rather than formal instruction confined to-one'period of
time.' -6

HOWARD 6SEN

#e"

Director
Office`of Research and De e vent



PREFACE

Ther has always begn a tension-IrriG;rican education between what
might Properly'b.e called eth'ication and training in the sense of acquisition
of*-occupa:4o0aI skills. As returns to investment in secondary and post-
secondary education diMinished from their high levels of the sixties,

"more afterition has been focused on skill training as an aid to labor-
. markgt entry. Sometimes this emphasis has led to the neglect of a basic

,fact,' that occupational training is a process rather than an event.
AbOVe iand beyond the requirements of literacy, the skills needed for
entry intO an occupation may customarily.be learned, In a classroom, but
'even for those jobs that ,Seem to have kixed.skill requirements over and
above ta specified4.evel of literacy, a good .cleal of the practical knowledge
related to day to day adtiv9ty on. the job is acquired after employment.
For many jobs, the only entry requirement is literacy, afid everything
else that might be subqumed under training is learned on the Sob.

From the point of view of g program operator, the choices thai may,
be made with respect to traiving programs are more constrained than they
may seem at first glance. The purpose of this monograph is to provide a
framework for exgmining th6skchoices. Part I (Chapters 1-.6) reviews
6onceptsx_trends and data relSted fo training. Part II (Chapter 7) is
an attempt to apply the.-principIes of Part I in a ease study of New
York City. Part III is a serieq of appendixes giving technical infor-
nation on the level and types of training fer detailed census, occupatiTs.
Prepublication comments have revgaled that the' value attached to various
parts differs according to the needs of the reader. The arrangement,
therefore, proceeds from the general to. the specific.:

n additicin to those-mentioned specificallSr in the text, we would'
-like to express thanks to Eli Cohen of the New -York City 'Board of
Edgcation, Jon Hall of the New York State Departmenti of Labor,
Donald'Menzi of the New York City DePartment of Employment, Sugari
Hudsbn-Wilson of Boston University, Janet Regan Weeks of Northwestern
Uriiversity and W. W. Wilms of the University. of California at Los
Angeles.

Equally -pleasant is an 'acknowledgement of the support given us
Dr. El.1,-Ginzberg, Director of the 'Conservation of Human Resourcet
Project, and by .Kathy Naughton, Charleg Phillips and;Ellen SehgaI of '.
the Employment arid Training Administration of the U.S. Department of

8Efficient research assistance was providediby Joanne Koelle
Vane _ssgPascual and Peter La yerne.

We claim exclusive proprietorship of all remaining errors. .

Marcia Fregdman
Anna B. Dutka
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INTRODUCTION

Ths study presentpd in these pages.is,designed to fill certain
gaps in information about the institutional origins of occupational

Each'employing organization is familiar with its own source
of supply and its own methods for;training or breaking in entry workers,
and each training organization 1s familiar with its own 6ourse
offerings, but the ififoilmation connections between the two are likely
to:be attenuated. .Both employers and schools, it called upon to do so,

may make a rational case 'for their decisions, bpt while an employer is
likely to invoke some'specific need, A school Vs likely to rest its

case on.some general demand, or on the pven vaguer presumption that
trlining is a good In itself. There is plenty of precedent Sop such

an elevatign of *raining. It was Mark Twain, after all, who said:

Training is everAhing. The peaeKwas once
a bitter almond, the cauliflower nothing but
a cabbage wi,th a colltege education.

And it is but a brief step from simple admiration to the view that
.training and education constifbte the most desirable approaches to a'

-variety o'f social problems&

tven be'foreithe spread of human capital ,theory,in neo-classical
economics and the popultrizStion of the notion that eetivities designed

to enhance personal development were "investments" that could be ex-

peeted to produce "returns," Anerican edi.itibn had a distinctly voca-

tionalbent. In the Seventies, when the "returns" to general, liberal
'education became less certain, programs for teaching,occupational
skills became more attractive. If a 0611ege Oucation could not make
a cauliflower.from 'a cabbage, a more focused currieulum might pr9duce'
some hybrid that would be just as palatable and much less expnsive.

. The proliferation of courses has been accompanied by a prolifera.=

tion of institutional forms competing with each other and with previ-:

ouSiy established methods for imparting skills. When vpcational edu-

cators, tETA planners, operators of youth employment programs or non-

profit groupg'surveying opportunities for certain target popuiations,

peed to make deeisitns with respect to training programs, they are
faced:with formal preemployment courses that are already in place and

a range of on-the-job training whose details are unclear-to observers

43u4ide the enterpbise's walls.

A.,.

1/ Among other things, their-appeal lies in indirectness, since

,.for various- reasont, a direct attack on social and economic

inequities, if not altogether blocked, is often more difficult to
ImPlement than the indirect policy instrument of education." Richard

S. Eekaus., Estimating the Returns to Education: A Disaggregated

Apnroach. Berkeley, Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education,a973, p.
"

1



Beginni
job training
trdining.

, 0

with a basit'distinction between on-the-job and off-the-
Zynelman! .??/- offers the following outline of types of

A. Train ng on th6'jbb

1 Pormal on-the-job training
2. .Informal training.

Tra4ning off-the job

1. Location and/or -sponsor

a. Public's6hool
b. Work place or employer
c., Training center
d. Private proprietary school .

e. EquipMent manufacturers

Kind of classroom and/or oourse

a. Shop class
b Classroom"A,.

(i). Vocational (related instruction)
(ii) Academic op nonvocational

Combined types of training

1. Pbrmql apprenticeship
2. On-the-job training plus related instruction

It would be incorrect to infer from this.typology that the cho ce
.of location, sponsor or course may be freely,..made on the basis of
cost-effectiveness br some other rational measure of outcone alone.
Large; self-contained organizations like the armed forces are able to
use objective criteria for deciding whether training is best offered in
the workplace, outside it,%or in some combination. In organizations
with less control over all aspects of personnel utilization, choices
ortraining modalities must be-made in a broader context. 3/

Ideagy, this context includes estimates of both the supply and
the demand sides of the labor.market'for individuals with specific
occupational skills. Sinc-e* as we shall observe, available estimates
do not inspire mueh confidence, decisions are perforce made withiless

4

,..2y Manuel Zymelman, The Economic Evaluation of Vocal4lonal tr_gasair
Programs. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Ppessi 1976,Tp. 9-10.

3 See Zymelman, 111... cit., and Rupert N. Evans, Afte,Holter, and
_Mara5n Stern, uCriteria for Determining Whether Competency Should 1;e
Taught,04-The-Jbb or:in a rormal Technical-Course," The Journal of.
Vocational Education Research, I (Spring 1976), pp. 21-38:.

2
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than PerfeCtN ipformation.. On the suppl side/ a cornmeal tactic, is to .

'survey tormal 'offerings of public and,pr e ary schools Ln a /abor

inark,9t area, bktt sooner or later, ltco clear that this effort

ields ,only a partial picture. In eldition to omitting considerations -

of other sources sof, supply,' counting the output of institutions does

note permit judgments'of the quality of the training or the fate of

pregram graduates., 14,1-111e placement information is helPful, it is not

alwaYs the case that finding a job after taking a course was the resat

' of 'taking the ,course.

What is most important to recognize is that, differences'in costs

, and quality aside, training pathways vary systematically by industry,
occupation:and' skill level. The idea may persisNhat ,institutions
compete on ,an equal -basis , or as' if all other th* s ,were equal,- but
in fact, local training agencies have lessrchoice of optimal sfrategies,

than\they may believe, and they overlook-systematic differences in the ,

adquisition of occupationalskills at their peril. *While some may

adapt quickl, to the network already in place, others make avoidable

mistakes in the allocation pf resources before they gain the.in_formation

tbey need to make better idecisigns*.---,,

Training organizatns must look carefully at the ,appropriateness-
of their offereings especially when new courses are being planned.
They should know in advance, the generalized,patterns of Skill acquisition
for entry-Ievelf jobs inrvarious' industries. It is this kind of.in-
formation' beginning with'occupdtional categories and., in sende,
going bacf<wards to,describe training routes, th.at.,the present Atiridy
attempts to put .into perspective.

11:1E 'CrAliSTERING S6HEME

While, there are a number of ways of describing and Classifying
oacupations,, census titlds 'are by far the best-known and the mosti:
widely used, both for the presentation of occupational information' and
.as t.he basis for other Measurements such as prestige ,scales. The
major divisions of the census demarcate white-collar-from blue-collar
and "service." work arid were themselves originally intended to reflect
socloeconomic status. Within these large groupings., detailed occupa-
tional titles differentiate ivork activities; ov4r time, thedefinitions
have been 'adjtisted as the-amount of detail has grown.

För this study', we have formed clusters out of the dtailled groups
'of the 1970 census 51n such as a way, as to stress two dimensions:

3. The' skill lev4 of the occupation, expt:essed'as the that
is necessary for training. 1-1-/

.."
11/ This measure (known as- "Specific Vocabional Preparation") sand

its origins are described in Appendix A.and disci-lased -in Chapter,. 26_
.,

4.

3
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Whether '-formai training is: typically require'd before 'entry
into the occup*ion.

Adslitional subdivistons are made chiefly 'for ease of pr..esentatidrt. and
ore not 'rnettitt .ta imply hierarbhical rankinis. -The result is a schenie
thif focuses on modes of ski,11 acquisition that reqtki.re varying lengths
of time, leaving:other occupational attributes° aside'. "-?

_

This scheme oft ten blusters ip presented in &able 1. Taken to-
gether', the: dotal represent the 'approximately 75 million lobs held by
the labor foroe 4n-1970,, excludihg second or "meonlighting" jobs. 4'he
absolute numbers qare out of dAte, btu& are included to, give'the reader
ad-idea of t lative Aize of the training clusters. The- detailed .

census occ atio belonging io each cluster are listed in the appendices,
to.gether. wifh anxiptal ions on Institutional patterns, of training for
_selected -,ccupati ns and .-groups of occupations. Because the monograph
Is intended 'for 'u'pe mainly by' those who ard,resp6nsible for the

-skreporation o en wor14ers in ctiveritional occupations, three of the
glusters in %Table 1 .1- ard included ,only-for completeness: Pro essionals;
Manakers-, Admirals atort .and,Supervi§ors; and Artists #and Perfrmqrs.

tra .rout for professionals ard too well-known to r
the adat di. a details. .,-Managers, -etc., are often recruit from
other' oc.eu 'onal groups as part, of an.upgrading process'. For ,

solaria jobs '1.n. 1 'rge firms, both'liberal arts-and business school
graduates 'are\ Inc asingly a .-source of personnel. In anY 'case., the'
-complexities ,bf sk Acquisitioir'and promotion routes would 'require
a'wholly 'separate a dy. Artists. and Performers also have itivars'e
patterns of job .and skill acquisition. More important is *thp .fact

-*that they possess s cific taldnt.p, developed in both forthal inatruction
(often oVer long per ods) and experience.

The headings, employment Training itequired"., and "I're-emplopt
ment Training .Not 4' are meant to provide 'a generaldistiriction.
ri- the Cape of the former, --the,-Interft-Ts-W1"Ttr-those4bacupataoKs.

which 'kre-emploYmenttroining ist Standardized to' provide specific ski4
outdeMet. Thus, 14:5words per, Minute ie an easily understoo4 standar&
for typing.' n other, cosies, credentialing and licensing provide,' stan-
dards of per?ormance for entry wprkers. -Met fact that employment' is'
preceded byzo stiuctured dourse of trainirag shOuld n§t be taken' to
mean tlfat entrants ore fully prepared to perkarm acceptable
1.evel At thd moment of -employment. In fact,, a'zcase cdUld'be made that
every new job requires.at -ale least a period of orientationand many
require considerable time for learning specifiC tasks ass,ociated with
the job for wbich pre-employment training has provided 'general
background. t

Conversely, to say -that pre,-employment training is not required
is.not tb rule it oittaItogether or to gainsay ita possible usefluiness.
In fact, there is an historical tendency toward increasingly formal
pre-employment training, which has encompaSsed nqt otaly .the professions,



'Table 19. fistriblition of 19707ntperienced tiv 1 a Lab or
Pdrce by -Occupational Clusters

pRE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINING 1QtJIRED ..
1. ilrofessionals - Two YOrs or -More a

Preparation in ColIe*kes, Graduate ant
Professional Schools

TechniCal, Clerical and Servike

"a,,:-

'Workers - At Leas ee Mon.thst.
Specific Vocational eparation

.PRE-EMPLOYMENT TIIAINING NOT REQUIRED

3. High-Skill White-Collat-; Occupations
New Entrants Increasingly -.Reruited
from C.olleges- and Trained on the-job

,

4". Blue-Cdllar 'Occupations
4 - Two.Years of 'More or Training After

Employment

Other. Skilled and Semi-Skilled
Occupations - Three Months'to Two

' Years Training Aftdr Employment

Low-Skill
Less Than

--Oh-TW-36b

Occupations - Training
Three Months-,k Entirely

6. Clerfral

7 Blue-Collar

8. Service

DIVERSE TRAINING PAITERNS
1

9. Maiagers, Administrators, endperviso
ID. Artists -and Perf6rmeirs

Source-A.S. Cessus, 1970.

312-91,1 80 -

k

21+ 0%

, 63.

'N
'(000) Percent

. 7,905.4. 10.5%

10,119. 13 5

2;119418' '2.9

8,029.8 10.7

- 9 151:.6- 12 2

- 7,440.2. 9.9

37.3% 13 885.9 18..4

725.2 9'.0

9 350.5 12.4-

Total 75,141.3 100.0%

4



Vat many other opcupations. 41.1.1ed health Ncupations are onli the
most obvious of these. Some occupatiOnson the-list of those not
pequiring pre-employment training aie AnciOubted..ty in the same process
of transition..

s

i The distinction is made'here to underscore the point that many -
loacupational skills are learned after employment, rather than before.
Some nay be learned before, and-a cise call be made that such learning
gives the. aspirant .a competitive .advantage: Nevertheless, preremploy-,

. meat training is, only One ,po'ssible 'advantage,-others take the form of
f. in-form&tion about job openings and special access 'in the form o pen-

'sonal ties through family, friends or already employed workers
-

pLAN OF PART I

Chapter. 2 reviews the connotations of thetword "training" and its
relationship to general educational development. Chapters 3 and-1.1.

discuss the strends in sites 'of training and the barriers to entry tn
offering additional courses; Chapter 3 covers pre-employment,, and
Chapter II-, post-employment or on-the-job training. Chaptei. 5 describes
inxsumary form theA-data sources avAilable to planners and discusses
their strengths,and weaknesses for decision-makingipurgoses. Chqpter 6
extends the disdussion of how the data have been used and how they might
be used to establish a context for application. Needless to say, this
lontext is intended as a general guide to be supplemented by local
knowlige about training institutions and employer practices.
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DEPINTIONS

.. . ,

In any discussion of-training, jhe fLrst ,thing that has, to be, faced
,is the ambigdity of terms. . The words,si reducatioh";and "training*,u are
often interchanged, riot because the pqople who use 'them are Imppecise, ,
but because., there is consideràble overlap in everyday, usage". l'or
example, ,professional schools, which by definition ioffer "training" .tos
prospe4ive floctors, lawyprs, architects,, journalige and business
executives, are integral,parts of nedualtional" institutions. Occupa-
tiona)ly oriented curricaa are also available in 'two- and four-year

,..v.

,colleges. In all these cases, the "training" actIvity that takes place
culminates in the award of an -"educational": degree ./ ,

-

v*

on the* Other,fhand, tgo/th students and .1fonstudents- can earn college
credits for "experienqal learning." The' American Council. on Education
(ACE) evaluats Company courses as an aid to colleges in deciding ,
wfiether or not yto 'grant credit. The 1979 ACE guide made credit recom-
mendations for1,000',courses offered by 80 organizations. V ACE has
also had a grant froFt the U.S. Department of Labor to stusly the "Feasi-

d bility of Awarpng- Postsecondary Credit on the Basis of ZReg1stereA7
'L Apprenticeship Programs.\

,
1 i 4

The puribses of education and trailing ay be arnbiguous: since they
.often are a ,tix of socialization and taleht velopment: Training, in .

the 'sense of acquiring occupational skills eflects still another 'and
/mph more xestracted usage. We recognize hat the attribntes of a
person arp inextricably linked, and that, for example there ds no point
in teachihg the manual skills required for drafters unless, the students
have highly developed spatial perception that permicts them to ,interpret
cross-sectional drawings. Obviously, every individual is not a potential
candidate for every occupation. To be sure in a'loose labor marpt,
irrelevant job requirements may be added to relevant ones for sareening
purposes, therebY narrowing the aliplicant pool; But while the qualitie,s
required for most jobs are neither precious nor scarce, the division a
labor remains dependent on the self-selection bf woikers with different'
interests, aptitudes and opportunities.

For our Purposes, that is, in order tc; focus on the acquisition of
ccupation-related skills, we must.assume that selection-will take into
cceiunt levels 'of general, education as well as abilities and predisposi-
'Ion. In the differentviews Of employers, educators and:economists,
is assumption may or may.not be made explicit.

5/ For some details on this arrangeffient with the State University
o New 'York,- see--Seymour lusterman, -Educattoir-In----Inchistry. -New

.The Conference Board, 1977. For suggested guidelines', see. National-
Cen er for Research' in Vocational EduCation,v Experiential_Education
POli Guidelines. Columbus, Ohio: The Center, 197,9,' Chapter 13;



EMPLOYER bEPINITIONS"
,

.Prom an emloyer's point of,.view, the overlap between ,education and,
training does not present a conceptual problem: the totality of train-
ing :..actiVity, whether provided in school, armed services factory or
office, is embodied in worker); ,whose "productivity" is irldivisible*. §,/
It is probably for this reason that the dialogue' between educators and
employers so seldom departs from the customary script in which school'

.people seek answers to .the question of how ty..tpake students more em-
. ployablse, and emplonrs respond; first,_ with complainti about the poor

preparation, of entry workers arid second, with a typical list of
desirable qualities.'

.

When leading employer :and education representaties were convened .
in nine widely scattered cities, the skills perceived by the-employer
participants to .be most useful' ranged from the most abstract personal
qualities to the most .specific job tasks. But it was those in the '
perional realm such as, co*mmunicating, working mith others, and a posi-
tive attitude:toward work, that -were most frequently 'mentioned.

This combinat,4.on of "skills" covers two diStinct Isealmsthe ability
to speak, read...and calculate, soMetimes .called bas#,skill.s.,, and Ae
ability, to .comport'oneself.,accoirding to the s',.tandards .of the employing
%firm. 8/ Since: thes6 vary between firms ,and even wiithin tfirms, the
pressures on entry workers. -to find their way may ,be acute.. -And the
issue is confounded by the variety of subcultures and styles that coexist
in the larger society. On balance, however, it seems pee; to -say that,
other things being equal, sobriety, pleasantness and 'aptaication.,.go' a

Sks long way in most work settings. Being.'able to 'coirmunicate, to relate
easily to others, and to ,demonstrate a positive attitude toWard .work,
are widely regarded as characteristics lof..a good employee. These
qualities .become,evident in performice on the job, and, taken together

As in all matters relating to training, there are exceptions
here. In the recruitment of managers and,professionals, giaduates of
certain schools enjoy special advantages in the labor market.*

7/ Allen A. Wiant, Transferable Skills: The Emiloyersi Viewpoint.
Columbus, Ohio: The' Center for Vocational Educationt 1978. The,.desired
competencies (and the outstanding deficiencies) are virtlally the same .-
n .all industrialized countries: basic cognitive skills, personal

qualities and work attitudes,, interpersonal skills and analytic abilities,
and specific occupational skills.- See teatte G. Reubens, "Transition
from School' to% Work "- The European Experien ." Prepared for delivery
at the National Center' for Research in Vocational. Education, Ohio State
University, October 11,, 1978.

sa.v.

_ty _For _an _example of_ the importance Df. standard_speedh., see_ Larry
M. Blair and Hugh S. Connor, ','Speech -Styles and Employment Opportunties."..*"
Paper delivered at the Annual Meeting of the. Industrial-Relations Research'
Association, New *York, Deceinler 1977.
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with specifac knowledge, a're valued for their positive contribtktion to
prodtctivity: Workers who' possess thes'desirable trafts are favored in
competition with others fov prfootion or transfer. 9/

*It is this genera1i2ed focus that accounts ii loar't for the tendeneV
of rnploYers and educators to talk past each other. Personnel specialists

regs the view, 'for example, that vocational schools should not atteMpt
oduee .craftsmen but sigiald offer programs relevant to the'broader.

of the work world. ''Vocatipnal educators, on their side, argue .
ers, want immediately usable, job-spe.eific skills and do not,

r to hire graduates with only general occupatigl prept.
me of this difference in perception depends qtie state

as wells as on the bpeeificity of the skill involved.
anding, large employers will recruit generally

train them on the job. When the market is
icants to obtain those with higher levels- of

the basic skill, but for manjobs, a more attractive tactic is to ~alit
7back training\efforts and recruifrom the available pool of the expe-
rienced unemployed. In thiesituation, recent hith-scheol graduates
ape in no pwition to compete..

wicAnkm, PSYCHOLOGY

itspec
tbat..emp
in fact, p
.f.aration. 10
.of the labor mar
When emToyment is
prepe6ed entry workers
loose, they may screen app

I

l'he conventi6nal response of employers described aboV.e i k141

the view in eduaational psychology that the term "skill" may refr to

fl.Y learned behavior, that Is, that each person brings to the tasks'
required in daily life a.bundle of attributeslearned .behavi
'are,potentially useful in any S.etting. Such an interp'retatio a v
does not include the connotation of attainment of an acceptab
proficiency, 11/ and employers concerned with performance woul ceVgarill,
add this dimension in slay-tolday practice. ,

Jerome Moss ha 'g. suggested a scheme (Chart 1) that links the, notion,.
.of learned beh'Avior to the riotion of proficiency. He 'classifies. the
skills pf indiViduals that permit them to perform ocCupational,tasks int
four categoriespsychomotor, -informational, cbgnitive.process, a'ncl

affective. Zack of these in turn reflects prerequisites for- selections

for training. Presumably, thp levels of such skills as physical
ordinatiim, .literacy;-and cop\ing behavior may be empirieally determined

for given courses of trainin6.. Training, in turn, is designed tp, impart

more narrowly defined attributes required for occapationarperfbrmance'....

i
9 Wiant , cip... cit.

10/ Ibid.yr.... ........... r ,.. ' .

II/ Douglas Sjogren, Decupationathi--Transferable Skills an .
,Characteristic: Review of Literature and Research. Columbus ,'-0 io-:.

4 .1.

The' Center for Vocational Education, 1977.
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BASIC

APPLIE1)

Ps chomo or Informational Co itive Process

'Sensbry actixity
.

codrdination
t

manual dxte,rity

etc.
,

1"1.,earnings tools"
,

(Literacy,. numeracy )

.

.

C gnitive aptitudes

..

. , ..
. .

.

Personality.,
.

coping behav oz,

etc.
.

Specific'occupa-.

tio al manipulative

-Ske1ls

,
", . .

. .

'.Specific o6cupa,

tional informatign
h .

.

..

.Nediation skills'

(Problem solving, -

planning, etC.).
.

.

Workhabits,

attitudes, values'

and interpersonal

skills .-

Source: Jerome Mgss, University of Ndnnesota

v
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In Motsts scheme, the skills to.be developed by trainii refledt
stated employer preoccupations with comtuniCation, interpers 1 skills
and "motivation;;" One can assun e. that employers also desire,workers
to possets "specific occupational manipulative .skills", and a ecific
occupational information." They simply esSume- that 'they hav the ttke
or buy" decision. As we shall see. In. Chapter' 3, sthese deciwns..may not
Be based on the most precise calculations; but they do emerge from 'some
combinatiorj of .market signals and institutionalited patterns!for 14rning
the details of occup_ational tasks. .

.ECONOMICS

To economists, the important distinction is Dot between education
and trainingJacob Mincer, for example defines "training" as
" *4 .investment in acquisition i)f skifl ar...in improvement of work
-productivity... ." Aherever it takes place. IV What does matter is
whether the training is "general" or "specific," 1.3/ In its original
formulation by Gary Becker, specific training is defined that which
increases productivity more in firms providing it than in other firms:

Completely s ecifico training can be defined as
training that has no effect on the productivity
of trainees t at would be useful in other firms. 14/

1:ecker does allow for some ambiguity at the margins of this distinction:

Much on-t rjob traiping is neither completely
specific itr completely general but incrarases
productivity more in the firms providing it and -
falls within the sdefinitiOn of specific training.
The rest increases productivity by at least as
much as in other firms and falls within a
definition a general training. 15./

To sorne extent, all skill acquisition that contributes to "productivi
is a connnuum with different 'weights attached to general and specific
elements. General training, whether offered by employers or Aly schools,

12/ jacob Mincer, "On-The-Job Training 1Costs, Returns, and Some
_Implications," Journal of tplitical Economy, Supplement, LXX (October
1962), p. 52.

13/ This distinction has a number of implications in human capital..
theory that are beyond the scope of our interest here. For crititue
of the issues, see Mark Blaug, "The Empirical Status of Human Capital
Theory: A Slightly Jaundiced_Survey.," Journal of Economic
XIV (Sepiember 1976), pp. 827-855.

1.LY Gary S. Becker, Human Coital. New Xork: National,Bureau of
Economic Research, 1964, p.

15/ Ibid.

11.
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implies transferability. A person who can.type accurately at p accept-
',able rate of speeUhas received general.ttaining3 the specific training
required to fit into a new employinworganization may be limited to a
brief .orientation regarding,company procedures andjthe precise duties .

of the job. The operator'or a specialized metal- orking machine'dan
presumably wotk on a similar job for ,another fir in the same or a
-related branch ofindaStry, although in the case such a transfer,
something more than brief orientation might be, required. A minet in
deep-coal mining hag .acquired skills that are micte na owly industry-
specific, transferable,to another coal mine,' but probe ly of less use
in other occupations or industries, .

As we shall see, in planning traIning, firms,may elect,to limit
the skills to be:Aeveloped to, those that a e narro141y.required, in an
attempt to lessen the chances of losing.trained workers to other firms.
But-evemt though the notion of specific training implies a narrma focus,
firm-specific knqwledge may also be found in jobs that combine iv&upa-
tional tasks-In a unique way. .Thus, assemblers of heavy equipfflent who
need a, variety of skills are likely'to befimote valuable to their employ-
ers than to other firms, particularly if their mastery of the job is.

. based on long experience. .

In any4case, it is hard to imagine a job that is entirely firm-
specific in.the sense that the incumbent is forever.bound by virtue of
the narrowness of training psr se. For our purposes, the general-
specific distinction is more useful when it is-considered in conjunction
with institutional factovs. Becker observed that firms tend to pay more
to workers trained in their own plants than the same workers could earn
elsewhere, because their'specific training is worth more in productivity
terms. 16/ But whether the Investment in training is a capse or an effect,
it may well be that employers pay those workers they consider to be
"temporary" for their currently available labor service*i, while they,pay
"permanent" employees more for the contribution,they are expected to'
make in the future as their (specific) on-the-job training and experience
become more valuable to the firm 17/

firms that offer formal training, whether general or specific., are
likely to be large and to recruit for promotion on the basis qf senioeity
These internal lafior market practices, which distinguish "perianent"
from "temporary" workers make a greater contribution to earnings than

16/ Ibid., p 24.
17/ Melvin W. Reder, "A PartfaI Survey of the Theoryof Income Size

DistriEUtion," Six Papers on tie Size Distribution of Wealth and IncoMe,
Lee Soltow, ed. New Yorkt National Bureau of Economic.Research, 1969,

236 ff.
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skill 'or knowledge acquired by workers. before joinIng the firm...18/
. companies do not have well-developed internal labor markets, but in those,
that do, systematic bidding ,for vacancies; promotion from Within; 'oppor-
tunities 'for struetured training, as well as learning by dOing; and eve!'
the introduction of nominal hierarchies for promotion purely for pay ,
purposesall add up :to. what Clark Kerr called different treatment VA.
the "ins" and ,the "outs.". 19/.

-

The benefits conferred upon the "ins," and especially the accumnIa-
Von of seniority rights, meakens the dlestinetion between general and
speeific training as it affets turnover. In fact, companies have con-
siderable latitude in affecting turnover, and conversely, the accumula-
tion of tenure On the job, by the training strategies they adopt. These
in turn interact with the accumulation of other benefits, so that as
"permanent" Workers increase their rights to and in the job, they are
less likely to seek greener pastures elsewhere.4

In occupations where trainiAg is usally acquired before employmenta
what might Ix called,the most general case of general training--internal
labor market prOvisions tend to be weakpr nonexistent. Htne-towthere
are exceptions, the most obvious in the ranks Qf safaried managers. In
the lower odeupational.strata, however, the nprrow scope of, employment
possibilitie, reinforced by licensing and other fOms of aecreditatien,
undermines the continuing acquisition of skills and the development of
promotional systems in the firm.1The allied herath field is an out
standiAg example mhere training is narrowly conceived, 4verl though
there is considerable* overlap of tasks, because of the historic growth
of institutional barriells

THE ACQUISITION OP OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS

The definitions and connotations attachel to the wort utrainiqg,"
as we have seen vary according to the vantage-pointof the observer.
Each is applicahe in its, own context, and in that sense no one usage
has the status of Eeing preferred. This monograph, seeks to narrow th'e
context for analysis to,the sourpes of skill acquisitionthe training
modalities for different cluSter4 of occupations. For this purpose,
training is defined as the activity that provides workers with those
occupation-specific'skills required for an acceptable level of perforz
,mance on the job.

From this focus, training is inextricably linked to the ques n

2..y Myron Roomkin and Gerald 13. Somers, i'The Wage'Benefits of
Alternative Sources of Skill Development," Industrial and Labor Relations-
Review, 27 (January 1974), p. 241.

19/ Clark Kerr, "The Balkanization of Labor Markets," Labor Markets
and Wage Determination Berkeley: UniVersity of California Press, 1977,

pp. 21-37.
lo
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of access because how4one lear ins,titutionally,telated to how one
finds employment. The question being asked here is, "What is the typical
pathway to becoming an architect, a systems analyst an electrician, a
beautician, a typesetter, or a member of any °tiler witlf a desig-
nated set of skills that match the task requiremPipts f an occupation?"
In the discussion that, follows, references occur,,to different sources of
tratningschools and colleges, trade schools and the armed forces,-
company-based training, and so on--but the Amajor diatinction is between
those job-related skills that are acquired before employment and are
prerequisites for employment in the field; and thoses that are acquired
only after employment.

A

We know that every job has some requirement,(s) for 'entry, and some
of the tasks related to the job can only be learned after; employment,
no matter how high the level of pre-employment tl,aining. The distinc-
tion, 'like the economist's distinction between -gener4 andspecific
training, is therefore not hard and fast, but bore a matter of empha-

-sis. It can be illustrated by contrasting the eary patterns for two
kcupationsengineer and telephone,repairer.: When firms recrui
graduates of engineering schools; they expeat that all new hires will
require asbme on-the-job training. An engineering degree constitutes

. general trainidg; engineers must still acquire,. those specific skills
that will pe-rmit,them to /perform their functions in an organitation.
Telephone repairers, on, the nther hand, are generally recruited by a
testing and screening program that measures their suitability for 'the
occupation but does not require the applicant to demonstrate specific
job-related skills. The company assumes the entire burden of 'training.
Engineers enter the labor market with a credential that attests tat)
occupational preparation; telephone repairers enter without previous
octupational preparation and learn their craft only after they are hired.

This---Mustration-is-bassd:_pn...welft.knowit.patterms..-1 eases
and particularlS7 where occupations are in rapidly growing or changing
fields, the patterns are not so clear nor are they always apparent to
the lay public.

ESTIPATING SlaiL LEVELS

, In addition to the emphasis on whether occupational training takes
place before or after employment, occupations are distinguished by their
skill level. In this connection, we use the training time scheme of the
Dictionary a* Occupational TitleS. 2 0/ Training time is measured by two
scales, General Educational, Development (GED) andPSpecific Vocational
Preparation ,,(SVP). GED was. designed,.specifically to avoid measurement
in years of schooling. It has six levels, determined by the highest of

_

120/ U.S. Department. of Labor, Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
3rd editionk Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965. For each
occupational debeription, the DOT also provides information on six types
of physical demands and eight types of working conditions.
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9its three component parts-- easoning eveIopment, mathemnical develop-
ment and Iangpage development. Thus, a job that requires execution of
instructionS ,furnished in standardized written oral, or diagrammatic
for'M is rated.as GED level 3, even if no arith;netic calculations are
required. The entire GEDAaalpmeyis I? eproduced in an appendix to this
monograph, ,put it 'is wortEMSting here that even the lowest level
(GED 1) includes under "mathematical development" the ability to "per-
form siMple addition and subtraction'. . .counting and recording"; and
under "language development." the ability to "write identifylpg infor-
mation" and make-'requests "orally or in writing."

We know that functional illiierates hold down jobs in the' 'United
Statesit But, increasingly, the minimum educational achievement for
empIo9ment is a sixth-grade reading IetreI, Iyhich most specialists con-

`sider the take-off point for learnIng new Material. The subjede,of
improving performance -in such basic areas as speaking, reading and com-
puting is of paramount importance, but it is ,:beyond the ,scope of this
study. / '

-.
s. Specific Vocational Preparatiorr (SVP) 'is a scale that -specifies the
amount) of time required to learn the techniques, aequire information.
and Myelob the facility needed for averagrperformance in a specific
job-worker situation.. (For a full defpition, see Appendix A). This
time may be spent before employment crk.afier, employment in ak varlety of

stitutional-and infprmal settings. We use this scale as a measure of
reItive skill in strictly occupational terms, with tM assumption that
'skill development,is closely related to ,edupat-ipnaI _development. This
assumption is warranted by the high cdrreIation between GED and SVP
these measpres have been assigned in the Dictionary, something on e
order of .80.

OMPATIONA-L---CATECORIBS

The units of analysis for the study are the 4140 detailed occupational
classifications of the 1970 Census. Social scientists -who :.$7ork*.with
ocpupational data are aware of the difficulties in using this sheme ,and
have often called atVerition,to the over-specificity of some. groups, like
"weavers" and _"loom fixers" that persist from an eapiAer time when the
textile ,Industry was more important in the economy than it is now, and
the heterogeneity of other groUps, like "assemblors,i" that cover work at
several levels of complexity. Neverthelegs, we chose to use the census
categories because of the availability of data conformed 'to them.

In particular, it is possible to. express pVP, which wes origj.nally
estimated for the some 20,000 titles of the Dittionary, as a mean and

also- -to produce a weighted distribution for each census gtoug, 3..lt This \

21/ The aggregating scheme comes from 1.4oyd. V. Temme, Occupation:
Meanings and Measures. Washington: ..Bureau -of Social Science Research
June .1975.
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distribution as discusged in Appendix C and appears in Appendirx D. Our
major use of the mean SVPs ig to group occupations Into broad razzes of

skill by the training time required to perform them.

In summary, the method used to sort occupations into preliminary
clusters-consists of, 1) distinguishing census groups by the criterion
of whether the major part of vocational preparation oacurs before or
after employment; and 2) within these two categories, assigning a gen-
eral level of skill, using mean training time (SVP)s. The third step in
the analysis is the annotation of occupatidnal groups within clusters**

designed to furnish detail on the *acquisition of skill.

Before the detailed Fesults a:re presented; hever, there are two
topics that, demand further discussion--the use of local data fof making
decisions about training, and the institutional factors that*relate to

those decisions. In the next two' chapters we review the institutio411
factors. The focug is not on making any, one.decision, but rather on
the observable patt4rns in industries encLodaupations, and the under-
lying rationale for whether training typically take-s plade bef9re of
after employment.

...... ....

1 6.
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PATTERNS 'OF 'TRAINING: PRE-EMPLOYMENT

In this century, as forMal classroom train5 before employment
has-,become'-more common as a *means pf acquiring dacupationa1 skills', on-

thejob training has been' increasingly informal and limited tq learning
specific job-related' tasks. -Structured training after employment has

not disappeared;' in certain indttstries and odeupatioris, it remains the

only way and 44' pthers., an alternative way, depending on local practice.
This chapter and the next2one deal With the coexistence of these 'two ,

cli..stinet training patterns. r
,

The growth of pre-employment elassroom.training reflects the inter-

a tion between changes in the oecupational'structure and the 'further

de lopment of a aong-standing vocational tradition' in. American educa-
tio

TRXNDS.IN THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE

*

If we look at the changes in the_proportion of major occupational
groups pince 1900 (Table 2) , - the most striking shifts are the decline
of jobs in farming, domestic .pervice and laborer oceupati:ons, and the -

increase .in jobs in whiteeollar and nondomestle serkrice occupations.

We phoubi point out'that in the shdrt run, for example in ay one decade,'

technological advance', which is camonly involed as the source of these
changes, may play only a minor roIe. Since new technology is capital-
intensive,, innovation takes time to permeate an industrial tbector in an
.4ready, advanced economy. .221

Over time, however, new methods- do take 'hold. The mechanization

Nof materials...handling alone Accounts for a goodly share of the decline

in the importance of laborers, and the expansion of the use 'of firm
maehinery and fertilizers had.redueed farinworKers to 3.0 percent of the
labor force by 1977. But new methodvare not'confined to the introductiri
of machines. Changes in organizational styles, for example, account'in
large measure for the relative increases in nonproduction workers, ,that
is, White-collar and service workers.

Thesa trends are usually ev.essed in occupational termstl'but they
rest in.large part on underlying shifts in,the relative importance of
.industry aectors. The-two come together most elbsely in agriculture
where the.categorieg we usp Make-the decline in farming as an industry
and fanning as an occupation-identical. But for 'the most part,' the
relative importance ot industry gpowth or decline far putweiglis the

22 In spite- of subsidies, both direct and indirect, the slowness
, I, of railrOads and steel complanies to adopt new technol4ies has under- .

minded their competi3ive positions, in the ane case against trucking
fid in the Aber', -against foreign producers.
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Occupational Dietribuition of th
Population, 1900, 1950

I.

Malor Occupation group .

Total

White-Collar Wo

Professional

Managers and
except farm

onomieally Active

Percent

1900' 1950

:100.0 i00.0.

rkers

technicaI.ihd kindred )4.3

administrators,

Sales workers

Clerical and *kindred

Blue-Collar and S.prvice Workers

Blue-Collar Workers

8.6

Crafts, Supervisors and;kindred 10.5

Operaiives and kindred 12.8

'Laborers, except farm and mine 12.5

Se ice Workers

Pr vate household 5.4

. Service workers except-private
household

Farm 'Workers

Farmers and 'fdrm managers 19 9 7.4 ;1.6

Farm laborers and supervisors 17.7' '4.4 1.4

14.2 13.1

20.4 15.3

6.6 5.0

2.6 1.3

P 7.9 124;4

The data for these three years .are not strictly comparable
because ofrehanges in the lower age limit for inclusion 1(10 in 1900,
14 in 1950 and 16 in 1975) and because of changes in eensup classifica-
tions. The latier yie1d4 an overall error of approximately 10 percent,
unevEnly distributed among classifications. Themdistributions are
presented here only to'highlight the gross shifts in the strueture.

_So_ur IL S. Depai,tments of. Labor and__Health., Eddcatiom. amtd_ Welfare,

GOVernment'PriVing Office, 1976, p.38Tand 1978, p. 206.
Employment and Training Report of the President. Washington:
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changes in Occupational mix within industries. f What this means is
that jobs go out of 'style at a mudh slower rate t an the advocates of

'future.shock4 seem to imply.

The cliche,that every person will have,three or four occupations
in a-lifetime implies that occupational mobility is largely determined
by technical change. -In fact, nobility is more a funbtion of naturation
than it is of,rapid shifts in demand. Young workers often begin
time labor market participation ih low-level jobs and change fields as

they perceive better opportunities.,

iiapid technologic/change is also.invoked as ihe chief factor ill

structural unemployment, keading to a fOcus on skill obsolescence and-
the alleged mismatch between job vacancies and the skills of the unem-

Ployed. On closer examination, continuing high rates of Unemployment
turn out to be related to a complex of reasons, including the secular
decline-of industries, interregional movement of plants., demographic
shifts, competition for /Obs among demographic grouiS, and a host of

other issues besides the inadequacy of,9ccupational-skill training. 24/

Quite apart from the efficacy of training programs as a solution
teemployment problems', what concerns us here is the effect of-industry

shifts op patterns of training. In this respect, the expansion pf em-
ployment in nonmanufacturing industries, as yell as in nonproduction
jobs vithin the goods-producing sectors, is responsible for the exten-

sion of, the school-based model that has Umig been dominant in white-
collar occupations and is increasing among service octupations.

Clas'sroom training seems particularly attractilie ;Jrhen jobs are

associated with standardized technical skills. When these skills give
workers a claim to special knowledge not shared by the population at
large.; political opportunities arise to control the occupation through
certification or licensing. The novement to "professionalize" occupa-
tiont has followed the path of the traditional "free" professions--
medicine and the law--in using accreditation of training as a means of
setting standards and thereby controlling entry. As groups struggle for

such contpdl, the connections between the occupational structure and
formal instruction are strengtheneC and schools at all levels intensify

=their training commitments.

2.4/ Affe and Proomkin demonstrated this effect statistically for

the 1950-1960 decade, a finding we replicated for the 1960-1967 peripd.
Gee A.J. Jaffee and Joseph Froomkin, Technology and Jobs. New York:

Praegep, 1968. Our data are unpublished.
24/ These issues are beyong the scope of this monograph. There is.

continual disagregment about the root causes of chronic unemployment and

a large literature in which the subject is explored. Our,views are

$prebented in Marcia Freedman, Labor Markets: Segments and Shelters.

Monte.lair. New Jersey: Allanheld, Osmun, 1976.
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While jobs connected to licenses and credentials contribute to th."'
expansion of pre-emplOyment classroom training, at least two other types
of occupation have also.come to be identified with foiiiel entry require-
me s: 1) those, such as typist, that(,require specialized but limited
skills; and 2) those where entry is increasingly conditional on posses-
sionof a baccalaureate dekree, even though occwational skills are
acquired on the job. Taken together, training for these'three types of
jobs has markedly influenced,the further development of the vocational
emphasis in the nation's s*Chools.:

VOCATIONALISM IN AnbRICAN EDUCATION 25/

I The idea that education.is linked tooccupational perfoinnance goes
much further back in American history than the practical preoccupation
with "dropouts" and the theoretical flowering of the human capital school,
'both of_ which were outstanding lgndscape features of the 1960s. The
idea :that education and training might be treated as investments may have
its intellectual roots in the "hints and suggestions" of eighteenth and
nineteenth century economics, 2.§./ but its widespread 'acceptance as a
means of interprvting.reality, even anpng those who would not recognize
"human capital" by that name, *can only be attributed to the insidnt
recognition, in a new ahd technically sophisticated form, of a long and
widely-held set, of beliefs.

At a time when America was predominantly an agricultural nation,
vocationalism found expression most exPlicitly in the colleges founded
under the Morrill,Act of 1862.. The establishment of these land-grant
institutions grew out.of farm pressures, although they were aevoted from
the beginning to the mechanical as well as the agricultural arts.. They
served a younger age group than 'today's colleges, in effect performing
the function of a comprehensive high school as we know it.

In 1879,-Caluip Woodward established the Manual Training High School*
of Washington University in St.-Louis. The loanual training movement had
itS origins in general cgrriculum reform, not so much on vocational
grounds as in the service of rounding out .a liberal education by intro-
ducing less abstract subject matter. 27/ After the turn 'of the .century,

.?5,/ Except as otherwise noted, this sectjon relies, on Lawrence A.
Cremin, The Transformation of 'the' School: Progressivism in American
Education, 1876-1957. New York: Random House, 1961 and Marcia Yreedman
"Business and Education," in The Business of America, Ivar Berg, ed.
New York': Harcourt, Brace tSe World, 1968, pp. 364-387.

Blaug, cit., p. 827.
- .2/4-Edward A. . Krug, The Shaping of the American High School: 1880-

1920. Madison, Wisconsin: Udiversity of Wisconsin Press, 1969, pp. 23-
26. Others ,have taken the position that the goals of the movement were
more pointed toward blacks and the urban poor, "to intioduce practicality
into schools, preserve traditional values, and enhance industrial progress."
See "Introduction ," American EducatiOn and A Doc ntumeajy

History 1870-1970. Marvin Lazerson and W. Norton Grubb, eds.:. New York:
Teachers College .Press, 1974, pp. 13-14.
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0
fhe teaching of hand crafts came to be viewed as irrelevant for the
rapidly growing corps of industrial workers. As agriculture declined
as a,source of employment.and wasovertaken by manufacturing, construction
and transportation; pressure developed for the high schools to modernize
their efforts to socialize and train morking-cIass youths.

The landmark legislation of this period was the Smith-ftughes Act of
1917, which provided federal funds for vocational education In secondary
schools and, which, with subsequent amendments, remains a large component
of federal aid to education. It is of some significance that business
support tor the 1917 Act was decisive in its passage. School shops were
advocated by educators as an aid ta ,academic instruction, a notion that
still has midespread support in educational circles, but the businessmen
who advocated the legislation had other goals in mind. , They saw voca-
tional education'as,part of their general anti-union strategy, and looked
for pxample to Practical trade training as a means of gaining freedom
from the growing regulation of apprenticeship. The National Association
of Manufacturers, which-by the 1960s Mes resolved against all forms of
federal aid to_education°, was an early and strong supporter,of the
establishment of free public,commerciaI and technical schools.

Since 1917, federal legislation has changed the scope of the Voca-.
tional Education Act from narrow,skill-training in the high'schooIs to
broader curricula extending to post-secondary technical education. As
things stand now, there remain two overlapping emphases in the secondary
sdhools. One is the c6ntinuation of vocational education, and the'other
is the more diffuse concept of "career education." The latter is a theme
with many 'variations, but it arose in the 1970s out of a renewed effort,
alm6st an echo of earlier movements, to relate public schoolinwto the
."world of work"--to-adapt school experiences to practical and occupational
ends and, once again, to give "relevance" to the cutricalum.

.In the meantime, vocational education has gone on--surveyed, studie+3,
attacked, reformed, but always tinder review. It too has been forced to
.mae obeisance to "relevance,P in-part through the complex admdmistrative
procedures for allocating federal and state funds. The required state
and local plans must reflect consideration of local malipower meeds,)a
mandate that is fulfilled in the most perfunctory manner. In pracreice,

Avocational education officials prefpr locally, available demand data to
-those that are officially produced by DePartment of Labc47 agenciesv
probably with some reason, as we shall observe in Chapter.4. Purther-
more, once programs are introduced, they are hard to alter. The weight
of the investment in equipment and of the tenure of teachers naturally
tends to inhibit rapid changes, but in any case, employment estimates
and projections are certainly of little 4.mpprtance in influencing futire
program deeisions. 28/ In effect, the schools continue to offer courses

21/ D.W. Drewes and D.S. Katz, Manpower Data and Vocational Educa-
tion: A National Study of Availability and Use. Raleigh, North
Carolina: Center for OccupatA.onal Education, NorthiCarolina State
University, 1975, pp. 40-41.
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pf study as long as ;them is a demand for .enrollment, and sometimes past,

that point. Moreover, they seldom gather information in a systematic way

on the acceptability of their Programs as credentials for entry jobs.

Only a few students of this subject have 'dealt with acceptability, 29

but it is an important 6oncept for assessing all forms of occupational

training. At the secondary school level, for example; employers may be

more or less enthusiastic about the -quality of the training, but they

seldom quarrel with the idea that high school is an appropriate locus
for the production of office clerical workers. 'Similarly, courses in
cosmetology and practixcaI nursing are acceptable -insofar as *students

are prepared for success in gaining statei licenses., ,
For other, opcuPations -the record can only be judged

Through the netwg4k created by advisory councils, vocational education

ca&pointeto many examples of school-industry cooperation in establishing

and modifying the curriculum and in cieating a bridge from *vocational

school to work that is satisfactory to allspdrties. But there are just

as many, if not more, instances 'when local educational authorities know

little about the specific outcomes of their programs in terms of students'

post-high-school employment experience§.

THE POSTSECONDARY SECTOR 4,

Insofar as pre-employment training is an accepted route for skill
acquisition, it is more and more the province of,postsecondary institu-
tioneprofessional schools, two- and four-year colleges area technical
schools and proprietary tteade schools.

Aigher Education; In theo'ry at least, the higher learning of earlier
centuries was not supposed, to inculcate ,vocational skills. But in contrast
to Britain, where the idea per4sts that the classically trained person-
is the best prepared to exercieeleadership 'in a yariety of settings

sahools e contribution to economic growth of technically trainedthe -trend iremerican higher teducation mirrors the emphasis of the itIblic

human resources. In coining the word '"multiversity," Clark Kerr sought
to legitimate a pragmatic role for higher education, a role that .he

.viewed as "an imperative rather than as a reasoned choice of elegant
alternatives," 13/ and one that was fully consonant with the investment
metaphor, of human capital theory.

-

The practical results are readily apparent 'from data.,on degrees

granted..- Almost half (47 perpent) of the 1.3 million degrees ,(bachelor's,

master's and 'Ph.D.$) earned in 1975 were in the fields of business,

22./.Manu 1 Zlimelman in one
lgs/ Cra Kerr, The Use of

HarVard University Press, 1963,

of -these. few. See Zymelman
the University. Cambridge 5 'Mass.:

p. 6.
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engineering, education an Olth alone',,21/ in addition to some 56,000
first professional degrees , n,medicine, lawand theology. 32/

It is worth noting that;-rrom time to time, there is a reaction
against what might be called xcessive vocationalisM. ', Thus, a. 1978
report by the National Advisory Cpnmission .on Higher Education for Police
Officer& concludol that tfie Depa tment of Justice's Law Enforcement
Education Program, established in 1314, had resulted in encouraging
police peuonnel to attend collegeqor courses that were'uteaehing what
the polie6-do now instead of inquirIngmhat fhey cguld do. 4fferently."
The Commission recommended that poliCk*.par,tments should reeruit the
educated, rathe&r than educating the r46kvait.4d and that the eduation of
criminal justiee majors be broadened, w4hithe practical skills of
pollee work taught in police academies rathe.r than in colleges. /V

\
.\\

RELATIVE. NUMBERS. OF TRANSPER',AND TERMINAL Di6ithES-

:

'The total number of associate degrees and,:pther awards granted 4y
two-year colleges and technical institutes (InCtu4ingbhospital-based
schools) for cpmpletion of organized occupationa4currieula was about
277,000 in 1975, far short of occupationally-oriented,baccalaureate,
graduate and professional degrees. The awards, mogt c which'were for
programs of at least two years, were distributed by fleld as follows: 44

Total 109.0%

Mechanics and engineering technicians N6.5

Health services 27.7
Data processing
BusineSs (including secretarial) '.
Public service (including law enforcement) 12.7

).
These figUres,reflect the extension.of postsecondary training intofields
for which pre-employment training has traditionally been "acceptable, like
secretarial work, as well as the movement of local institutions into

.\

31/ US. Bureau f the Cdnsus, Statistical Abstmet.of the United
S tes: 1977. 'Washington: GeOernment Printing Office, 1977, Table 266

p. 161.
32/ National Center for Educational gktatistics, 'Digest of Educatibn

,Statisties_, 1976, Table 114.
33/ Lawrence W. Sherman and,the National'Advisory Commission on

ifligher Education for Police.Officers The Quality of Police Education.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978. illese findings are reminiscent of
long-time criticisms of the practice of granting salary inerements to

--.--tea-chers for -extra graduate credits. In this case, where the fed'eral
.government has, invested over $225 million, the report questions the ,

assumption that time spent in college classrooths warranted the,promotions
salary increases received b'y thousandS cif police personnel.
34/ Digest of Education Statistics ,1976, op.. cit.
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providing classroom training orv occupations in health, police and cor-
rections. Once having been establiAted, ii community,college vill seek
a clientele made, up of diverse agencieslocal government, for whi'ch it
is a natural supplier of training; hospitals that can no, longer afford
to operate their own s6hools;, and even apprenticeship programs where
related classroom training has long been conducted at the' localxhigh

. school. ,15/ .
,

4

The success of these public*intermediate institutions in expanding
their occupational curricula pales in comparison with the grOwth of .

training in noncollegiate postsecondary schoole. For 1978, the National
Center for Educational Statistics reported on 667 of these in the public
sedtor and 5,8611 in the private sector. 2§/ Comparative enrollment
figures show that the private, largely proprietary. -schools enroll more
than twice as many students as the publicly supported schools (Table '3.
NCES uses "type of school" to report these data; a categorical scheme
that obscures the curricular content; particularly in the public sector
where most 'students are enrolled in t ocationalitechnical" institutions.
Among the private schools, however, he, business ,schools accounted for
a major share (41 percent) With tr erschools (15 percent) andk cosmeto-
logy/barber schools 14 percent) next in importvice...

ILj4 t

t

The NCES also fut:nishes estimates of completion rates -and aver*
fees for occupational training programs. The 1975 data showed that,
excluding correspondence schools, the completion rate for the private
sector averaged 62 percent compared to 50 percent for the public sector.
For mean number of hours,:to. complete the program, the figures were 9147

for the private, and 1,499 houils for the public. Tuition data showed
that public courses, although longer, Were cheaper in direct costs to
students--$3'42 compared with $1,748 for proprietary, and $1,106 for
private nonpr6'fit schools. 37 ...).----

.

Considerable controversy has surrounded the proprietary schools in
'recent years. The logic of their supporters is clear enough: since
they derive their income from the market,,they can maximize their pro-
fits on1S7 by doing a better job of preparation than their concetitors
for a given dost. To do so, they must employ the beat teachers to .
train students in the 'tasks dictated by the labor market, and if their
placement rates are unsatisfactbry, they will lose their position in

35 See American Assodiation a Community and Junibr Colleges,
Omanized Labor and 'Community- Colleges. Washington: The Association
1976. 'For a series of brief esiays on the training rOle of con:mini-0/-1--
colleges, see "Easing the Transition from Schooling to Work," liarrywor.
Silberman and Mark B. Ginsburg, issue eds., New Directions for community

AP

Colleges ,---16--(Winter 1976)-.--
Prelithinary data to be published in NCES ann4a1 report, The

Condition of.Education. Precise figures on private proprietary -schools
are hard to pin dol.ft. Some estimates run as high as 10,000.

.17./ NCES, ,The Condition of Education, Vol. Three, Part One, Table,
3.12, p. 185.
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Enrollment in Noncollegiate Postsecondary Schools
.with Occupational Programs/. 1978

Itr

Type of School'

Pu1;15.4 Private

Enrollment
Percent

Pull-Time Enrollment
Percent

Full-Time

Total 405,904 61.6,'' 1. 871 281 70.3

Vocational/Technical. 1378,466 26,929 82.9.61.6

Technical Institue 10,637 3 8' 19,288 .82.0

Business/Commerical .361,413 67.1

Cosmetolog:y/Bar4er - 124,359 132: .1

Flight - 60,773
....

22.4.,

Treide -800 100.0' 134;038 74.8

Arts and Design 35,631. 71.2

Hospital' 6 152 100.0 51,518 99.3

Allied.Health 9,849 95.4. 33,886 .86.8-

Other - 23,446 16 5

1

Source: Prepublication kta National Center for Educational
Statistics.
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the market. While these assumptions may be valid for some schools, they
surely are not for, all schools.

One thajor difference among proprietary schdols is the extent to
which thdy rely on public subsidies through grants and 1c:4-interest
loans available to 'their students. A large-number came into being in
response to the demand created by the GI Bill after World War II.
.Their eligibility to become lenders under the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program was established in 1968, and they became full partners in the
"postsecondary community" in 1972 when thkr students became eligible
for the sant basic .grant aid as college' students. The abuses attendant
on their participation in subsidy programs 18/ are interesting, not
because they are scandalous, but because the attempt to reduee "the
imperfeetions of capital markets, which inhibit some individuals from
financing their desirable occupational choices," 42/ had the- unintended
effect of enhancing the imperfections of the market for occupational
training.

The distortion occurs because public 'grants and,loans encourage
people with little labor market information to enroll in programs for
which the payoff is highly questionable. On this issii6, the Bure'au of
Consumer Protection of the Federal Tragle Con-mission summarized ite'

vrecord of hearings by characterizing the typical vocational student as
"unuallS7 vulnerable to deeeptive and misleading advertising and unfair
sales and enralment t'echniques," as either unemployed or earning low
wages, and as motivated by the desire fo es6ape from this situation while
lacking both labor-market ,information and insight into his or her own
potential. :421

Th U.S. Office of Education, while attemptiicg to deal with such
abuses, has inherited, a sizeable financial problem from the past
Twenty-one percent of an federally insured guaranteed student loans
for fiscal 1975 was made by proprietary schools in *their capacity as
lenders. W The default rate for these 'students runs more' than twice

I.
. ,1%r .a partial record of these abuses, see Bureau of Consumer

Protection, Federal .Trade Comission, Proprietary Vocational and 'Home
Study_ Schools: Final Report to the Federal Trade Con-mission and Pro-

. Washington: Goverpment Printing Officp,
1976..and U.S. Senate, Hearings Before the Permanent Subcomittee on
Investigations of the Comittee on Government' Operations, Gutranteed
Student Loak Program, Part 2 (December 10 and 16 1975). Washington:
government righting Office, 1976. , For, a eriti e, see Ivar Berg and
Marcia --Freedman, ,"Student Loans and 'the Labor Ma ket," tiational Technical,
Information Service, 1978.

39/_The.lwording is Blaug!_s_122._cit.,
19,/ Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal: Trade Coninission, a...

, IV U.S. Office of Education', Office of Planning, Budgeting and.,
Evaluation, Executive Suninary; PIanning/Evaluation -Study. A Survey -of
Lenders in the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro- am. ikt19" 1976.
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as high as for students attending colleges and universities. 1E/ As .of

February 1978., the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare reported
to the Congress that former students had defaulted on a total of $500

million in federally guaranteed loans. Although greater publicity has
been given to willful defaulters with good jobs, an analysis showed that .

most of the debtors were not ungrateful college graduates, but high
school. dropouts or graduates who had enrolled in vocational.school. to
learn ,specific skills. 43

In institutional terms, public proprietary schools have similar
strengths,and weaknesses. Placement in training-related jobs is probably
the only innediate test of success. As the Federal Trade Commission
Report points out, the right course at the right school enhanCes the
probability of success, while the wrong course or school makes a graduate's

chances ve0 slight. "As it now stands, the prospective enrollee really
'has no way of knoWing" which!' 'is which." W

In this context, the "right school" is one .that -selects students who,
can benefit from the program and attempts to do an honest training job,
The "right course" is one thattis. acceptable to prospective employers.

.AccOrding to these criteria,, proprietary scItools have their greatest
overall success in the .clerical and cosmetology fields, in much the same

degree as the pubUc secondary schools. They are also increasingly
involved in training !or the myriad of specialized occupations in the

health field. In the so-called "trades," the record is more spotty.
Individual schools that teach auto mechanics and wattling, for example,

have fine local reputationswhile, by and large,' those that purpgrt to

teach computer pr?gramming and truck driving are more) suspect. The

point here is not that courses are coliSeped by any particular kind of
vhool, but rather titat w4an1ards baèedon better information are required.

It should be added here that correspondence_schools, whose enroll-
mente run about 330,000 at any one time, have no measurable labor market

effect. For a sample of veterans, one study that was on.the whole quite

favorably disposed to proprietary scho ls found that correspondence
courses yielded no earnings gains 45

Otherwise, comparing the placement records of public, and private

vocational schools shows few differences. W.W. Wilms found that graduates
of both types who trained for higher-level technical Occupations were
less likely to find jobs in their, fields 9 while trainees 'for lower-leveI

.42/ Ibid.
43/ "U.S. Cites Students'. Privacy Rights'in Delaying Move un *Loan

Defaults," The New York Times, February 12, 1978.

-4211- Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade CattniSsLon4 _92

cit., p. 229.
1 Dave M. 0'.Neill, "Voucher Fundingfor Training Programs: Evi-

dence from the GI Bill,'" The Journal of Human ResourOes., XII. (Fall 1977)-,

pp. 'i2S.-4.
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clerical and service-worlier positions-7including. secretarial and cos-
metology .students-L-were.l.ore likely to_ find'jobs in their fields..
In h followup study, Wilms found that for'both kinds of schools, drop-
outs training for upper-level -occupations did just as well in.terms. of

. placement and earnings *as those who completed the full program but
that trainees..for lower-level occupations Who completed their courses,
did better in the labor market than dropoUts. 12/

Wilms study is often interpreted as antithetical to proprietary'
schools. What .is closer to ttie mark,' however, is a. conment from some
of his critics, which in fact adds to rather' than detracts from itie
findings:

..0cdupational differences and characteristics
of the labor market may have been more important

'explaining variations in joboutcomes than
'such factors as the quality of ihe training Or
the placement services prOvided by the schools. 181

Ultimately, the most important external factor iri_the success of
all occupational curricula is-a linkage betWeen training and eMploying
institution. The graduates of certain schools form a steady Iabor supply
for certain employqrs who tay work in close partnership with the school
in stich .details as curriculum re.ksion. Where this relationship ie
poorly developed, student prospecte are uncertain, even when openings
maY be available in the occupational categories for which they were
trained. On the other band, a tie betWeen school, and' employer cari over-
come other deficiencies.' 'The futility of schoo.lip for truck-driving.has
been 'adequately demonstrated, but we know of at 3.east one such 'school
that has considerable placement success, not because of the training it
'give's.; but because the proprietor 'is an ex-driver who uses hie union
connections to refer students to jobs openings. .

rat

sutraRy

The amount of time and resoutces 'devoted to_ formal pre-employment
training ieclassrooms.has continually increased. Over the last' century,
there has undoubtedly been a trise in the technical level of the entire
occupational structure and a concomitant rise in the basic literacy
requirements for Many jobs. The average years, of schooling among the
p9pulation has also increased, while the tradition' of vocatiotialism in
Aterican Oucation has, if'anything, grovn stAnger.

14

16/ Wellkord W. Wilma; .Public and Proprietarz Vocational Training:
A Stddy of Effectiwness. Berkeley, Calif.: University' of 'California,
'Center for Research and Development of Higher Education, 1974.

WelIford-W:--Wilms-;V6chticiriarEdUdation-Dro
Social Mobility, 1979 (in press).
tiler .1.1§, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies. in Higher Education, The
Federal Role in PostsecondaryEducation. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,,1975,'p. 57.
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The expansion of the higher-education system, beginning in the
1950s:included the creation,of a third tier of comm.' 'ty and junior
colleges and technieal institutes to supplement the pportunities
dyailable in uniVersities and in faur-year colleges. !IV While the
majority of students in these new institutions wereenroIled in
"transfer" curricula deii,gned to gain'admission,pinto four-year 'colleges,
a number completed so-called "terminal" programs. These programs,
designed to prepilre students for particular occupations, became part
of the two-year college scene, partly eis a reflection of their search
for a raison d'etre', and partly in an effort to upgrade traditional
vocation4l education. The programs alsosresponded to labor market
changes--the age rationing that made high-school graduates less employ-i
able in certain Sectors of the economy and the;Immremient toward credential-
ling and licensing that in turn encouraged the standardization of
qualification and. training.

Meanwhile, the.postpomement of entry inb) fuII-time employment of
young -workers lowered the opportunity costs of attending school. The
idea that education and training would insure access to rewarding
employment gave way to a Somewhat more problematical rationaIe--that
.without education or training, individuals would be in a poor position
-to compete for available opportunities.

Continuing high rates of unemployment, which lowers opportunity
4costs,*eneburaged training policiefeand programs designed to Improve
the match between people and jobs. Finally, the spread of governmental

,grant and loan Vrograms,"extended not only to students enrolled in
traditional institutions of higher education,jaut also to those ink
proprietary schools, lowered the opportunity costs to potential students
even further.

Wi-nh all of these developments4.pre-empIoyment training has '137. no
means swept thd field. Mere remain a sizeable number qf occupations
for whieh major skill acquisition'takes place after emiiloyment. It is
to these kinds of jobs that we.now turn our attention.keeping in mdnd
that people of varying backgrounds and already acquired skills can be
hired, and are often preferred to fill exibting vacancies.

49/ Many of the latter, which had been teacher, training institutions,
were transformed into tajor regional outposts of the state university
system.
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V. A

PATTERNS OF TRANING: POST-EMPLOYMENT

Counter.to the broad tren1 toward formal,pre7-employment training
'other patterns for skill acquisition persist in which training takes
place only after the worker is_ hired. The occupations for which: train-
ing is inextricably tied to the job are characterized by industry- or
firm-specific, skill requirements. Such gccupations require credentials
for entry, but of a more general character, such as a high school diploma
or a baccalaureate degree. Selland additional formal or informal
screening criteria, as for example, aptitude tests, the most important
aid to entry may well be information - about the jdbs and hiring prate-

. tices of the firm - or a personal introduct4on from someone already on
"the payroll.

We are accustomed to viesang the conduct of a business as a purely
rational enterprise that includes carefl allocation of ;resources and
even4.ong-range,planning4 but for personnel activities, a well-thought-
out response to abanging conditions is more often found in textbooks
thaw in pra:ctice. As-Arnold Weber has put it, "Although management's
approach to capital projections borders on reverence, it generally views
personnel planning from the Same perspective aS a sailor on oyernight
leave in Marseilles." 50/ *

,
urts of platming activity do occur, especially as the xesult of

exogenous riressures. In recent years, -the personnel function has been
vastly enhanced by the federal governmentts anti-discrimination activi-
ties, which require not only the establishment of affirmative action
goals, but also new hiring systems and special training prograMe. 51/
By and large, 'however, corporate planning for human resources utilize-
tion,is a high .priority only for managerial and professional personnel.
This fotus, and the contrasting attitude, toward rank-a -file workers, -

is illustrated by a sample of narrative responses Conference Board
Survey on "evolving systems in manpOwer planning":

The Hewlett-Packard Company whosp strength is described as lying
in its professional workforce, consequently focuses its planning on
that segment. A major division of .Scott Paper't has never experi-
enced a problem in obtaining eit,her production workers or salesmen,
so there are no long-range plans for recruiting these employeesl," 52/

-

The long-rame planning' consideratio, of Union Oil revolve 'around
the managerial and professional segments. The nonManagerial work force,
has been decreasing, and shortages of competent personnel 'have not been
a. serious problem. Furthermore, the company contracts out a great deal
of nonsupervisóry work. 53/

50/

Heroes,'
L2./

New york
53/

Wall Street Journal, 4araiary
Herbert E. Meyer,, "Personnel

Fortune, February 1976, p. 88
Walter S. Wikstrom, Manpower

: The Conference Board, 1971,
Ibid., p. 52.

7

3D, 1978, p. Pt.
Directors are the N w Corporate

Planning:. Evblvina Systems
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.
;Needless to say*, companies with fewer than 509 employees aiNst

never engage in .Personnel 'pimping at any-Aevel. The 'absence4,,of long.=
run 'plans (even if long run is defined as' five years) make it diffir
cu,it te aSsess how 'much training is ping on.-at any, done time or how
much is 'likely to':take Place ingthe future. Companies themselves sel-
domkeep the records ,or gathers the data that would be neCessary for
reliable estimates on a current basis. -54/ In a recent survey, bnly
:about half pf *the respondent' firms providea in full the requested ex-

. . . .

penditure data.

-

Volunteered comments suggest that moSt of the
companies that did zS8t furnish this informa-
tion were unable t do so because education-
training cost ere Y'buried" in ;other budgets,
were,"scattered" in a number. of company loca-
tions and departments, 'or..both.

The aqcounting problems associated with direct expenctitur are
only part of the problem. More generally, it is easier to describe a
model for deyermining the relative costs of training than ,to estimate

the ;terms of its equations.' The, direct costs over a' given unit of time,
the wage rate 'of the itrainee, and the 'value of production attributable

to the trainee are_reiativeiy simple variables. More complicated are

those that seek to capture the future contribution of the company-
trained skilled worker.

Everyone agrees that firms are more likely to offer training when

the labor market .is noncompetitive, that is, "... when the w8rkers have

" training that is specific to the firm or in the case of monopsony when
the firm is the sole employer for a segment of the labor market." 56/
It is this itelationsliip that insures structured training at IBM and AT&T,

in ccintrast to firmS in other, less concentrated industries where fore-

, . caAting Ith.e.length of time over which training will be useful is subject

.to- a high degree of uncertainty.-

When they 'were asked directIy their reasons for providing training,

employers in four metalworking industries 'mot frequently' responded

with the general statement that "necessary' jol) skills could best be

learned ihrough the employees .own training program." *Among the reasons
for not-. providing 'structured* training* over half the firms reported
satisfaction with informal methods.'

541. Lusterman',. 2R. cit. 11.

55/ PAC,. p. 16.
t56/ Zymelman, cit.$ kr 32 and Lusterman,

^
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*Relatively fJ establishments were influelibed
by the Allowing reasons: Costof structured
training is prohibitive; the risk of training
employees arid losing them to other firms is
too great;. or the production probess shifts
tasks away from skilled tO lesser skilled
workers who are already available.' 57/

Logically, one can assess costs and develop models for comparing
different training modes. Such comparisons howtver, would only be use-
fultiunder certain conditibns. First, there has to be a real possibili-
ty of choice; second, the output of ,-the trainixig process must be the
same wherever it is located; and third, *other institutional constraints
are absent. Since all of these conditions are seldom met in the U.S.
with fragmented but highly- developed systems, cost minimization usually '

does not determine the choice of training if only because the calculations
cannot be very precise'.

It may well be that businessmen, taken as a whole, make their de-
cisions by employing the' calculus of-marginal productivity, thus opera-
ting on the theoretical principles of microeconomics, ))ut only in the
same sense% that Molierets Bourgeois Gentilhome disabvered that, un."'=

wittingly, he had been speaking pibse 4all -along. This is the burden of
the argument presented by Fritz Machlup in his Presidential Address to
the American Economic Association: marginalist theory does not require
that information on supply, production and demand be correct as long as*
chanske is registered correctly. Furthermore, firms act as profit-maxi-
mizers even if they cannot make exact estima,tes and calculations. 58/

As far as traiking is concerned, a decision may or may not be
sound, but it is usually made .either out of intuition or out Of a rough
ass,essmen1 _of past practice, rather than as the result of a formai' exer-
cise in microeconomics. Thu,s, small 'companies may feel unable to afford
the short-run costs of tra,ining if the longer'-run benefits are uncertain.
At the other extreme, 'large firms may feel that, within limits, costs
ane warranted, not because there is no alternative, but as part of an
overall investment strategy. This, again, seems to be the case in deal-
ing with those managers and professionals whom the firms considers criti-
dal ,to the success bf the enterprise.* The "... Ineedt to assure Melt-
pational vitality - morale, in the sense of commitment to work" - is
typical of a Iong-run, justification of the costs of training for these
employee grqups. 591

57/ S . Department of Labbr, Occupational Training in Selebted
Metaiworicing Industres 1974 BLS Bulletin 1976, ETA R&DMonograph 53.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1977..

58/---See-"Theorles -tiana--
gerial," American Economic Review; -LVII (March 1967), pp. 1-3, 3.

'59/ Lusterman, p. cit.; p. 6.
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In general, company involvement is far .less in the training of ney,
employees than In t4e training of present employees, and it is the
largest firms, concerned about a "car& of ongoing needs" in the mana-
gerial Ad supervisory .areas of their operations, 'that maintain continu-
ous offeriings of courses and programs. 60/ For workers in other occupa-
tional groups,industry places most reliance on informal methods of
Iearning-by- do ing

Most of the training of new employees occurs on
the job, Sand much of that is relatively =-
planned ... many companies that provide
courses for employees are shortening or de:-
ferring. them, placing greater reliance on
on-the-job expkerience... 61../

The prevalence of informal training has both cyclical and,,secular
causes. In recent years, employers have had little difficulty in
finding AkirlIed'ytorkers, either within the firm .or in the labor market.'
Their consequent lack of concern for planning and training is the burden
of Weber's -complaint about managerial shortsightedness cited earlier.

,

in secular terms, 'the increase of ,jol;s at both ends of the skill
distributton contributes to the growth of informal training. Jobs wi,..th
specific but limited task requirements.,, such as those held by assgmbly
workers, stock and shipping clerks, and cashiers, require varying 'de-
grees of physical strength, concentration and basic literacy, but their
purely occupational skills can te learned in a short time. Taken to-
gether, these jobs constitute more than a third of U.S. employment (see
Table 1.1). At the other extreme, new hires with extensive pre-employ-
ment training or long experience may need no more than brief orientation
on the job

Gitven these patterns, it is not surprising that while 'formal in-
house education and training activities are provided by 75 percent of
all companies with more than go0 employees, participa'4on of .alI
employees in these firms was estimated at about 13 perbent in the'
Conference Board survey. 62/ This average figure, however, obscures
the difference in levelt of triining activity by industry. Firms in
banking, insurance, utilities, transportation and comMunications are,
in fact, above-average spenders for education and training programs. ***-

,

For some of these industries, e reasons for company-based training
are apparent In communications, t1 telephone sector, which is the

460/ Ibid.
61/ Ibid. p; 46.
b2c Ibid., p. 11. The study sampled firms wfth-75'013- or more

employees, representing about half of the nonagricultural Work force
in the private septor.
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largest employer, is dominated by the Bell System. Only one other
company, General Telephone, has a position In the industry. -In any

case, *whe'rever these companies operate, they are in effect monopolies
with unique equipment and serwices. Utilities also are Iocal:monopolists,
and while their tratning methods vary more, they also r.equire 'a certain

amount of structure in training for such occupations as highIyrski31ed

power-station operators-.

In the insurance and banking' %industries the predilection for
'training is partly explained by the necessitY to carry out routine
procedures in an orderly way. This is %especially true in hank
where an unusual proportion of the total effort is devoted to new
employees, with the typical ease the one to three weeks devoted to the

. training of tellers. In the insurance industry, it is likely that

there is Jess overall emphasis on Iow-skilI entry job's and more on -

technical areas like data processing and the skills required by investi-

gators, adjusters, and sales agents.

A

. Transportation again is a case that combines the necessity for

. precision in the operation and servicing of unique capital equikment
and the routinization of other, mainly data-processing and clerical,

functions.

More 'detail on specific occupational training patterns mill be

fou,nd in the appendices to this monovaph. The important point to

be made here is that in the variety of patterns 'for skill aewisitionl
formal, structured training on the job for the production of high-

skilled workers occupies a small spape. The point is well illustrated

by the current status of apprenticeship, the best.known of the formal

routes to High skill.

APMNTICESHIP

On the face of it, apprenticeship appears to be the ideal form of

struptnred training: .because It is firmly based on the empl r

employee relationship, work and training are inseparably linked;

apprentices are paid. at an increasing rate designed. to match then,

incr sing productivity; and the related classroom tra.A.ning, together

witbervised work experience, produces a fully rounded craft worker

caplk le of performing all of the related tasks of the occupation. In

spite 0P-these benefits, apprenticeship has hold a minor place in skin -

acquisition in the United States. A 1977 estimate juxtaposes an average
annual enrollment of 50,000 new apprentices with a projection of 400,000
craft openings per year in the next decade. 63/

63/ trneSt 'tlieen, Expans on Plans- for'---the' Fif h- Deca-de-,-"

Worklife 2 (Aagust 1977),T. 5.
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In the last two decalies,-the proportion of craft workers haere-
Mained relatively stable, but tEe number of apprentices in trainiqg at
the beginning of each year fluctuates markedlY. The limber generilly
declined during -the fifties and more in' the sixties, but the 73 percent
increase from the 1962 low to the 1976 high was on a base of only
155,649. 64

Since construction crafts account for about 60 percentile apprentices,
the reasons for,the weakness .of apprenticeship as a system a e related
to the problems of that industry. While 'apprenticeship need not depend
on the existence of a union-managenent agreeMent, in practice'nonuti.Ion
efforts are rare. Therefore,' &ince the Ilomebuilding sector' of 'construction
is unorganized, apprenticeship is 'confined largely to contract constrUction
where the building-trades 'unions are strong. Unfortunately, the entire
incluetry is subject to large cyclical swings in employinent. When unemploy-
ment increases, the number of entering apprentices declines;. when unemploy-

-ment decreases, the number of new apprentices _increases. Completion
rates tehave in a contrary fashion; they go up when unemployment rises
and down when unemployment falls.

This relationship affects all programs; apprentices are vnot hired
or, may be laid off) in a loode labor market,-just when they.would prefer

to remain until completion,' and they are hired (or kept on) in a tight
labor market which encourages them to seek employment as a jonrneyman.
before they finish their formai training. .§..y As a resulti the annual
number or apprenticeship qancelIations., which May' be due to layoff or
to quits, is of the same magnitude as completions. In January 1976,
for example, about 266,000 apprentibes were ,in training. They were
joined by 88,000 'new registrants during the year. Both completions
and cancellations were about 50,000, leaving 255,900 Ain training at the
end of the year. fly

Government policies directed toWard this mismatch have taken-the
form of demonstrations to continue the training of unemployed apprentices
off the job. So far, however, there have been no subsidies for
apprentice stipends. The 'Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the
Department of Labor has created several initiatives 'in recent years to
expand apprenticeship outside construction. In 1977, for example, the
Department of 'Labor contracted with the National Automobile Dealers
Association Tor $1.3 million to cover the development and recruitment
costs for a program in auto mechanics apprenticeship designed to recruit

- and train 13,000 persons a year.

U.S.. Department of liabor,. EMployment and Training Re ort of the
Presiddnt, 1977., 'Washington: ,Government Printing Office , 1978, 'ribles
A-3 and

.g./ David Farber-, "Apprenticeship in a Cheinging-conomit Manpower',
7 (Septeinber 1975), pp. 31-33.

§§1 Ben Burdetsky, "The' 'Marshall Plant to Meet New Needs," Worklife,
2 :(August 1977), p. 23. u
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Attractive as it is in theorr, -the extension of apprentieship
is probably 1,imited by the 'reluctance of employers to engage An long-
range planning, on' the one hand,: and the desire of uniona to control
the number -of fullyrounded craft workers, on the .other hand. Appren-
ticeship is strongest in trades like -electrical work, plumbing, air-
conditioning .and.sheetmeta work where skills are most difficult to%

-pick up informally. In other crafts, nonapprenticeship' sources of
skill acquisition are more important. To-control their jurisdiction,
therefore, unions employ a variety of devices to admit members. outaide
of :apprenticeship. When lahor 'markets are tight, tworkars may be
upgraded from helper or laborer categories or admitted :as journeymen
when unions organize nonunion shops. W

Ray-Marshait and his ,colleagues founethat completed apprentices
in the building trades fared better-in the labor market than-workers
trained in other ways. ty Outside of construction, the evidence,is
not so clear. Horowitz and Herrnstadt foUnd -little difference in the'
career outcomes 'of tool and die makers who had trained as.apprentices

*and- those who had not.-§3/ The- twd conclusions 'may not be incompatible,
given,the different nature of the occupations. Workers in the building-
trades crafts .probablr vary more in overill skill than tool and die
makers'. One may infer that workers Who 'never qualified for 'the latter'
occupation bedause they did not achieve the -overall -excellende required
were :not available 'for compterison.

In any case, apprenticeship as a training mode seems destined to
have a low ceiling with respect to expansion. To fget an idea of its
scope- at presint, it is of some interest to compare two figures from
1975. In that year, apprentice completions were about 46,000,.while
almost 21,000 legal immigrants were ,classified as craft workers.. 7

PROBLEMS fN ,EXPANDING STRUCTURED OJT

Available information an industry practice suggests that for many
occupations training takes place after the worker is actually on the
job. The b of is learning-by-doing is inSormal and tailored to
the specific mt Structured, that is, formal training programs
are more likel t exist in the larger firms ,of an industry (apart
from contract struction), ,but except for the trades that are critical
for the contin ty of the enterprise, the occupational content of
training progra is limited.

..§.7/ Ray Marshall, William Franklin, and Robert Glover, "Paths to
Construction Journeymen," Manstower, 6 (September 19714) p. 9.

1 Ray Marshall, Robert W. Glover, and- William S. Franklin, Train-
ing-and---Entry-i-ntirtni-on-eonstruction,' Manpower 'RV) Monograpk
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1975. .

§..91 Morris'4A. Aprowitz and Irwin L. Herrnstadt, Learning 'the Tool
and Die Maker Trade. Manpower Research Monograph No. 17. Washington:
GovernMent Printing Office, 1970.

- 22/ Burdetsky, on. dit., p. 23; ,and U.S. DepartMent of Justice
-Annual Report,. InmiRration and Naturalization Service. `Washington:
Government Printing Office 1976, Table SA.
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Vihere small firms perform a significant role in the industry, Ape-
cial problems arise. Consider, for example, the complexities of skill
acquisition among machinists. .In a.survey conducted by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics in selected metalworking industries, machinists accountedA
for about one-quarter of\aIl, trainees. Fewer than half were in apprentice-
ship. About two-thirds were in "qualifying" traihing (including the
apprentices) and one-third in "skill-improvement" training. Firms wi
1,000 or moe employees accounted for 44 percentof structured traini
The fact that sma 1 firms are less likely to engage in training crea
a special problei4beeause the critical activity of produving maChine
tools is typicall organized in job shops. The owners themselves are'
likely to have been trained in large firms and.from their point of view,
)these same firms constitute a natural source of supply for skilled .

workers. The large firms.are willing to bear the training costs, but
are naturally unwilling to engage in training with the expectation that
their people will be pirated*away. This type of problem is endemic in
Connecticut, 72/ where the concentration, of metalworking firms makes it
readily apparent but-it is likely tp exist in other places and other
industries-.

. ,g- .
In spite of the difficultiAt and' the decreasing QMIlingness of

employers in some industrie to incur-the disruptions attendant to train-
ing if they can be avoided, on-the-job training remains .an attractive
option to workers who can look forward to upward mobility through a
progression of jobs, each involving small increments of skill. 73/ And
it is.especially-attractive to planners of.programs for training and u

placing the d±ydvantaged or the underemployed.

, The notion of involving the private sector by subsidizing on-the-
job training comes up repeatedly. We mill have more to say about the
policy issues in such initiatives. Here w 1an to point out the complex

1/44requirements for encouraging industry invo e t in training by des-
cribing ari exemplary pograt, "Training and echnology" (TAT) operated
by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities in eastern Tennessge. 74/ TAT
is a rTe-employment training prpgram located in a government-owned nuclear
plant t is operated,by Union Carbide. It is akin to company-based
vestib aining, except 'that the training period is longer than

71/ Tor details, see Note on Metalworking and Machine Trade Occupa-
tions, Appendix 13-3.

72/ Tor detaile, see Appendix 13-3.
73/ U.S. Department of Labor, On-the-Job Training: CETA Program

Models. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1977, p. 1.
-----74/ Information comes-fromp.S. Department of Labor, A Mod4l for
Trainirlg_ the Disadvantaged:..*TAT at Oak Ridke, Tenn. Manpower Research
Monograph No. 29., Washington: Government Printing Office, 1973, and
personal communications from'VendellRussell-of,--TAT and Charles Phillips

. of the Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.
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customary ,(six monthR) and the. trainees 'are placed not 'may with Union
..Carbide but also with4A?ther

TAT "owes its te;(iste ce ircthe first inestance to the support of
Glenn.Seaborg who was hea \of he Atomic Energy Coninission.and thus had
the leverage to convince the,,mgle managers of a federal contractor of
the program's feasibility. Th& effort was substantially aided 1:ty the
contribution of start-up costs from the U.S. 'Department of Labor.

,

Trainees are carefully selecteed\from a pool of aPplicants. that
A averages about 10 for each place' in th:e program. -The entrance require- .

menf that seems most important for Success is (at a minimum) a sixth-
grade reading level. 'While initially. -the target grout was the "(Iliad- ,

vantaged," since 1974 it has been the unemployed and the underemployed
including high school paduates in low-skilled, dead-end jobs.

Trainees are referred and supported by local 'CETA program operato s;
the.program is national., in scope, but-in the event-, most trainees are
f;om eastern Tennessee. The most recent data show\ a.' direct average
cost per trainee of about $2,690,'which includes supportive services.
such as locating housing, transportation and recreatio# and help with
personal, medical or financial problems.- Trainees arsiereceived stipends
and allowances for their dependents. \

TAT maintains close Contact with major emplOyers in the\outh-
eastern regiow and tailors its course offerings to their speal,ckcations.
The occupatiOns for which training hap been carried on since theegin-
fling of the program in 1966 are metal-machining, welding, physictest-
ing and meehanical operations (which includes some aspects of sheetk,,,
metal layout, pipefitti, , welding and millwrighting). Other course* s

aye added or subtracted rom this core list. 'Drafting is now in the

program, while industr al electricity, glassblowing, chemical etechnology
machine-shop inspection and electronics wereephased out as demand for N ',

these,kills dropped'. The list, of occupptions includes those, like
welding or drafting, that are usually taught in pre-employment classes, . s,

as well as those, like metal-machining, that ;are more likely to be
acquired on the job

.
The unique feature of TAT is the factory setting. Trainees are

treated Iike employees, subject to plant rules and discipline. They
spend-40 hours a week in training, about- three-quarters in Thands-on"

use of produation equipment, and about one-quarter devoted to related
instruction in math,- science-and blueprint reading. Their performance

of shop tasks is jlIdged by industrial standards.

-When the program began, the training time was one year. Later it

was reduced/ to six months- possibly because stricter criteria for
seleCtion were introduced. It iit-hard to compare every course with a
standard measure, but the length of the training period seems generally

higher than in customary iodustry practice. Welding, for example, is
usually :taught in courses tasting 12-16 weeks rather than the 26 weeks

at TAT. The'program operators suggest that the longer time is necessary
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becauie. of the broad range''otf. equipment and techniques andthe ,greater
versatility'of tkie.Vorker Who completes training. In any case, since

S. the purpose 'of the program is to. train workers who would otherwise not
. be eligible for' employment in these occupations, the additional. tine way

be'viewed as a necessary condition of, success.
. . r

;

TAT 'has perhaps the best reputation- for tffectiveness of all,special
training programs ever undertaken, but its expansion hasbeen slow.
Although training is now done at a' few other,sites; most .of it is -still
concentrated at Oak Ridge. By 1979, -TAT iladproduced.4toop graduates.;
_While the program demonstrates what can be done -with a. selected popula- 4
tionunder 'optimum circumstances in a stretched-outscurriculum and at
relativeIY high cost, the unusual conditions for its success help-to

- explain the difficulties in persuading employers to lower selebtion
( criteria for the .purpose of.tapPing a differerg...pool of workers' than is
customarily available.

N

SUFBARY.'
4

For a large nurnber of jobs in themeconomy, skills are routinely
lamed. after employment. About 37 percent of all job's. require less
t)n three months experience for stsndard'perforMance, and. training

) problems, in these areas are largely cOnnected to the quality of super-
vision.. But for higher-skilled jobs, end especially for the lighly-
skilled blue-collar. crafts, the trsining picture is confused and
confusing.

. There is no standard American way of becoming a craftworkers One .

may acquire skills in the training system of another country and be fully
qualified ftlr employment in the United States. One may learn through
.informal 'job progression, or.through apprenticeship or through briefer
structured training: While a 'number .of unions lave opposed the expan-
sion of apprenticeship, the larger problem lies in the short-run per-
spectives of employers, particularly those in small establishments. In
a period of loose labor markets, the need for trVning.in a depressed .

industry like construction is less acute.7-the requisite skills seem
always to be available. But the'lack of forward planning can Create
serious.bottlenecki .in a 'critical but volatile sector like the manu:-
facture of machine tools.

In general, long-range personnel planning is confined to managers.
and professtonalss Large firms accept the necessity for 'training on an
ad hoc b.asis.. They prefer to.limit the length and the content of their

programs but -longer' training is acceptable to produce the core
of:highly skilled workers -necessary to maintain operations. Ifs a large
firm feels that on-the-job training is the best way to impart skills,

-7-then-it- will undertake training-without-undue ancertrabout costs..

This unsystematic approach :to skill' acquisition--:perhaps better
desptitted: as ,systematic within severe' limits--,-has a 'long tradition!: 'As.

I the 'bccupational structure hilt shifted, the ,demand for craft workers
has leVeled off. But the, very- emphasis-- on -"menet" occupations and the
enormoue.-lacrease'in college-going has left certain skilled trades
relative ,Ituattended to.
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Even high .unarryloyment does 'not obviate 'complaints about unnot needs
ftor skilled workers:. It is-hard 'to tell. how serious a given prOblem. is
when . the complainants remain' loathe to take -action. If deMographic'
changes in 'the ,fiext decade makes the pool ot entry workers smaller,
employers may be 'confronted with true'..jOb, vacancies that -Cannot be- filled
,within the short lead time to .which managers have become abdustomed..



DATA SOURCES ON THE-SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR LABOR

In contrast to the private, sector where personnel planning is
lackadaisical and training decisions are made on an ad hoc basis,
many agencies in the public sector' are 'mandatedby law to snbmit plans
designed to justify their abtivities.. This asymMetry contributes to
the problems of definition and dialogue discussed in Chapter 2; it
also affects and is affected by issues In the gathering and dissemina-
tion of information, both on the demand side (related to the number
of job openings) and the snpply side (related"Nto the number of Avail-

, able workers). Those who tare responsible for the delivery of training
programs have available a i3lethora .of ptatistics generated by the

4federal government and the states. In this chapter we turn to -a dis-
cussion ofthe issues surrounding the use of these data sfor making, decisions about training.

LABOR STATISTICS

Data series relevant to labor are collected in 16 Eederal sagen-
cies. L51 The Bureau of Labor Statistics (Department,of Labor) alone
conducts some 18 programs in addition to its publications based on
the Bureau of the Census's 'Current Population .Survey. af The United
States produces the largest quantity of reliable data ib the world,
but the production' of these data is complicated by the very size of:.
the nation and the large variation in state and local practices. At
isSue are the number of statistical programs, the accuracy of the
data , the timelinesi of publication , the. level (s) of aggregation , and
the need for series that are both useful and integrated.

This happens to be a period df flux' and transition in the aabor
statistics- field. Attempts to reformulate programi-are going on in
many agencies at ;the same time that a national commission (establioshed
in 1977) is carrying on a one.itime,- comprehensive review of employment
and unemployment statistics. By Congressional mandate, the Commission
is directed to consider a formidable list of topics including three
that are of particular interest here:

(10 The vailability Of and need for perIb4ic
infor on on education and training enrollments
and completions in the public and private sectors.

(L)' Statistical indicators of the relationship
between educfitionand training and subsequent
employment, earnings, and unemployment experience.

71 -"Labor --Statistics-:- --A-Framework for Planning U.S. Federal- -- -
, -

Stati_stics, 1978-1989 (Draft'thapters) ," Statistical Reporter, No. 77-7
(April 1977) , pp. 231-233. 4.

MI U.S. Department' of tabor, Handbook of abor Statistics 1977. '
Bulletin 1966. Washington: Government Printing Office, '1977.
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(N) The ° aVailability of and need for current
%and projected vccupational; information, particularly
on a rocal basis, in assist youths and adults in
making training, education, and career choices. 22/

These somewhat bland Steitements reflect the difficulties faced
by data-gathering agencies in ba1anci1 the need to economize and
avoid 'overlap, on the one tand, with he difficulties of responding
to the ,peeds pf different users. As hings stand, _each statistic&
program .presents problems in utilizat on.

,_,

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS .

..

Among the factnrs that make it difficult to match information on
the supply of and demand for labor is the existence of different
classification systems. Federal agencies are attempting to deal with
this problem in two ways - one, by providing the means of cross-refer-
ence different systems, and the other, by creating new, multipurpose
classification systems. The sub)eet of classification is not so nuch
complex ss it is fragnented. That is to say, the problem facing the
user is not arcane theory; rather, it is the necessity to control an
enormous amount of detail. The descriptions presented below are sim-
plified and general; the reader who wishes more detail is referred to
the reference sources. ,

*
At this writing in 1979, there are five major systems:

.
1. 13. S. Bureau of the Census. The .census aggiNegates all

-, occupations into some 440 categories. 2§/ The present study uses this
classification. Although the categories devised for the 1970 census. represented an improvement over the former scheme, many groups re-
mained heterogeneous with respect to both occupational function and
skill. level. The detailetV annotations in the Appendix deal with this
problem insofar as it affects typical.sources of training.

...
2 Standard Industrial Classitication :OTC). 7A/ While.the

Census has its own industrial clairtfication, the SIC (as periodically
revise ) is in mire common us. Its classifications and subclassifica-
tions can be aggregated into census groups for analytic purposes.t ,

7 'Statistical Reporter, .22.. 'cit.,' p. 231. .

78 See ; for exanrple, U.S. Bureau of the Census census ot ropy,-
lation: 1970, Occupational Characteristics. Final Report PC(2)-7A.
Washington: Goverment Printing Office;'1973., The assignment to
these categories ,is basEed. on a census manual, Alphabetical Index of
Industries and. Occupations.. Washington:_ Government -Printing _Office,
1971.

22r..Executive Office of the President, Office of Management .and
Budget, Standard Industrial Classification Manual 1972. Washington.:

. Government. Printing Office, 1972.
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3. Dictionary 'of OccupitiOnal Title*S.1 4th edition. 112/ The. DOT
has long been .the standard reference used by -state Encloyment Service
offices for placementpurposes It' lists some'XL090 titles with job
descriptions. Each title has a unique ninekligit code - 'the first
three digits are related,to' jOb' functions; -the second three, to.the'
relationship of the worker to data, people and 'things' in the perfor-
mance of. the -job. The last thre- digits constitute a suffix that .

distinguishes among similar jobs. Thus; 600.280-010 is the. code' for
'an instrument .maker. The first .digit, 6, .is used'for all machine
trades -occupations; .60 includes oigy metal-machining occupations; 600;
is confined to machinists and related occupations;:: In the next three
digits., We.see the level gtt which insirument-makers and other machin-..
ists relite to data,(2.'.2-: analyzing)"peopIe (8 a taking' instructions' .

or helping);,.and things (0 12 setting up)-. It should be noted that in
the three scales. employed, 0 is the highest or mcistcorriplex level of
relationship , while '6 to' 8 (depending on the scale) is the lowest or
most simple. The.Iast -three digits simPly distinguish- instrument-
makers fromII other specifiC machinist. titles.

An appendix lists all occupations by DOT-Specific industry
groupings. In addition;- for each ,six-disrit code, 'the DOT proiddes
scaled information on a number of required worker traits and working

. conditions.

4. Standard Occupatiqnal Classification (SOC) ..831 The first,
publication of a Standard Occupational Classification appeared in 1977.
The 'classification was more than.10 years in the making and is inten-
ded to supplant not .only census categories, but also all other classi-
fication schemes used in federal data-gatherIng.

The S.00` is structured on a four.:-lever system: division, major
gp6p, minor -group,*and unit,group, with each level representing
successively 'finer detail. Each group incluaes a listing of DOT
titles from the 4th 'editioir. Each DOT title is assigned only once so
that cross-referencing and aggregation are simplified. Interestingly

enough, hoWever, .for a syptem that is designed for multi-purpose usef
the industry desiTiation code for 'each title comes not from the SIC,

but from the DOT.

The etassification has the obvious benefit of being Ilea to a
standard set of occupational definitions. From the poInt of view of
training, however, it may make the attempt-to create oqcupational

, information systems -more diffidult.. Skill level, training, education,
licensing and credential requirements usually associated with, job
performance are said to .havet.been considered .only when '"an iheeeurate

ay U.S . Department of 'Labor, , Dietiona of Occu ation'al Tit es ,
4th edition. Wishington':Goverriment Printi Office, -977-.

.8il. These worker traits characteristics for the 4th edition will
' be published in 1979. .

. IV U.S. Department oat Conmerce, Office of Federal Statietical;
Policy and Standards, Standard Occupational Classification Manual1, 1977.

.. Washington , Government Printing' tyfice ,- 197°7.



picture of the occupational s cture would. be presented without such

consideration." Di While there is no-doubt that thise structuring
variables went into the decision to add or delete a specific title,
dnlormation on these variables is not included in the manual, and the
ola,ssifications, as thEly stand, reflect similarity of 'work performed.

Thus,. the unit gxoups often represent a mix of skill levels and'
training sources. The problem of skill level in the abstract is
solvable because each DOT number ip the various SOC classifications
has associated with it a level of General Educational Development
(GED, rated on a scale from 1 to 6) and a level of specific Vocational
Preparation (SVP,,-rated on a scale from 1 to -9). But these designa-
tions have no bearing on the source of the occupational training that

characterizes different jobs or groups of jobs.

5. Office of Education. The U.S. Office of Education has two
major coding systems for identification of courses of training, one
for vocational education and the other for .higher education (HEGIS).
These are distinct from all other schemes and although efforts at
cross.-referencing have been made, the fit4between these codes, on the
cre hand, and the census/BLS matrix categories and the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, on the other hand, is exceedingly limited. 83,1

This brief outline by no Means exhausts the classification
differences among important data sets. For example,' the,Bureau of
Labor Statistics, itself uses different sets of definitions for ocqu- .

pations surveyed in the Occupational Employment Survey (see b16w) and
in the Industry Wage Survey sarles. , Furthermore, other federal agen-
cies that collect and .disseminate occupational data use stAll other
systems. Among these agengies are the Interstate Conner* Commission,
the Federal Communications Comission, the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration and,the U.S. Civil Service -Commission.

The existence Of different classification systems has inevitably
led to attempts at cross-referencing so that data ava4able from one
'81:111ree can be estimated in the units of another system. In this study,
for example,' we used a versibn of the census/DOT cross-reference tape
originally created by coding of a 1971 Current Population Survey. §y

Iv Ibid., p. 7.
841 For a discussion of the procedures and limitations is well as

actual conVersion tables for vocational education alone, see U.S.
Bureau of Lab*.Statistics, Matching Occupational Classifications to
Vocational Education Program Codes. Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, Supple-
ment 3 (Revised). Washington: Governibent Printing Office, 1975*.

85 For a 'full listing of data sources on the .supply, side , see

--1)1.3ei6 -Somers ,- Occupational -Supply:- toncepts- -and- Soirces ---of -Data --for

Manpower Analysis. U.S. -Department of Labor, Bullet n 1816. Washing-

ton: Government Printing Off.ice.; 1974 1

fly 'Teme,92.
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tross=referencing is often .direRte4 std iniproving the match between data
on demand with data bn the supply of workers w4th specific skills. The
most ambitious scheme Is thd conversion system published by"the Califor-
nia Employment Development Department, sa scheme that cross-references
census categorkes,- DOT titles and Office of Education program codes.

- The link between a DOT title, which represents Et job description, and

a e#Durse -of instruction does not mean thae-the training method is
optimal or*.even acceptable for ,entry into the particular occupation. 87/
Workers acquire skills in many.ways,, of which formal schooling repre-
sents only one, and it is this problem that complipates the use of

,standard data. in 4ecision-making.

STATISTICAL PROGRAMS

The problem of multiple sources of ,tgaining for different occupa-
tions, anehmetimes for the same occupation, is well understood by
specia;iits in the field 88.4 but it is a problem that is not easily
resolved in quantitative terms. The *inajor statistical programs that

addres,s the issue emanate from the Bureau of Labor Statistics-,-on the

(current) demand side, the Occupational EMIaoyment Statistics PrograM,
and on Ithe-Supply side, the various products of the Occupational Out-

look Division.

06cupationaI Employment Statistics. This program, established by
BLS in cooperation with the Employment and Training Administration and
the individual. State -employment security agencie6, has three elements:

1

I
,

a): The National/State Industry. Occupation Matrix System provides

employment data to show 'the distribution of occupations among industries

for a .base-Iine year. Change factors are then computed from the na-
-tional.base to *produce target7year projects in matrIx form for'.24-1

occupations, cross-classified by 201 industrial sectors. 89/
....- ,

-- .. ,.. ,
.

'13) The State and Area.00cupational Projections Program assists
:state agencies in 'projecting ocoupationar-demand for ,states and for
StandardMetrapolitan'statistical Areas of 50,000 or more population.
This procedure is carried 'out under the assumption, that the change

182/Andrew M. Sum,- PaWan K.. Sawhney, Irwin L'I-lerrdstadt, Issues
in the DeveIOpment of a CoMprehensive Occupational Information System
for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Boston:. DES-.Labor Supply
Prpject. DepartMent of Economics, Northeast pniversity, 1977, p. 30.

88/ U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Supply., Bulletin 1816,
cit. and Sum, et .aI., p.p. cit.
.§2/. Por w critique of the methods used in'the 170.Matrix system,

see 'Susan' Hudson-WIIson and David- Wheeler:--Statd-Emilloyment Porecastinzt...

An. Evaluation of the BLS System. Draft Report Submitted to the Executive

'Council of the New England' Regional Comission. 'Boston: Boston

Unix rsity Regional rnstitute Employment Policy, 1977.
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factors computed from 4iationa1 . data:'are -applicable to:smaller .ge2gra'
phic areas. The'limitations of this approach has led the Bureau of
Labor Statistics to begin improving the clatabase by incorporating
the results of the OES'fie'ld surveys described below.

a) The Occupational Employment Statistics 'Survey vollects data
on pa three-year cycle'from nonfarm establishments in varioue industr -
al 'sectors. In 1978, the' survey was oPerational.ln 40 states :and.;
the District of Columbia. The data..sare collected for states and a
limited- number of sub-state Areas. The survey is designed.around the
staffing' patterns of two- arid: three-digit SIC. industries; data are
reported on 2,000 to 2,50.0 'different occupatiOns, defined by com-
bining census categories with vtitles4fromAthe Dictionary of Occupa-
tional 'Titles (DOT). Respondents are provided with definitions AID .

each ocaupation relevant to their industry

Occupational OutloOk Pro_gram., The best-known product of BLS in
this field is the Occupatibnal- Outlook Handbook, published biennially
and supplemented by thetoccupational Outlook Quarterly. ity Although
it is not clear how much vocational guidance actually takes place in --
secondary schools, 2.1/ the Handbook is the standard resource available
to counselors.

The Hdndbool describes, for about 850 occupations .arranged In 1
occupational cIus-4prs of related jobs, what workers do on the job,
the training and edutation required, advancement possibilities, em-
ployment outlook and earnings, and working conditions. The occupa-
tions included account for "about 95 percent of all..-salesworkers;
about 90 percent of professional, craft and service wbrkers; 80 per-
cent of clerical workers; 50 percent of all operatives; and smaller
proportions of .managerial worker's and laborers. 23/ There are ilso 35
"industry statements" that duplicate some of the information oin pre-
vious .sectiOns.

The Handbook identities the 'possitle training routes for occupa-
tions, including vocational education (public and private, secondary
and postsecondary) apprenticeship, formal 1.n-p1ant training, on-the-
job tranning, and, related to the last, essential experience in other
jobs 'which provides Steps up the career ladder.

A difficulty in Using the Hanabook is that it lists all of the
ways in which training can be-acquired in an even-handed manner so
that it is impossible for userd. td judge which training roUte is thore
desirable and, in some cases, which may be altogether unacceptable

96/ The latest edition of ti-* ocopcitional Outlook Handbook is for
197.6.771 u.s. Bueau of .Lahor Statistics. Washington:. Governaent.
Printing Offiee, 1976.

91/ Tor a critique, see Eli Ginzberg, Career Guidance. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1971, pp. *201-203 and 29296.

92/ Occupational Outlook Handbook, op cit.

ir
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to major employers of 'certain types of labor. The perhaps unavoidable
problem crdated is illustrated in the use of employment and earnings

data from the Handbook, in proprietary school advertisements. Pro-.

spective students take such representations to mean that jobs' are

available in the occupational area for which training is being offered.

,Thejederal Trade Coninission in its Anvestigation of this issue con-

,
eluded that such general representations need not be banned but re- ,

c6mended that proprietary schools be required to supply supplementary

information about the school's own record in placing graduates. 22,/
,

The-primacy pf the HandbObk as a counselling tot:a has been fur:-

.
ther solidified by the initiation of two federally funded career gui-

dance systems...JAI-197'4, biith....4f which incorporated the Handbook intact

into theirlinformation banks. Approximately 27 CBEOCs (Computer -Based:

Educationa/ Opportunity Centers) have been established by the U.S.

Office ot Education. The mandate .'of the CBEOC system is -tit provla
a free source tif information alkout postseicondary educatiOn proKrams

to loW-income persons and specific target populations such as school

dropouts, ex-offenders, and exladdicts.

'Each Center has a computerized library consisting of several
data, banks. In New York City and Dallas, where the catters operate

on a' fully computerized basis., clients-may use mobile, user-operable

terminals to draw information from the following data banks:

1. A job description bank dontaining IWO Job descriptions and
related.,information on educational and other requirements, working
conditions, salary range and emploYment outlook,.'taken in toto from .

. the Occupational Outlook Handbook. Increasingly, these national data

are being revised to reflebt local conditions in wages and in the em-

ployment outlook.

An education bank containing information on .public and pri-'

vate postst,condary institutions, courses offered, educational require-

ments, and sral programs.
Ix\

An agency bank with information un que
s itution.

the individual in-

11. A financial aid bank.providing descriptions of financial aid

p ograms.

5. A financial aid "matching".bank which permits matching of

the specific needs and.characteristics of the client'with the aid
programs.v Additional data banks with inforthation on day-care centers

and other supportive services are in process of installation.

Informatig4 s lacking as yer either on. follow-through on the

-par. of the o1ieits or placement after. training\.

93/ Fureau of Cpnsumer Protection, Federal Trade Comdssion,
2.p.. cit., pp;.59 78.
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1Mwe second of the two, systems'is'spOnsored 'by the-Division,of-Career
Information Services (PloIS, forMerly the National Occupational:Information.
Sylitem)-under Depattment. Of Labor auspices, in eight states to date."'Aside
froM.being a.dministered on a state-wide batia (ICBEOC
oriented), the DCIS Is opgrationallylidentical to-the'CBEOC system. The
reasons for initiating and. Maintaining two such closely parallel infor-
mation tys ems are not,altOgether clear.

4
The Occupatibnal Outlook Division of BLS has a broader inter st in

supply-side'data than is:reflected.in the .Handbpok. A comprehensiVe
reyiew of data ,sources and issues, publAshed in, 1974,. reviews-the major
information sources, provides'an extensive bibliography, and most important
for our.purposes,.discusses the problems ip,gathpring systematic-Infor-
mation on occupational supply. 94/ Specifying a ftstructural aupply mOder

-

.requires a thorough examination of the occupatiOn"s
skin: content, tradl.tionaI trainineand,hirlsigrequIre
ments, institutional.characteristics sudh as uhionism
and licensure, pertonal characteristics of the woekers,

;and a. varietY of other quaIitative,and quantitative
'factort. 95/

Among other problems, it is hard to specify a soilrce of supply If the
skills required are minimal, if the skill content is not IpleIl)definea
tr if. the number of sources df trening is large. Furthermore, occu-
pational transfer patternt are ha d.to establish. We .mdght addthat
internal labor market structures vary by souregi of training--managers,
for example, may be-newly graduated MBA's, but;they may-alsohave gained
their*positions through occupatiOnal upgradipg or transfer.

To build a model requires specifying t)ie geOgraphic area, a task
.compIicated by the difference in scope of the market.for various occu-
pations,'as well aa by the data constraint's imposed by political
boundaries. Defining the occupation is-,an important issue to which we
have already referred. The question of'ime also enters the process.
Ideally, projections of supply are the most useful kind of data, but
their produption requires a time series.to observe trends in supply,
flows of workers, and response to changes in wage rates. 9d/

From time to time; the Occupational Outlook Division has 4rawn
together the national projections data and wvailabIe supply inforia-
tion for -several hundred occupations. This publication is the most
comprehensive single souree of information on sources of training.
In its latest version, ,L/ it brings together 1974 employment levels,
1985 projections of demandland annual openings due to growth and re-
placement needs, for 241 'occupations that represent about two-thirds'

94/-1L'S -.' -Department ot" -Labor, ,- Occupational -Supply; 92-.- -eft-
21/ Ibid.,,p: 5.

.

96/ Ibid., Chapters 1 and 2.
211 U.S. Bureau of LaborStatistics; Occupational Projections and

Timining Data,'Bulletin 1918. Washington: GOvernment Printing Office
1976.
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of-a1.1,-,jobs. It also supplies a cross-referencestabla that links
eepausiBLS mitrix categories to Office, of Ttducation codes. For a
umber of occupations *the information can'be used*.to make inferences '.

\ about preferred training routes. Tor eXample, estimates are supplied
for certain craft occupatiors on the relative importance of apprentage-
ship for the supply of entry workers. .

.

Although due repognition is gi.ven to the problem of local appli-
cability, ,the work of the, Occupational OUtlook Division is national
in scope. Por selected regions and large cities, an important supple-
mentary sOurce of information the Industry Wage Survey, a BLS

series in which:each bulletin overs a two-to-four digit industry..

Bufletirm are isaued at irre ar intervals, and important industries

in both manufacturing and nonmanufacturing are resurveyed from time

to time. Each-bulletin descxqbes,the industry, estimates unionization,

and gives a Size-of-firm distribution, together with employment figures,
wage,rates and fringe benefits by occupation (excluding pvofessianals
and managers). These data are furnisIfed for regions and cities where
the particular industiy employthent is concentrated.

,
..., ,

411 useful' feature of the survey is an appendix providing-job de-

scriptions for selected occupations.. In combination with relative

wage rates, these ikovide a rough approximation, of skill level. The

highest-skilled occupations-,can be identified by the .Tollowing stad-

dard sentence in the job description, "In gsperal, the work of a

requires rounded training and experience usually acquired through a

,
formal appyenticeship or equivalent training and experience." .

. P
While survey coverage of industries, odbupallions and ldealities

is not complete, those #at are included provide local planners with

irrportant insights on :the occupational structure of key indultries

in their areas. 4 \
\ i
\av.r..

si

'1"ThurimPgy
i

In the preceding pages, we have described sotne major classifica-

tion systems and data sources bearing both on the demand and the sup-

ply sides , of the labor Market equation. *The list of the elements

that contribute to the demand for workers with specific occupationally-

reI d skills is straightforward: demand arises from new openings

cr t d by economic growth and changes in technology and by replace-
me t needs, for workers who die , retire or leave the labor force for
other reasons, transfer from one occupation to another, or iltho, on a I

local basis, migrate from one geographical area to another. To make
reliable prgjections, however, requires assumptions: that are inherent-
ly subject to error in a dynamic society. Total demand varies with
both domestic and foreign events that cannot easily be foretold; and
the components -of demand vary -even--more ,- especially on-a_tlocal_basis.

Meanwhile, the technology of making projections has continued to
advance. The quality of the baseline data has also improl,red, as evi-
denced by the greater specificity and time iness of the Occupational

SI
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_

lpyment .tatistids.Program.-, The emloyer surveyt in that program:

-tUrnish the .best information yet available ':on a reasonably- current - -

basis.. The projections-availabIe,from the-Occupation/Industry Iklatrix
portion-of the program', hoWever, suffer from the *ustial limitations,.
impcised byi unforeseen Conditions that_ affect .4emand and frOm the
difficulty of translating.'the results for appropriate labor 'market

. . .

*areas: ,

..,.
If the deniand side is.'complicated, the :supply side poses, quali,

tatively more''diffieult,prioblems. Por our pUrposes,-the.issue.can
. .

best. be stated 'in terms of overlapping sourCes ,of training. It iS
possible 'to think of the: following types of 'supply overlap:

1. Training that tjualifies -for more than one occupation.

- 2. Occupations that Ire drawn from several types.'of background
training. '

3. Occupations that are dzhiawn from mixed ypes of training.

tts Occupations that-are ,part of promotional ladders and are
'thereby one or More steps removed froni background training by experi-
ence in other occupatione.

T
,.Th, absence -of a clear relationship between type of training and

sUbsequ nt occupational status ,. especially for many ,kinds 'of semploy-
.ment in he middle rangea of the occupational structure ,makes it
ex'ceedingl; difficult to estimate supply and even more difficult to
project it.

D.,

The best-informed. attempts to match projected demand and supply
inevitably fall shbrt. On the local level, planners responsible for
making.decisions on training programs and information specialists
respnnsible for pr6viding r eV:ant information for vocational guidance
have found it .difficult -to us the available, data for their purposes.'
In the next:chap:ter, 'we w _review some of the ways in which their
dilemmas have been addressed and propose some simplifications in the
presently mandated rbcesses, .

,

-

,c)
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USING THE DATA,.

In spite of the' heroic efforts of both vational and state"agencies
to meet the demand for usable data, planners at the local level hctve
generally made 'onl* 2.o forma -use of available statistics in the plan-
ning process. Whether or not more raticinal'use of data is impossible,
as tone critic suggests, 2§/ ;the difficulties are certainly great, and
they stem from two quite different causes. One is the seeming intrac-
tability of the data themselves, in terms of format, relititkility and
timeliness. Just as important in some cases are the constraints of
the organizattonal structures in which planners work.

These problems are spelled out in some detail in a survey of the
uses_of manpower data .in vocational education. vie ,..The authors imply
the ielative unimportance of planning bY. describing it politely. ap

"E4 support function" and by the statement that "the state plan for
vocational education is not regarded' as a viable management document
in many states."1J2W' At both the state and local levels, published
data on demand are unknown, mistrusted or-considered too technipal to

be useful. Although states encourage local assessments of manpbwer
needs, hone requires local agencies to.use specific data sources. Ana,
in fact', at the local level, where the 4tcisions are made, the greatest
reliance is placed on information from adylsotly councils and local -

qMnres.
.

On the institut4znal side, at is clear that iocql school systenis

with sunk costs in plant and equipthent- and with tenured teachers can-

not quickly change their coUrse offerings even if the data on which
they relied provided perfect forecasts. In effect; as Stevens argues,

the reason for their "perfunctory cooperation" lies in the absence of

incentives:
Professional educators and.associated staffs
and physical plantt are'already arrayed across
the country. Ay inconsistency between employ-
ment projections and the range of preferred a
capabilities of these resources will evoke
adoptlen of a defensive self-serving posture,
*ust as it would in an other art of the ublic
or private sectors. 10

98
tional-Technical Education Curricula: Mission I ossible? Columbia,

Missouri: University o Missouri, Human Resources Research Progam,
January 1976.

,92/ Ten states, one in each fedefally designated region were
-- -analyzed in depth. Drewes and Katz, 422. cit.

' 100/ Ibid., pp'. 7, 12.'
1011 Stevens., 22. cit., p. 37 emphasis in the original.

.David W. Stevens, Employnent Projections for Planning, Voce-

312-348 - 80 -
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CETA planners, withgless infrastructure'at stake, mould ,seem to.
be freer and to.possess more flexibility in designing training pro-

. ,

grams, but they-too have prOblems with usipg feacIoyment projections,
problems that are exacerbated by the limited icope of the training
they ,May offer. To pick one's ray through estimates of future demand,
types pf occupations that warn:Mt training but are not too highly
skilled for the target Population; the limitations of resources, and
thcrecognition of alternate sources of supply, is surely a complex

. task. -

It is not surprising,therefore, that both vocational educators,
and CETA personnel tend to rely on locally-generated information risk-
ther than on centrally-generated data. In fact, a contribution to
better decision-making may well be b#tter local informatiOn-gatherinu
tech ques and above all,"better guiaes-for4nterpreting the local
scene. 'Information is not a thing in itself. As the following exam-
ples indicate, users must bring soma sophistication to bear on inter-
pretation.

-*

In 1966, the Bronx Community College of New /ork City decided
that\careers would be plentiful in plastics technology. Acting on a
belief that had been encouraged 'by advice from the induttry and from
professional organizations, the College remodeled a large facility to
house a special Division of Plastics Technology. By 1974, the pro-
gram, which had pever had a sizeable enrollment, was totally withou
students. It is probable that this expensive failure was dueto a
serious misunderstanding of the field. The required chemists 6me
from university departments'of chemistry or chemical engineering, not
from two-ybar programs. In the fabrication of plastic articleg,
which constitutes most of the industry in' New York City, shops are
small and the number of skilled personnel required is even smaller.
Most workers require few skills, and the industry 'pays relatively low
wages.

On the other hand, Philadelphia CETA found in its search for
local information that shoe repeir shops needed trainees. This trade
is generally held in low regar , but with price inflation, ihe demand
for services is high, and the supply of immigrant shopkeepers is Iow.
A modest program to place CETA enrollees in on-the-job training seems
likely to succeed in preparing at least a small number of, n6w workers
for an occupation in demand. The point here is that the-necessary in-'
formation could maybe generated locally.

It is not Always easy to trage the reasoning behind decisions to
offer training in new fieldsor even to continue programs. But one
thing that most training institutions have in common is that they do
not takeinto account alternate sources of. -suPply - through immigration,
mobility, reentry, and particularly from other institutional forms such
as proprietary schools,amd_industry itself. In a word, most plannera
in the public sector acknowledge their competition in the most cursory
fashion.

Attempts to overcome parochalismilmve only begun to focus on this'
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4.
aspect of the planning problem. The cooperationbetween CE-TA.and nioca
education agenciesn under the Youth Emplornehtlegislation is breaking
down barriers at the local level. On the-analYtic aide, the National .

Occupational Information Coordinating. Convnittee (NOIC4 and its,,state
counterparts, which were mandated by the 1976 Educational Amendments,
have, the greatest i)otentiaI fop contributing to the Wanning process in
the future. In its first -two years, -the effort of these bodies has
focu*Sed ori the creatien s of Career, Information Systems, twc of . which
(CBEOC and DCIS) 'were discussed in the previous 'chapter'. Meanwhile.,
grants have been made to align some of the classification systems
described in Chapter 5,particularly to trensform the vocational, educa-
tion and REGIS codes into SOC categories: On the planning side, state
()ICC organizations are attempting.to align supply and demand data',

. relying in the main on the California "crosswalk" referred to in Chapter
4

Writing requirements for cooraintion and 94ual. progrant review,into
the law demonstrate% a clear Congre'ss onal intent to further the integra-
tion of training programs in the public sector. The issues dn achieving
this goal have generated a number of studies at ever increasing levels*
of sophistication. 102/ The most comprehensive recommendations emerge
from the work of Andrew .Sum'and his colleagues-in Massachusetts. itly
Our ,own efforts, directed at a' relativa-ly 'narrow field,' ere probably
best underatood in the context of the kind of totel information system
produced in this work. *.

Tip Massathusetts, study ,deefs with the full range,of issyes on the
demand 'and supply sides of the labor market es- they effect . training
decisionS. On the. 'demand Oide, there, is a call to 'dipaggregate the data
produced by the 'Occupational Employment Statistics 713rogram to substate
eve's. The projectipns should be improved, fi-st, by reviewing the,

techniques currentlyIn Use and by considering more sophisticated
:Models; 104/ second, by the /introduction of alternative sets of assump
tions; and third, ,by introdacing the 'OES survey data' into the -occupation/
industry matrix snow used ,a;j4 the base tor making, projections.."

On the supply:side,tias' -we have already indicated, the issuesare
,more 'complex, in part befcause the market intervenes in the matching

/

102/ Seen, for ex541e, Robert C. Young, William V. Clive, Benton E.
Miles, Vocational Edtication Planning: Manpower, Priorities, and Dollars.
Center ,for Vocational and Technical Education, Ohio State University,
R & D Series No.'68/ Washington: Government Printing Office, 1972; /
Rog.er H. Bezdek, Long-Re/4,e Forecastirta of Manpower Requirements: Theory
and Applications. IEEE Mbnpower Monograph. New York: The Manpower ,

Planning Convnittee, 1974; Drewes and Katz!, 22.. cit.; Stevens, ps. cit.;
Jim W. Atteberry, Wilbur R. Miller, James A. Pershing, In viny Vo
tional Education Planning: More Myth than Reality? !Columbia, Mis uri:

-Department ofPractical Arts--and-Vocational--Te&tnical-Education,-, ersity.
of Missouri, 1977.

?LW Sum et al., 22.. cit.
1242 For example, the model for the State of Maine developed by

Susan Hudson-Wilson and David Whe4er, pi. cit.
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:process. 'To econpmists, supply not a single.number.but a,.funCtion of
the relationship'of all potential workers in an 'occupation and the wage.
rates 'at which they are willing -to 'Fork. Prom 'an institutional.point..of
view, the most important problem is one to which've. have alieady referred
several timesthe variety of sources that produce Candidates for job

-openings in different fields. -,EsItimating the number Of theie "avail44es"
by counting the "output" of employment-related educational and training
programs is the first step. 'It is complicated not only by classification
and cross-referencing problems, but also by.the need for supplementary
information on labor-market linkages., since relating a vocational program
to an o7cupational category does not:, necessarily imply that the program .
is the optimal c:yr even typical method of skill acquisition for the
occupatipn in question.

2
Sum .and his colleagues explore.the cross-referencing question in

great detail. The existing imperfections in the mat44ng process have
led them to work on the design pf allocation rules.fol- distributing cases.
that cannot be matched on in obvious one;-to-one basis. 105/ :They believe
that implementation of the Standard Occupatdional Classification' system
will assist in the matching.process, 112Webut it remains to-be seen
whether the advantages of being -able to' match 'discrete occupations -will
be outweighed by' the problems' of:heterogeneity created tit the various
levels of aggregatio'n in the SOC-.

Other 'problems in- demand-supply matchfig-art, f rst, the 'choice of
the appropriate geographical base; second, the leVel of occupational
detail (again,' a classification problem); and third, the identification
of the -responsive adaptations-made by' emploYers to changes in the skill
mix of the labor forde.

Given the difficulties pf labor supply analysis, 47.1e study recOmmends
ihat State Occupational- Information4. Coordinating Conni tees limit 'the
focus 'to a subset of occeupations "characterized or believed to be Char-
acterized by low, short-term elasticities of supply." 128/ In other
ords, occupations requiring relatively long lead times to produae
ained workers.deserve more attention because training ded-isions that

. result in oiersupplying or undersupplying' the market gan<be quite costly.

105/ For, ari example of the problem, the census gi.oup "Electrical
and Electronic Technicians" is related to six different Office of Edu-
cation &ides, 'which in turn provide training potentially related.to 20
census occupations. Sum, et al., 22. cit., p. 33,

70.
1E/ 1b14. pp. 35-37.
108/ Ibid., p. 20.
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Onlhe other hand, t is not worthwfle to gather informailon or data
on occupations with low educational and skill requirements. Dixie Sommers
has made a series of related points in suggesting that sUpply information
be limited to a set of carefully chosen occupations. /hese occupations,
*which are in Jane way or another important to the health of the econoMy
or the sOciety,.are likely to be 04ther, thosOhat employ,large num-
bers of workers; b) those that defiver crucial services; or c) those that
'4.re expeeted to experience drastic.increases or decreases-. 109/

The Massachusetts study includes the results of the Northeastern
Unirsity Labor Supply Project. Boston employers were surveyed on their
hi.rlog requirements and practices with respect.to 26 occUpations. ,The
occupatibns were chosen for study if they were characterized by favorable
projected numbers of job openings and if training could potentially be
provided by vocational education or CETA programs'. Among other things,
the results showed that most new hires had higher educational aphieve-
ments than the'minimum required according to the employers' awn state-
ments, a-fact that reflects both the looseness of the labor market and
the rlse in genera' educational achievements in the population. 2J10/
For'our purposes, however, the findings are most illuminating for the .
light they shed an variations in sources of supp y. 111/

The' information presented, in our study stands in some contrast to
Sum's efforts to refine the data base.. First, it is limited to supply:.
side problems. Second, it utilizes a methodology, best described as a

-*series of succssive delimitation4,-which, while relatively crude, can
serve-to increase the sophistication of planners-, particularly those in
CETA aCtivities, who must cope with complex data and an imperfectly
understood local ibstitutionaI scene. The pseceding chafiters are an
attempt to simPlify the overall setting; the \appendix furnishes detail
on a clustering scheme designed as a first step in apOi-oaching the prob-
lem of identifying competitors in the business of training for different
occupations.

We are not here concerned in detail with the problems of demand-
side data. In the accompanying materials on New York City (Chapter 7),
however, we have attempted to use the Occupational tmployment Statistics
Survey, supplemented by other local sources, as a way of identifying,
important occupations and inddstries. In tills context, importance is
largely judged by magniiiiade."-Vhether the occupation in question is
expected-to increase br decrease (leaving aside the methodology for making
the determination ), large-scale sectors must be taken into account. Where

109/ Dixie So rs, "Occupational Supply Information and Planning
forEducatiOn andTraining," Paper.presented at-the North American,
Conference .on Labor'StatistiCs, Ottawa, Canada, July 26, 1976, p. 12.

'II0/ Sum,.et eit., pp. 44, 5.2,
-111/--Where appropriate, -the findings.are incorporated'in the annota-

tions on sources of supply that appear in Appendix D of our study.
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employment is large, replacement needs:alone may account far mare demand
than where employment is small but .growing..

On

.0

the, other hand, sCale alane .is 'not enough to warrant training

. idecisions. In times of seyere cutbacks; .for 'example, .even the large
/health sector may experience long lags An reabsorbing laid-off workers.
Furthermore, no planner wants to miss opportunities just because the
nUmber of trainees who Might be placed is small.

Butoquite 'apart from the numbers that ,are-InvolVed, training de-
c&Sions should 'be 'informed by prior conceptions ofthe institutiona,1
.constraints 'that' surround..the acceptability of the training- to be 6ffered.
There is a difference between counting "availables" and attempt5n to'

match them with projected openings,' on -the 'one hand, and%pursuing J as we
are attempting to do here, the recognition of certain instiyUtiona
regularities . As Suin has .pointed out, the existence of a 'training, progra
does not confer legitimacy. The .output of a course of study can be
counted, but even if the #%aining is somehoW logically related to an
occupation, there is no guarantee that the 'graduates are acceptable to

..employers in the field. Where constraints, traditions or,preferences
interfere, those who might seem to be "availables" are no better off in
the labor market than a random sample of others.'

, Certain of these regularities in sources of training seem to be
national. Thus, with limited exceptions computer programmers are
recruited from the junior ind- senior colleges; they typically have had
some exposure to the field and receive additional training on the job in

large organizations. In other occupations, Constraints are purely local
and sometimes idiosyncratic. Thus , a New York City proprietary school
for training gambling casino workers will fail ta place its graduates in
Atlantic City because the state of New Jersey 'has decided that casino
workers must not only be New Jers6y residents but must also complete a
training course offered in the state and approiyed by the state.

As we have indicated in earlier chapters, the dialogue with emioloye s

pn questions of training is particularly difficult. As a .rule-of-thumb

for making decisions that involve firms, Sum recommends the following:

Those' occupational programs, .should be expanded that
prepare partidipants for jobs' 4p which the provision
of on-the-job training would impose sUbstantial costs
upon the firm. If this institutional program were -not
administered, 'the firm either would not provide any
on-the-job training to workers in this occupation or
would provide such training to fewer participants than
those actuldly trained by- the institutional program.
On the other hand, if the firms typically provide .

on-theNdop training to new .employees , if this' training
is-.intiaftely-tied;into the production -process and if .

.
the schools either cannot expect to' duplicate the equip-
ment..found in the work'place or cpn' duplicate it only at
great expense, then expansion of specific Institutional
training in such occupational 'areas is not warranted. 112J

114/ Sum el al. o.p.kcj_.t p. 38.
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The negative iveratives in this' recommendatiOn are more persuasktre
thin the positive ,ones. Surelyl an ins4tutian dhouId.not_be in the
poSition.pf.competingwitkan employer wlmildil..not'aecept-outside train!,
ing. But-the suggested indichtors for positive action are not subject
to the same degree of certainty. Consider that,many firms do not or
cannot aseertajoaNthe coats of training;/their decisions, as:we pointed
out earlier, tend-to be on the grounds-kof unique needs.

,

. Even where it seems eminently reasonable to undertaketraining, k

other factors may umdermine rational deeision-making. An example of
intractability emerges from a study by the Connecticut Business and
Industry Association., which facused on metalworking.. The problem is
cast in terms of the study report title, "Unfilled Jobs in the Midst of
High Unemployment." All/ What emerges is a picture of an aging work- ,

jorce in the highly skilled metalworking-trades and,a paucity of training
programs to replace them. In effect, the Associ ion rconinends a change
in focus of CETA becauA "most of the long-term unemplo ed and disadvan7
taged eligible for CETA fundielhck the basic educational skills necesiary
to su in the classroom trai ng part of Skilled mach ne trade jobs." '

Spec ficall , the Association.wan s CETA funds for upgra "present
. en -level industrial workers," s well as a shift in pri rities from
public service employment to skilI.training and bdsic educa ion. 14.21/

There is in all this no suggestion that "present entry- evel" work-
ers, that is, workers wit4/standard qualifications, are lacki 1The

question becomes, "Why aife employebs not-routinely upgrading arkers in
an industry typically characterized by on-the-job training?" Actu 111/,
the problem.is chronic. The industry in Connecticut consists of a few -
very large firms and a number of smaller job shops operating in an
exceedingly volatile product Market. .The large fi;:ms have characte is-

tically done the training, while the entrepreneur-tradesmen of sq014
firms feel themselves unable to take time out for training activities.

When demand up abruptly, the competition for skilled workers is
acute and trai 'ng is naturally neglected. When demand falls abruptly,

no one is, interested in adding to the pool oflaid-off workers. It is

hard to see,how CETA can intervene in this situationunless a relatIvely
41ong-range plan pan be developed that would move CETA clients gradually

:to the point ofentry, and subsequently to a kind of "sandwich" program
/ of alternate periods on and off the job. Better still wouldlbe a pro-

gram along the lines of TAT in Oak Ridge where a large firm would. under-

take (rt whatever level of subsidy necessary) the operation of a central-

ized, on&-the-job program at several skill levels that would provide
workers for the industry on &regional basis.

113/.toc. cit: -Hartford: Connecticut Bus ss and IndUstry

Association, 1977.
An/ Jean Parker, letter to:Eli Ginzbrg; February 15, 1978,
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As the amount of data Increases and as models become more, sophisti-
cated, dn important lesson for planners is to avoid alivishneks.
ing new sources of information to decisions about training programs.
'Cross-sectiOnal occupatitinar data disaggregated by industry are a useful
guide to tik4 structure of local labor markets.; any job title with a high
frequency is likely to:. remain an important source qf employment for some
time to come

..fWhile 'all large categori# should.be taken into account, small
ones should .notAbe ignored. There are often opportunities to arrange
for -.small numbers of worKers to be traine4 in desirable occupations.
But this is precisely the tind of information 'that,gross data .do not
undover. Rather, it is local knowledge and the functioning of ari
informal netwo.rk that is crucial. -

sfln general; It is best tb treat precise 'occupational projections
with some mariness. The nunber of job openings 4 a function..of both -
secular and .cyclical trends , as well zils the cumulative effects, of
technological change and the consequences of corporate mergers and, plant
relocations. The directors ofCETA programs in lsrge cities have Eilready
discovered the importanse of working -with local economic development .
authorities wild, in their efforts to attract business, usually have
controtof detailed information on the short-run demand for labor.

On the supply side, the problems are somewhat more complicated.
First, it is 'important to kndw which jobs at all levels of the Dem.,
pational 'structure require pre-employment occupational training and'
which do not. Second, one must distinguish, on the one hand, those
.jobs requiring entry workers witb, minimal literacy requirements and
acceptable personal qualifications, and on the other hand, those at
higher skill levels for which occupational training is carried on
entipely In t1e workplace. In the case of the former, it is all but
impossible to justify inestments in training; in the ease of the latter,
training outside the firm ShOUld only be undertaken with a firm contnit-
ment from potential employers that they are, indeed, willing to Lye

up control of some-part of the necessary training.

There are no hard and fa,st rules to, be invoked'in dealing with
employers because their decisions on training are seldom based on general
principles. 'At one end of the spectrum, the utilities, with their fixed
capital and their need to provide continuous service, are the obvious
protOtypes fbr elaborape in-house training systems'. At the other 'tend
are .the small proprietors who deny that they have either the time or the
resources to devote to training, especially if skill must be aCquired
over a long period of time. ,

,

in between are_s_great .many managers_whose.,..aint -i.s:±0., minimize_in- , !

;

houie training. Naturally, every employer would like to find ready- I

made. workers who would fit into the firm's scheme of, things with 'a S 1

minimum break-in period. That is' only another Vey of saying that em-
ploYeks wish whenever possible to'shift the costs of,, training-to the

it
,
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worker or e sector, or both. But there are other'things
emplOyert li*sh to Avoid besides coststhe -diversion' of scarce resources
for supervision; the ,peroeived difficulty, of orienting young workers, .
particularly if they are from minority groups; the nuisance fattor of
having green hands underfoot. While it is true' that all of . these nega-
tive features can be considered costs, it is interesting to note the
reluctance of employers to accept monetary compentation in the form of
subsidy or tax preference for training purposes.

In the end, there are limits to shifting the burden, and these

limits can be'discerned in an employer's estimate of which skills and
workers are essential:for operation and... among-those, which must per-
force4e learned.'on'the employer's premises. 'The felt needs of employ-

ers. oan best be deduced from, what. they .do rather than what they say,

including not onlY the training programs they offer; but-the sources
they use to. recrUit new workers. By "sourdeb,'". 'we do -not mean whether
the.hiring process Involves .direct application, placing a help-wanted
'ad, or using an employment agency. .We mean the source ',of' the worker's

training tif any) for example, a vodational s'chobl, the armed forces,
'prior experience, etc. Among other things', the planner nust know' what
the competition is--which existing programs are supplying workers and
where 'a proposed -mew program will fit in. In a loose .labor market; it
Is better to spend time tocinweneral preparationimprovement of basic

it'ls to tivaln- narrowly for a specific' slot in the °cm-
pational structure, unless a bargain has been struck to insure that the

:
skills acquired can be sold to specific employer.-

. .

In both public opinion generally and educational opinion specifi-
cally, ...there sre regular swings that emphasize, now classroom training
in occupationally-relate& skills (an important aspect of the "career
education" movement) 'and now the.virtues of on-the-job training, from
apprenticeship to more widespread "private sector initiatives." Mean-,
while, a good many institutional pradtices are in place. At a minimum,
'planners need to know the basic structure of their localitieb, hows,things
*re being done, and what the effects of the last '"new" movement haVb been.
In a .complex, andoftep ungrateful atmosphere, well-9neaning proptisals
easily go astray. Staying on the path requires information about the
terrain.

In the next chapter, we ,present data .for New York City to 44 l'iPW hO"w

basic pieces of information may be put together to 'form a context for
making decisions about training.

4
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APPLYING TIFE LOGIC:- THE CASE or NEW YORK CITY

REPRISi

Official policy, as 'expressed in the Manpower Development and
Training Act of 1962, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of
1973, the Educational Arner4mente of 1976, and the Youth Employment and
Demonstration Project Act, hai given training a key role in.,creating a
bridges to work for the unemployed, the underemployed and those considered
*economically and socially disadvantaged. The national, record of training
programs is mixed, and New, York City efforts, perhaps because of their,
scale and complexity, have inspired frequent investigations.

In evaluating training programs, the focus is often on outcomes
, and sometimes on benefit/cost ratios. But there are prior questions

that .can and should be raised in the planning and implementation'stages.
Among these are: . .

. .

t

..which entry-leVel jobs require training (over and Above general
orientation) eit r before .or after emaornent?

...what s II levels are' required for the proper perfgrmance of
tbelLe j obs

. .

.f or the occupations identified, what are the usuak paths to the
acquisition of training and relatedly, which are, from the employer's
point of view, -the approved training methods and training focilities?

An approach to deriving answers to these questions has been out-
..ained in the previous chapters. Ten major occupational clusters were

established on the basi f two criteria:

1. Occupational Skill Leveldefined in terms of' mean level of
specific vocational. preparation (SW). acquired through: vocational
education; apprenticeship training; in-plant or on-the-job training;
experience gained in other jobs.

2. Paths to Training--with training definod as job-specific skill
acquisition rather than either general literacy. or Socialization. Train-
ing is classified as either, formal or informal in type'and pre-. or post-
employment in locus.

Pre-employnent training:._ Informal pre-employment
training may be said to occur in the acquisition of
widely-held or life-experience skills such as driving
or child and household care. Since dobs rewiring such
skills generally are assigned SVP levels of less than
3,, =tkey were-exeluded from detailed -analysis. Fttrmal
types of pre-employment training are usually acquired
for the middle skill-level occupations through voca-
tional training, either public or private. It may be
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orientaional in type, helping the aPplicant survive
the screening process, as in the case of the junior
college graduate who has majored in finance, and is
hired as a bank trainee, or the high school, student
who has taken the shop courses for machinists, .or
.it may involve more specific and.standardized prep-
aration for direct entry, as in the case of typists
or the growing-number of .occupations subject to
licensing requirements.

Post-employment training: This type of tr ing
transyttes into the proposition that gett the job
is the way to get the training. This may consist of
either formai 111z-house or off-site training or of
informal or formal (e.g., apprenticeship) on-the-job
training, or some combination of these. The use of

, formal training has no necessary relation to skill
levelrelatively low-skill fork-lift operators
receive formal training whiIe'high-skiI1 instrument
makers nay be the product of informal if lengthy
on-the-job training.

In redent years, such factors as,the increased
availability of federal training monies and of
direct student tuition assistance grants; the
expansion of the junior college system and the
increased popularity of-vocational education; and
the extension "of libensing and credentialIing into
n w occupational areas have led to an inflation in
,required training'times, a shift in type of training
from informal to formal (even where replication of
the conditions of the workplace is extremely difficult)
and in locus from post- to pre-employment training.
These forces have been operative even in low-skill
occupatiens with an SVP of *2 ("anything beyond short
demonstrftioniup to and including 30 days"): New York -
City-proprietary schools offer courses to train
messengers (six montlm),' bank tellers (three meeks)
and cash-register operators (two weeks).

Organlzation of the 1970 national employment figures in ten
occupational clusters reVealed that in spite of the trend toward formai
training (which bas'accelerated in the past decade) ,the necessary
training for roughIy,two-thirds of all jobs 'Was received largely on the
job (Table 1). '

Pre- and post-employment training are not rigid classifications
and in fact, varying combinations and degrees of cross-substitution

exist-among-both-types-and-sources of-tvaining-. -Machinists come out of
both structured-apprenticeship training and unstructured on-the-job
training; allied health personnel out of hospital-based schools which
provide brief classroom training, supplemented by extensive on-the-job
training, or from junior-colleges after lengthier formai training periods.
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In spite of these caveats, uae of this two-criteria occupational
clusters model can provide a means by which to identify duplication and
overlapping of training for the same occupation op the one hand arid gaps
in training on the 'other. In can also provide a rough fix on the position
of an occupation in the map of the labor market according to the two
coordinates, skill level and usual training paths. This map of the local
labor market can, in turn, be derived either directly or indirectly by
use of those parts of the Occupational Employment Siatistics, (OES) program
available for the area.

TEE OES PROGRAM AND THE INDbSTRY-!OCCUpATION MA.TrIX

The OES program has three components. These are the National/State
Industry/Oemp ation Matrix System, the State and Area Occupational Pro-
jections Program and the Occupational Employmeni Statistics Survey. I15/
The lastAs A mail survey conducted under a cooperative arrangement

*between the Employment and Training Administration of the U.S. Department
of Labor and the State Employment Secuoity agency.

The system of occupational classification used in the OES program
has two sources: 1) The Cinsus of Population classification is.-used for
the six major categories: manager and officer; professionai and technical;
sales ; clerical (office , plant) ; production, maintenance , construction ,
repair, material handling and power-plant occupations; service occupations.
2) For the several hundred detailed occupational titles within these
categories classification is based on the DOT and the advice of inglustry
exiierts.

The iniustry-occupational matrix that emerges will depending upon
the characteristics of the local econow /involved, locate several hundred
occupations in several hundred industries, resulting in a matrix with'a
very large number of "cells" that yield information on the type and
number of workets entiloyed in each industry. These cells can be comI.ned
on a number of logical bases according to the requirements of the user.

New York is one' of the states in which all three elements of the
.0ES program described above are operative.

The sartple is chosen from those nonagricultural and nonmining
establishments covered by the New York State Unemployment Insurance Law.
It is stratified by area (to .date, this tyanslates into New York City
and Remainder of Sta'ee); by industry, on a two-digit SIC basis, as
defined in the SIC Manual, and where necessarf to reduce the possibility

1151 U.S. Bureau of liabor Statistics, Tomorrowt s Manpower Needs
Vol. IV. Industry-Occupational Matrix, Bulletin 1737.- Washington:

--Government Printing- Offiee,=-1971.
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of industry misclassification, by three-digit SIC; and by employment
size. Mhile all establishments with 100 or more employees were coveted
in the sample, those with fewer employees,were sampled according to a
predetermined weighting pattern.

.

The time frame of the OES Survey is a three-period cycle with data
for the major industrysectors collected at different "reference periods."
ror the manufacturing sector, the reference period was SepteMber 1974;
for Federal government, October 1974 and for State and Local government,
September 1975; for selected nonmanufactvring industries, April, May
and June 1975, and, for selected -transportation and communications.; as
well as for wholesale and retail tradei'June 1976. The first cycle has
been completed for-New York and at this writing, publication of some
second cycle results has begun.

Before analyzing the results of the New York ,OES airvey, it .is
important to estiplish what the data do, an4 perhaps more importantly,.

what they do not reveal. An industry-occupa ion matrix-provides a
cross-sectional view of an area's labor market and of the jobs filled
:by the mployed labor force at a particular time. The level and atucture
of this actual employment is a product of the historical forces of b th
supply and demand, althouih actual or observed employient has become
widely, if erroneously, accepted as an'indicatoil)f the demand side of
the, equation alone. Irhis mistake probably stems from the fact that
actual employment is used 'as a major baseline in the construction of
occupational employmeTht projections which are largely based on demand
considerations without corresponding projections of supply.

It should also be realized that the OES occupational classess.-
managers and officers; professional and technical occupations; sales
occupat4ons; clerical occupations; production, maintenance, construction,
repair,' materifil handling and powerplant occupations; service occupa-
tions--pravide no clues to &ill levels or training paths except far
what is implicit in two categories: professional and..technical;'-and
managers andsofficqrs. 1161 The gap was closed, however, by the
application of theloecupational cluster-model described above (Table 1)
to the matrix. This task 'involved reorgavizing the occupations in the
matrix according to the occupati9na1 clusters used in that model, so
that they became simultaneously:ategorized by skill level and usual
training path. The New York City industry-occUpation-matrix, expressed
in absolute numbers is shown In Tablet7.1, while the same information,
expressed in relative terA, appears in Table 7.2. A,technicaI note
on the data source (OES) Yid its coverage appears at the end of this
chapter.

116/ The second-cycle publication of the New York OES mail survey
results in Manufacturing (April-Jtine 1977) introduces a three-fold.
-classification -for production, --maintenance., --construction ,-repair
handling and powerplant occiipations: -skirled, semiskilled and-unskilled.
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INDUSTRY GROUPS 1171

A one-dimensional analysis of-the industry groups and occpupational

clusters which, taken tOgether, constitute the matrix, is a useful pre-

liminary to the examination of the matrix itself.
4

Analyses of the New York City economy usually focus on the altered

position of the major industries which make up its economic base.
.

:At the turn a e twentieth century the

foundations of the City's economy were its port and

'railrOad linkages with ihe hinterland together with

broad manufacturing activities reinforced'by leader-

ship in finance, commerce, the professions; culture

and the arts. 'By mid-century,.the port'and the ,

manufacturing secfor had declined but large torporate I.

headquarters and thair support services had-emerged as.

centers of growth to offset the decline. 118/.

1.12/ The balance of this chapter should be read together with

Appendix E.1-10.
ag/ The Conservation of Human Resources Project,'Columbia University

The Corporate Headquarters Complex in New /ork City. New York, December

1977.t'p. 1,

31:P-948 0 - en -



These trends were not confined to NeW 'York mid in fact, the situation
in New York seemed to reflect' that of the country at large

,.

Given the tendency t\or MEinufacturing employment,
to decline in relative importance and for rather
sharp increases to occur in shares of employment
in service classifications, the marginal .impact
of services employment expansion has been dramatic
For the decade of the 6018, business services,
consumer services and government accounted for 80 3
perdent of all job increases in all SMSAs.

The medical, educational, other professional' services
(largely in the private not-for-Profit end'public
sectors) were 'the sources of the 'Most dramatic_ gains

if during the 601 s.

An examination of Table 4 reveals' how closely ,the New York City
industry-employment' pattern approximates this' national -description.
Taken together,: the goods-producing industries s#ch as censtruction,
manufacturing and utilities provided aboUt one=fifth of:the city/s
jobs,* with the. 1 est -manuiacturing industries, appareI..and 'textile
mill products printintand publishing, providing about...one half of

112/ Thomas Stariback, Jr. and Matt1è Drennan, The Tra sformation
of. the Urban"Easnomic' Base. A . Special Report pf the. 11ationau1Cpn,nIssIon

for Manpower Policy, Special Report No. 19. Washington, ebruary 1978,
--; .

.
P

.
p. 34.
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this totaX4 Four out of ive jobs
producing industries. The largest
tmles, wholesgie and retail trade,
of the city's total employment, onl
total mahufacturing.

were thus prOided by non-goodei
of these non-goods producing Indus-
was responsible for almost 18 percent
y marginally less than the share of

After allowing .for some -adjustments in'the relative share indicated
in Table 4 to account for misspg: (real estate in FIRE) or understated
(consumer services) or probably somewhat ?verstated (health) 'Ddita,
regrouping of the CitY's industries would result in the following%picture-

' of. New York City" s employment by industry:

Goods producing

Servide producing .

Transportationfand comomication
Trade, wholesale and retail
r.IRE *

Builane and legal services

22

78

6 .

18
,

12
11

Restaurant, hotels24'other consumer services
Health and hospitals
Educational. services .

Public administration exclusive of
\ education and hospitalg

5

8 :

9

.If the' nsUmer' component, of FIRE, 'transportat on.. and communication
and-ret\ail t e is .added to restaurants, -hotels Et other .consumer ser
vices, anaV ti is trital added to" tipsiness Services and government,.the
reSult clasely-approximatee theIrdeseription given by Stanback and 'Drennan,.

"Business Nand cpnstimer services when combined with 'government accounteol.
for''over 65, percent of all metropolitan',area ,empIoyment in.1970.". 120

OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS

. Table 6 `offers a co Dative view of empLoyment by occupational
cluster in .New York City and in the United States 'as a whole. Taken,in
broad groupings the distributions are quite similar. Because of a
somewhat larger proportion of professionals (Cluster 1) and technical,
-clerical and service people who.require pre:employment.training ,(CIus-
ter 2)', pre-emploYment trainitsii.n New York City is .required for about
26 percent of all-jobs Itwo paikentage points .greater than for the .
country as a whole. Tlie 'number not requiring.sUch training is reduced
correspondinglY: 61 percent in the case of the City, compared with
63 percent b.) the case of -the' country. New York' s somewhat larger share
sof managers reflects _Ixoth_the_prevalence_of_small establishmentseach___ _
with its owns managers, and of large administrative headqu rters. The

0

la( Stanback and .Drennan, Joe. cit. w-

-
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I A'

np1oyment by OceUpational Clisters
USA AND NYC

-Percent of 'Total

Occupational Cluster

Pre-employment training required:.

Professional&

asrical service.

total

Pre=employment training not required:

High syill white-collar
i

High skill blue-collar., 10.7

5 Other skilled & semi-iiilled 12.2
.'

Subtotal 25.48

Low Skill

Sales and clericals

Blue collar-

Service

tal

:Subtot prb!-employmerit required
(3,43)

Diverse Training Patterns

Managers and officers

10. Artists and performers

s4

SOUrce: USA, Table 1 (Chapter NYC, Table 5.

.9..9

18.4

9.0

37.3

63.1

12.4

0.5'

5.0

5.9

12.6

16 2

9.9'

37.1'
9 60.6

13.Z

.0.3



'shEire 'of artiste and performers ,in New york IS no:doubt understated;
'.part because- a'' fair hunber appear under:the 'category of. rteacitr."

. Some-sharp liifferences einerge, however frOm an analysis of
. internal compoion of these large groups . While the proportion of

-low-skilled worrs.is an Identical 37 percept in both cases; there is.
.a virtual reversal withiathIs group of the .role of..blue-;coIlar and

. clerical workers'. Compared to -the nationak.picture, New .York had little
more' than onerhalf the' loW-skill e-collar jobs but three quarters,
again' is many' low:skill sales -and c erical Sobs.. :This reversal in ..
relationship..,appIied at the high-ski ed level -as well,.with the city
having a .Iargeishare.:pff higbA-0.1541 ite,reollar Warkers and, a lower
share of high-likiltillue7collaf;:9, ''stiitarly,-;--lerical-.71:14Per.
facterieS" ..are,'New. York eounteruertp of,*"the-industrial Diet:ivies found'
elewhere 'and, f the- Similarities 'noted above-told:;,-.-are a fetjt_ture of
other Urban centers as

. Dealing -directly now with the., Otrix., Which represents the 'integra-
tion .of ,th-e tWo dimensions,- :industry- groups.and- pccupational clusterea
the questionariSes as ,to:what the 'patterns, 6f1,00,5upational staffing 'are"'
in New .York. City' industries .. AlthoUgh..-thepE&. occupational :classes , -as
alrgady 'indicated, differ from ours, the- .analyses eifered in ,the - various-
OE$ reports.pffer a 'useful point, of departure pine it, Is poSsible, at
least in-a liMited way, to interpolate our modl of occupational 'clusters,
-organiZed by 'skill level:.and :required --training ti 'Into the OES analysis.

Table 5 reveals, that, while'the service indUstries taken
as. a grouP provide alMost four. out!ofsfive New York jobs; .they. provide,
:an -eVen greater !shire of amplOyment in 'six foccupationtil clusters, (1, 2,
31 6., 7); buEctinsideral4y less ,in three 'cluiters, (4; 5,. 8) . conversely,'
.thip production. Industries, 'which provide only one, in fiy jQ1 Qj1 . _

fiver a ge eXceed thiS aVerage in these 'same thiee clusters.; abSorbing
: 53 percent of 'the workbrs, 47 percent of the high-
.-skilled blue-collar workers and°39 percent.of, the, workers In.Cluster 5.,

Broadly speaking e distribution of occupations among industries
is determined by the teehniques required-to preduce, market and .distri-
bute the product or service in qUestion, techniques which reflect
part the economic geography of the city with its coastal location,
limited land area and specific transportation patterns. Other 'deter-.
minants are the- number of and .proximity to final,Consumers, the size
..of establishment and .the organizational structpre of the 4ndustry. The
last reflects _not only the ccitisolidaation or separation of administrative

s," from production divisions; but., "make or, buy"' decisions taken within.the
industry. .It is possible to contract out for a wide range of services,
from such profes'sional and quasi-professional services .as law, accounting,
engineering and-computer services to preduction operations, as in the
garment industry--,--or.fpr building-service maintenancs.It _isalso__
eossible to main-tail, varying combinations .of in-:house and external . ,
servicqs. It should ,be recognized _that the exercise of this option can

. 'introduce an element of artificiality .into any analysia of induStry-
octiupational staffing patterns.i.
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Three occupational clusters, 1. 'Professionals), 9. Managers and
10. Artists and Performers, have been included 'in pur analysis fOr the
sake of completeness. 'They are considered now for other reasons as well..
Occupational categories are not altogether rigid and maY cross cluster

SoMe -occuPations, such as computer programmers, are -in process
of becoming professionalized and some Managers 'are downwardly mobile,
not only in the well-known case of the apparel industry,' but in other
industries as well. Finally, the fact that one in f6ur jobs' in New York
City falls within these three clusters ,(Table 4) is sufficient reason
to Consider them at least briefly.

Managers. In general, managers have, a large relative share whdre
there are large administrative staffs separated from the production
process; where there are large timbers of professional and-technical
workers; and among small establishments.

Among pel producti6n industries, the-sutilities industry (SIC (49)
and the general building industry ..(SIC 15), with their large administra-
tive organizations, have a large proportion Of managers while the spe-
cial treAe cohtractors (SIC 17) with their dependence on subcontractors
to exet-cfse the managerial function, do not..: Among manufacturing in-
dustries, both the food and kindred products group (SIC 20) and the
chemicals- group ,-(SIC 28) havejarge separate administrative headquarters
in New York City. These 'groups; together with the printing and publisti-
ing industry .(SIC 27) with its unique "product" lines (books, magazines
catalgues, etc.) which tend to be produced in setarate divisions, have
relatiVely large numbers of managers.. Many small firms in the apparel
industry have self-employed owner-managers, but these are not reported
in the OES which is limit1 to wage and salary employees; IW

Among the service industries, communications (SIC 48) has the
s' largest share (21 percent) of managerial employment of any city industry,
-a reflection of the large administrative concentration in the city and
the 1.ole of New York as an international 9ommunications center. Among
the transportation industries (SIC .41, .42, 44-, 45) the commercial .air-
lines (SIC 45): with their administrative concentration in the c-ity
exhibit, a pattern similar to communication, while _the fact that smaller
firms dominate the rest of tr,ansportation has the same consequenpe.

As a world financial center, the staffing patterns of the ,industries
represented by the first two letters of FIREfinancial institutions such

as banks, insuranae and securities dealingare of obvious importance in
,any analysis of New York, City jobs. Banksoith an average of 333 workers

per establishment, are big, business in a city, where the overall' average
is .closer to 50. 122/ The banking industry dominates FIRE and with .its

The many small firms which dominate_ the "other durable
manufactures," when grouted together, produce an extreMelyhi-gh- pro.:
portibn of managers.

1_22/ "Occupational. Staffing Patterns in Selected Nonmanufacturing
Industriet ," p.

4
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large administrative structure and numerous branches which. provide employ-
', ment ,to middle and lower level staff, it is iecond only to'comiunications
'in its proportion of manageriali-employment.

Finally, the producer services group (SIC 73, 81, 89, 47) with its
multip44city of . firms providing services, requires a relat vely large
nuMber of managers.

ProfeesionaI and Technical Workers. These categories (Clusters 1
and 2) are both numerous in large establishments (in small firms, the
professional and managerial functions .are frequently merged); in firms
'in which R "Sc D and qualit control are important; and in those firms
producing complex products.

Because of the-Iarge number of engineers and technicians required
to keep the service network in operation, the utilities industry (SIC
49) has probably the largest relative number of professional and technical
workers among production industries. In contrast, only four percent of
employment in manufacturing industries represents professionals 'and an
equally small percent technical workers, a reflection of several factorsT-
*the small size of industrial establishment; the contracting out- for such

vices; and the,location of the machinery industry, the largest em-
p yer of professional and technical workers among manufiNcturing industries,

:outside of New York City. Among individual industries, however, the
: average is far exceeded by printing and publishink (which largely
utilizes nonscientific professionals), chemicals and electrical machinery, ,
the same industries which have relatively large numbers of ',managers.
Aside-from these industries, with their special technical requirements,
the single most 'numerous prdfessional--worker in manufacturing is the
accountant. 1_2.3/

Professionals are heavily concentrated in three service industries;
education, health and producer services. More than one-third of all the
cityts professionals are teacheis and ,they constitute almost pne-half
the work force_ in education. In health services, more than one-half of
all workers are professionals and technicians with theFlarger share
c'ontributed by the latter. In fact, the "teellnical" component of the
Cluster 2 population is largely provided by health workers--RNs, PNs
and various technicianswho constitute one in six orall 'workers- in
.this cluster. '124/

Clericalske The largest groOp within Cluster 2. however, a fUll
70 percent, jonsists of elericalssecrefarits, stenographers,
bookkeepers who require pre-employment training. As non-industry
specific oc pations, the clericals of Cluater 2, together with those
of Clusters and 6, provide the connective tissue of the industry-
occupational matrix.- They are the largest single occupational group in

Igy Several of the occupations classified: in the OES report under,
."professional and technical , " such as buyer , -furrier,, programmer , are
included by us in Clusters 3, .4, 5 and not in either Clusters 1 or 2.

12q/ Ratio computed from the original matrix..
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New' York dity, distributed between office and 'plant clericals in a
'ratio of three to ene and ketween those who require pre-employment
training (Cluster 2) and those who do not (Cluster 5 and 6). 125/

'Ow

Both absolutely and relatively, clerical employment is concentrated
in the service industries. It is the largest occupational group in FIRE,
ranging from 67 perc'ent in SIC 60 (Banking) to a Plow" of 57 percent in
SIC 64, Insurance Agents and Brokers. In trade, cleric@ workers are tbe
single largest occupational group. Wholesale trade (SIC sp, 51), with
its large administrative organizations has larger proport*ns of both
office and plant clericals than retail trade in which, gimen the direct
sales to the consumer, "cashier" is the single largest clerical ocbupation.

In manufacturing, clerical workers, taken as a group, are second
'only to production workers, constituting about 18 percent of total employ-

ment. Since correlation analysis indicates a signficant relation between
the proportion of managers and of clericals, 126/ it is not surprising
that those manufacturing industries which had the largest proi8ftpn of
managers--chemicals, printing and publishinnrand electrical machinery--
also have a large share of clericals. The* smaller relative share of
the apparel industry translates into large,absolute numbers, distributed
largely among plant clericals, such as shippers, packers and receiving.:

clerks. -

,The utilities industry (SIC 49) and the transpOrtation and communi-
cation industries, the first with its large administrative apparatus,
the last, with their direct services to, the public, are both, for these

\ separate reasons, large users of clericals.

Sales. Overlapping ip some respects with the clericals are the

tsales occupations. Considered in 'declining order of knowledge of the

product, sales occupations include represpntatives.(also called
sales associates and agents), securities nd commodities brokers and
.insurance,agents of'Cluster 3;-the midelle.-level7siilesmen in the fields

of trade, services and construction of Cluster 5 and 4;" sales clerks
found'in retaii-strade and elsewhe e 2.?..2/ While these are the_most
obvious examples, other jobs have f1arge selling component as wen..
'Sales,engineers, for example, inc uded i CIus-ter 1 among professionals,
often differ little from sales repregentatives. Sales representatives

and, to a lesser degree, palesmen, possess a technical knowledge of the
product and deal with "big ticket" items, often on a commission basis.

These higher income occupations are, in practice, usually'restricted to
males, while the lower-skilI, lower-paid sales clerks are usually, female.

. 'Since sales occupations (1.6 n require pre-employment training and
employment Openings are somewhat plentiful, it seemed a useful ekercise

to determine the numerical)distribution among these various sales occu-

____ pations., A complete count mas mad_of all sales oc014,Patl:PrIs listed in

125/ See Appendix E-7.
1126/ ."Occupational Patterns in Manufacturing Industries " p. 42.

1127/ See Appendix -E-8.
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'--7an'industry -groups for *di data Ware:published in:the OES'rePorta,,
classified 'by, 'lob title 'and.occupational dilater. A rough balance was
found b'etween' the high-level sales -.rePreAntatives: (48 percent),,and.the
low-level sales 'clerks (40'percent). The fornier are concentrated in
wholepale" trade, FIRE and producer serv4Oes , the latter in retail trade .
The remaining:12.percent are salesmen; largelY concentrated Ili' menu-

'facturing. Internal care.er progresaions are poasible., but not Usual.

Productiod-Workers. There ,remains the last ,of the 'OES' categories--
produdtan .wOrkers--acattered 'among Cluster 4, Highskilled We-collar

\ workers ;, Cluster 3 Other'' skilled end Semi7skilled and Cluster:7; Low-
1. skill blile-;coliar,,workers. Manufacturing; taken in tOto, :is 'the single
largest-employer of high-sktilTbine-collar wOrker&(25, percent) 'followed
by ,construction (18,percent) 'and locil government (12 percent). In the::
case of -the manufac*ing industries, the .liat of large-scale nr high..
t4chnology establishment& in .New York City results, 'as was shown in '
Table 7.2, in a ,reiativelyslow use- of these high-skilled Workers and a'

greater dependence .uppn the semi and low-skilled.

In manufacturing indtistries in.New 'York City, 3 out of 5 workers
are production workers, on average.. There are feWer than average,
howeVer; in .machinery; printing and publishing,chemicals and allied
pr'othIcts 'industries, and' greater than average 'in. epParel'and textile
mill prOducts, food'and kindred, fabricated metal producti, furniture
'and' fixtures , which heve as' high as three-quapters of their work :force
in this group.- 1.22/

-The high-skill blue-collar occupations are not, of course ,found'
only -among the produCtion industries . --: nd the largest' nuniber are
conStruction 'craftworkers -(23 percent) ,':the next largeit are cooks' and'
bakers (13 'percent) ,':foilowed"by auto .mechinics- and printing craft
Workers* (8 percent each). 122/ ,

The d.str.bution of occupations within Cluster 5, Other skilled
and semi-s illed, is even more varied. Sewers and stitchers are the
largest group (23 peizgent), followed by police,, firemen; etc. (14 per-',
cent)'; deliverymen at routemen* (6 percent); salesmeii(5 percent) and.
*telephone craftworkers (4 peretnt) . 130/ Vhile low-skill blue-collar
workers in Cluster 7 are 10 percent of the city/8 labor force, no imp,
occupation dominates 'the 'cluster.

JO,

128/ Correlation enalysis reveals an inverse relationship between
the proportions of employinent in administrative offices and in profes-
sional and technical- occupations and the share of tvoduction workers4
",Occupational Patterns in Manufacturing Industries," .9.2. cit., P..48.

129/ Computed from -the original matrix.
130/ Computed from the original matrix.
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es o descriptions of industrr,occupational 1
in New Yor Ci A provided by Tables 7,8191 and 10, which

.loased Upcn the-col vertical) and row (orizontal) patterns of
'Table 5. Whi.le all occupational clusters .are represented to same degree
in all industries, .there arewide differences in degree of representar
-tiory; Thus, Tables -7' and 8 indicate that both manufacturing and .trade.
.,provide 'at least .10 percent of the -jobs to.'be found in occupational
Clusters 1 through9 but' considerably less in Cluster 1, Professionals,
apd Cluster 8,. Low-Skill service.: -.These jobs are in fact found
principally in.the ecducation and producer services industries.' Con-

.. strtetion is a major errployer only of 'Cluster 4) High-Skill Blue-Collar
4orkers (18 percent),, and Transportation only of Cluster 7, .Low=.Skill
Blue-Oollar (15 percent) . Istlile Local Public Adrninistration offers,....
significant eirploymnt in Cluster 1, Piofessionals, Cluster 4, High-
Skill-Blue Collar,. and Cluster 5, Other. Skilled and Serni-Skilled,
F eral ernployrrent jobs are largely lowskill clerical type of Cluster 6.

Table§ 9 and 10 surnarize the occupational patterns of each
industry and pinpoint which clusters are of major importance. Thu3,
72 percent of all restaurants taitd hotel elqoloyees are lcwrskill service
workers .(Cluster 8), 49 percent of all'Federar. eaployrrent.in New York
City consists.of low-skill clerical and sales workers (Cluster 8) and
.45 percent of *all construction, workers are higti-skill bluecollat sq'

Workers (Cluster 4) . 'Other'skilled and semi-skilled workers (Cluster 5)
are integral-to the operation of:half the industries listed: cpnitruc-
tion, .manufactUring, .-transPartation,.`Ocrnmunication, trade,'
and, public admthistrationt.
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Table 7:j/
.

..
Percent of TotaI OCcupationai ClUster Accounted 'for

by Malor IndUstry' Groups
,

Occupational Cluster Industry 'Groups
.1. Professionals

2. Technical, Clerical-
and' Service Worktkre'

High-skilled White-
Collar Occupations

High-Skilled Blue-.
Collar Occupations

'Other Skilled,and
. . Semi-skilled.'Occupatio

7, 1).1up,,COIlar'

Education. (35%) ;. Producer and
'Legal. Services. (20%) ; Health
.Services.' (1696); Public .Admin-
istratioii. .(1096).

-Healfth.Seivices .(21%); Producer
and tegal ServIces 1206); FIRE
(17%); Trade- (13%); ManUfaquring

Trade .(4996);, PIRE (2596):; klan.;.
ufacturing (1296) ;' Producer and
.Legal Services (1096).

Manufacturing (2596)'; ConstruCtion
(18%) ; Trade (16%) ; Public Adr4T1-'
istration. 0.4,0; Restaiwants
Hotels._ and other Consumer Service

Manufacturing (35%) ; Public
Administration (21%) ; 'Trade (15%).

..-
. Trade (346); FIRE (22%); Public

Administration (15%) .; _Manufactur-
ing (9); Producer and "Legal Ser-

_vices (8).
anu:ei:uring (50% ); yrade (18%)-

. - ransportation (15); Public Ad-
Astration (9

'Managers,' btozs Made (231);' ManufaCiiiring 122%).;
.

91).
. .

k's
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Industry Groupg by' Occupational.- lu ter Repre'sentatin

.Industly_ Growl: %Occupational Clusters

ConOtruction

Manufacturing total
NonduTable

Durable

Transportation'

total'
Wholesale trade

Retail trade

TIRE

oducer and legal servAdes

Restaurants, Hotels-and (littler

Consumer Services

Health Services

..gducation, Welfare and. Nonprofit
Services.

Public Administration

Federal

7;

3', 5'; 6, 9
4i

3,6,. 9
1, 2 3 8, 10

4, 8'

Each industry accounts for at least 10 percent of
the occupational auster listed opposite it. -

Source: Table 7.
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Percent of Major Industry Groups .ipcounted for*
by Ten Occupational. Clusters

Industry 'GroVps

Construction

Manufacttiring Total

'Nondurable

Durable

Occupational Clusters-

Cluster, 4.
(4596).; Cluster 5. *Other Skilled 'and
Semi-Skilled Wiorkers (14 ); Cluster
6. Low,Skilli.Blue!-Colla )
Clutiter 7. BluetCollar a
Cluster 9. Managers', Administrators
and Supervisors, (1390

Cluster 7. Law-Skili Blue-611er
(2796); Cluster 5.; Other Skilled end
Semi7Skilled Workers (2496); -CluSter 9.
Managers, Adminittrators and Super-
visors :(17%).,

ClUster'5'. Other Skilled and Semi-
Skilled Workers (29%); Cluster '7.
Low-Skill Blue-Collar' (2496)* Cluster 9 .
Managers, Administrators, anti Super-
-visors- (1196).

. -
Cluster 7. Low-SkilI (8)5%);
Cluster -9;"*" -Managers, Administrators- and
Supervisors (31%) ; CluAter .5., 2 other_
Skilled and Semi!-Skilled (1096),'

Utilities T Cluster 4. High-Skill 1 eCollar
(26%) Cluster 5. Othekilled and

(19%);'. Cluster 6. Cleriaal
,and Sales' Workers (7%); Cluster 9.
Managers,. Administrators and Super-
visors (13%).

Cluster 7., Low-Skill Blae-Collar
T3396) ; Cluster S. Other Skilled. and
Semi-Skilled (2296); Cluster 9. 'Managers,
Administrators and Supervisors (11%);

Transportation.

.+10.01.1

Cluster 4, High-Skill Blue-Collar
(796); Cluster 6. : Clerical and Sales
Workers (7%) ; Cluster 8. Service
Workers (7%).
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+114,44- 4 A. s rt. 11,. , . ,

1115LIME141LliVal

Communication

Table 9
(cont/d)

Trade, Total

Trade Wholesale

Trade, Reta

FIRE'

312-948 Q

0e9ppatforial. Clusters

Clustei S. -Other Skilled ( %);'.
,CluSter 6. ,Low-Skill'Cler4cal
:and'-Sales (27%).; Cluster: 9,4 2
Managers, Administrators-And
Supervisoi,s (21%); Cluster 2.
Technical, -Clerical and/Services-
(11%),.'

Cluster 6. Losi-*ili Clerical'
and-,Salee (28%); Cluster 9..
Managers., 'Administrators. and,
Supervisors (18,0; Cluster 3.
High-Skill 'White-Collar (14%).';,
Cluster .2. 'Technical,- 'Clerical-
and Services .(11%);. Cluster S.
Other SkiI,led and Semi-Skilled
.(11%); Cluster 7.'
Blue;-Collar 2(10%).

Cluster s2. Technical,- Clerjcal
and Services ;, Cluster 3.-

White-:Collar (16%);
Cluster ,6. lowsSkill Clerical 'and
Sales (18%); Cluster 7. Taw-
Skill Blue-Collar .,-(15%)'; Cluster t, .

9 -Managers, Administrators and'
Supervisors '(18%).

Cluster 3, High-Skill- White-
Co1lar1230 ; ,Chister 5. Other-
Skilled 'and Semi-Skilled'I 0.5%)
-Cluster 6. IOW-Skill Clerical
'and Sales (37%) ; Cluster' 9 .

Managers, 'Administrators and
-SuRervisors, 17y0).
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Cluster 7. w Skill Clerical
and. Sales (-3 ) Cluster 2.
Technical, Cl4rical. and Servites
.(22%) ; Cluster 9. Managers ,
Administrators; and supervisors
ti-990 -Cluster
White-Collar (12%).



Table 9
cont/d)

Industry &Duns

Producers and Legt
Services

,

Restaurants, Hotels and
Other Consumer Services

...acsm_itional Clusters

Clustep 2. Techilical, Clerical
and Services (27%); Cluster 1.
Professionals (21.%.); Cluster 8.

Service-It18%); Cluster
93 Managers, Administrators
and Supervisors

Cluster 8. Low-Skill Services
(72%);Cluster 4. High-Skill
Blue-Collar (11S).

Cluster 2. TechnicaltiClerical
and Services (35%); Cluster 8.
Low-Skill Services (23,0; Cluster
1, Professionals (22%).

Cluster 1. Professionals (45%);
Cluster 8. Low-Skill Services
(19%); Cluster 9. Managers,

4dministrators -and Supervisors
113,0 ; Cluster 2. Technical,
Clerical and Services (10%).

Cluster. 5. Other Skilled-and
Semi-Skilled (26%); Cluster 6.
Low-Skill Clerical and Sales
(25) Cluster 1. Professionals

Health Services

Education Welfare and
Nonprofit

-Public Administration

Source: Table 5
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OccuTiational Clusfers by Industry Group Repredentation)

:Occupationa4 Clus er

1. Professionals

Technical,, Clériaal
and Service

Education, Healtk Services; Pro-
ducer and Legal Servicesi.,Public
Administration.

Health; Producer and Legal Ser-
vices; FIRE; Communications;
Trade, To 1; Trade, Wholesale;
Education.

High Skill White Collar. Trade, Total; Trade, 'Wholesale;
Trade, Retail; FIRE.

High Skill Blue Collar

Other Skilled and
Semi-Skilled

Low Skill

6. Clerical/ and Sales

Blue-Co ar

Service

Managers and
AdMinistrators

Construction;.Utilities; Res-
taurants, Hotels and Other
*Consumer Services.

CommUnications; Public Adminis-
tration; Manufacturing; Total;*
Transportation;,0tilities;.Trade,
Retail; Trade.) ,Total.

FIRE; Trade , Retail ; Trade , Total ;

Communication; Trade, Wholesale;
Public Administration; Utilities;
Producer and Legal Services.

Transportation; Manufacturin
Total; Construction; Trade,
Wholesale.

Restaurants, Hotels, and 0.ther
Consumer Services; Education;
Producer and Legal Services.

Communication; FIRE; Trade--;
Manufapturing, Total; Construction;
Utilities; Transportation; Ed.=
tication-; Pioduc er---and legal-

Ser yiees.

) Each .occupational cluster allows for at. east 10 percent of-76Z'
industry group opposite tL. I '

Source: Table 9
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klEASURE or INDUSTRy-OCCUPATION CONCENTRATION

There are eases where an occupational cluster has a large share of
an industry's total employment, but because total employment in that
-industry' is not sizeable; the .industry does no:t absorb a large share 'of .

the total number in that Occupational* cluster. Thus, for example, while
more than one-quarter of all utilities wprkers are high-skilled blue-
collar (Cluster 4-) , only fOur percent of all such workers are employed
in that industry.' To get an indication of.what can be considered the
joint Importance .of the occupation tO.the industry and of the industry
to the occupation, a ."measpre of indastry-occupation cpncentration"
has been devised.. This measure .(C) is simply the cross-product of .the
two ratios given in the sindividUal cells of Table 7.2, divided.by 100
for greater .ease of handling. .The larger the resulting number, the
greater the relative conCentration of both the occupational cluster in
.the industry in-question and of the industry in the occupational cluster.
Results are shown in Table 7.7 'only whiere the measure of 'conc*entration
(C) is at least equal to 2 (such cells 'are marked by an asterisk in
Table 7.2).

The measure 'ranges frosiiima-Tow-tsf"42----to-tr-hftli--44--2-21-the latter

represents the crosS-product of the share of low-skill'service workers
..(Cluster 8) in restaurant and hotel' employment (72 pei.cent) and the
share of the industrx in that occuPation'al cluster (30 pereent) divided
by 100. Other high measures of concentration occur in professional/
education (16); low-Skill blue-collarimanufketuring (13); other skilled'
and send-skilled/apparel (12); low-skill clericals and sales/trade 19);
high-skill blue-collar/construction (8). pf.the 56 cellor which C

.. is .9.t least equal to 2, 30 have a value of less than 5 and 146 lie below
the.mid-point of 11. This leads to the conclusion that . while there
are, as shown above, some major .cases.of great inutilal importance betwegIr

an occupational' cluster.and an industry, the more usual case'is, uithin
.constraints, one of .dispersion of occupational clusters among industries.
Any major shifts' in.general economic activity could thus be expected to
have consequences, .-for all occupational clusters.t.
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Table 11

Measure bf Industry Occupation Concentration (CI,

,Selected. Thdustry-Occupation tells

Itrdustry-Occupaiion Cell

Producticip Industries/Law-Skill Blue-Color

Production lildiiitriesAther'Skilled and SemiSkilled -
Producticin IndusiriZsAigh kill, Blue-Collar

Production, Indusries/Managelrs and Admin'istrato'is
'Construction/High-Skill, Blue-Collar
Manufacturing/Los-Skill, Blpe-Collar
.ManufdetvrIng/Other Skilled and Semi-Skill,ed

tianufacturing/Managers''and Administrators:)
Nondurable/Other skilled and Semi-Skilled
NonduraNIe/Low-Skill, Blue-Collar .

Apparel/Other ,Skilled and SemiwSkAlled

Miseellan'eous/Low-Skill, Blue-Collar

*: Apparel/Low-Skill, Blue-Collar
Durable/Blue-Collar '

"7-

13:Q /

8.7

640.

8.0*

'13 4

8.2

s, 3.7

DurabIeManagers and Administratdrs

cither Durable/Blue -Collar
SeriSke 'Industries/Low-Skill Cl.erical and Sales
Service IndUstries/Technical, Clerical Service

Industries/Low-Ski14. Service
Industries/Professional
Industries/Managers afid Admini.strators
Industvies/Other Skilled' and Semi.lkilled
Industrles/High-Sk411, White*-Collar

Industries/High-Skill, Biue-Coilar '-

Industries/Lim-Skill, Blue-6114.r

Service

Service

Service

Seeyice

Service
Service
Service

II

Transportatiort/LoW-SkilI,-
Trade Total/High-Skill White-Collar

Trade -.TotalAow-Skill Clerical and Sales
Trade Total/Managers and Administrators

A

.89

41,

,

.12.4

2.8

6.1

3.3

2.7

16.5

14.1

13 3

12;2

6.7
.6.0

.4.9

2.1

2.8

.1
6.7

8.6 .

- 14.0



Indu'Strx-OccUpatid6 Cell
Sn S,

. . . . . 4 ''.

A, Trade' WholeSale/High-Ski iie-Collar It'. 4*4

Trade Retail/High-Skill,* iteCoilar* /7 2.5

Trade.Retail/Law-Skid'CLICiiand les -80

Trade,RetaiiManagérs ancAdminis atore-- .2 1
. .

,

Ibur4le/HighrS1cgL Whi;te az, 2.6
,;..- ..,

Other,L9wSk41:C1erical. nd-S41,es 6.5

'Fin/Technical feria 1.11110., Servide: 3.7,

'FIn/High7$411Wh Collar -2.9.
.

.-,

FIRE4w-Sk'ill.:C ricaland'Salés
, ..- . .:# .

7.1

JIREAanagere nd'AdmInisOators
, AFfi»... i

Producer a Legal.,Seryices, Total/Professionals --,-- 4;2
,.

ProdUde and Leg4 Sdrvices',Total/Tpchnical .

Clepical ahd Services 5.3

Pr ucer and Le.,gaI Services Total/tow-Skill Service 3.1

Business Spiidet14Low-Skill Service . 5.3
4

Legal S vices/Professionals:. 14-.0

Misce,Ilaneous -BusineSs -Service/Professionals
.

2.0

Rest ants ,,Other Consumer gerviCes/Low-Skill-
?. Service' 2-0..8

/Res aurants, Hdiele Motels, -Low.Skill Service: 21.8

Ot4er'Consumer Services/Artists and PerfOrme'rs
.. .

15..5-
4

Health/Professionals 3:6,.

Health/Technical, Clerical and Service 7 5

Health/Low-Skill Service '

Education/Profession4e 15:6.

Educatibn/Low-Skill Service .3 0

Pub1ic Administration/Other Skilled and Semi-Skilled 5.3

Admin istrtion/Law7Skil1 Clerical an4,Sles 3.8

Federal'Public Administration/low Skill Cleriai'
0

si and Sales

Lodal Public Admipistratickh/Ols4er pkilled and
Semi-Skilled

Aa



TRENDS IN THE NEW .YORK CItY ECONOMY
. .., ,

This analysis ,of the industry-occupation structure 'of 1ew York City,

leads finally to a consideration of both the types of tral; ng necessary

to filr these jabs ap,d of the availability of such training.- ..Two .general

;questions must.hawever be addressied first:, *to what . extent can !this, .

RIVI:oymerit pattern be expected to coi(tinue An -the future 'and* what \realistic

assLinvition's can loe made 'as tp :the size and quality of the availible labor,

supply? i- .-- i , ..
,

.., .,'

;The answer to'the first vt these questions requires an historical
reading of the trends in tiip ew Yark City econoMy sinee World War II.
The -decline, fall and modeit,revival of the city's economy has bee°
an oft-told tale; in the desperate '70s,,,ana1yses of The NeTLYorkCity
Problem seemed one of the few visible giowth industries, altMough it was
ntkt yet to 1)e found in the SI6 Manual. The threat of.bankruptcy made ,

"cash-flow" and "cost ccintainment" household words' but the fiscal crisis
-.was considlred by most observers a mere symptom 9f!fhe underlying New
York disease which sOme believed intractable and others, terminal. The
cauSes of the disease' a_t"e numerous;\the decaine of the Manufacturing
basb as the comparative advantage of conducting operatiolis in New York >

e'rpded; the exchange of populations (estimated tit 2 million) as the
,laygely white middle-class moved to the suburbs on a highway system
paved by Federal dollars sand was replAced by the unskilled poor from
*the south and Puerto Rico who oame to fill thejobs traditionally filled
by immigraats; the departure of' some corporate headquarters; the dif-
ferentially high tax rates-and substantial disincentives to business.

The negatipes of;the New York situation converged in one startling'

statisticthe oss of more than 650,000 joba from .1969. ;to 1976, largely

in labor-int ns ve 4ndustries .whi6h had formerly -absorbed the'linskilleil
and the non-tngUsh speaking.. Already in the '50"a and "60"'s the

grawth in New York City employment had not,kept Iiace with the, nation'4s.

By the late "60)s, employment increased mainly.in FIRE and in government'
and by 1969 only in health 'aervioes; bankins and_state governmint.._ 1.;
Lasses of white-collar 4s well as blue-collar jabs mountedlk the-..'eitPv;
unemployment rates were OrsiNtently higher than the natilraI ayeragq4'
Between 1970 and-1976, population in-.the city declined by about.

4-00.;000, es did both the numb-el,' in the prime working ages' -(25444),
.
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the generala.por force participat19n rate. of the enyployable popula-

The decline-in 'population, in irxdustrial growth, inyestment and
employnaentseemad, to s'ignal the onset of a "mature economy," one prone'
to Itecular stagnat19n;" terms painfully remihiscent of the*, explanations
advanced for .,khe great depression of the 19305s. 132/ New York City was*
seemingly not alohe in its misery, just one of many older,'"blighted"
snowbelt cities 1.,Thich had lost p'opuIation, jobs ancl Federal funds to the
,sunbelt .3.33/

Xike the' heroine of a soap opera, New York City iureved its trials,.

sager, miser, anxious to maintain its old-advantages and to cultivate
..nex sour9es of strength. A whole panobly of'ineasures, Tref promcitionaI
-efforts to tax abatement, has been designed to attract and retain
bUsinesS firms. ,Fortkfitous forces have also helped to shore up
'the qlty,'s position': With the increase in "two-paycheck marriages,"
.affluent, professional couples have chosen-to live in the city rather
.than follow the traditional route 'to the suburbs, even in the.:absence
of the ,..nserg.y.* crisis.' Accepting crime , Art and 'high 'rents for. convenience

..: 9f locAipn and easy access: to cultural amenities, arid milling to pay
higcl private school tuitions* Tor the -0.7 children they expect to prodUce,
-`these couples have to a 'modest degree created a new urban. "rivironment.
Ibis "gentrification," Or displacement .of the pOor by the new "gentry,
has largely been restricted to Manhattan below 96th. Street, Long Island
City and .Brooklyn Heights, butwill invariably spreaa to more' marginal
areaa as rents rise. Ripple effects are evident with indreases in the

'V

131/.Herbert Bienstock, "New'.York CitYis Labor Market. Past
Trends , Cu'rrent Trends , Current --Conditions , Future Pr9spects ," City
Almanac.; Vol, 12, No. tI,December 19-77.-

A special survey conducted* by Karen Gerard of the Chase Manhattan.
Banierevealed that the city's- population. dropped,by 4 percent from 197.
te ,1978 to less than -7.2 millAon, with' the Puerto Rican population
declini,ng by 5.5 percent in that same period. New York Times,- May
1979, na. B2. I

Questions "as to the eifect of illegal aliens -on an accurate
iiopulation count are consipred berow.

132/ One ,of the few to take a more' optimistic 'view of the ci:ey a
pr'ospects was Eli .Ginzberg. See New York 19 Very Much Alive. New
York: -McGraw-Hill, 1973.

133/ For a view that the reported shift of jobs irom north to
.south is exaggerated, see Sarol L.-Jusenius and Larry G. Ledebur;
A Myth in tile* Making: The*" 'Souther. Economic Challen e and* elorthern
Economic Decline. Washington: U. ;)Department of Commerce, ,Economic

-Development Administration, 1976.
134/ See also Revitalizin the Econ.; A Survey for.

Actions:General Report and Recomendations. ''Preijared blf Vhe Academy -
for Contemporary ProbIemp for the Economic Development Administration.
11.S Department of Commerce., November 1977. a
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nuMber of retail st4es, in .restaurants'and.in lp.e6laIiied personal
services. The conversionof,manufaeturing lofts and older office space'.
Ant° housing uniti--what -can be.called "residentialing"---hae been a .

related feature.; it is notclear whether tties.p.i!-Mrsions:into 91der
mataufacturfng.space have reduced business opportunities. 135/

.NEW Y91[ CIiYtS EXPORT BASE
,

-.There has been increased recognition of the importance te .the
cityts dconomyof that-component Of 'the service sector,whick pap be
called the "advanced"-or.Thigh" servicesbankJpg, legal,'adcqunting,
garket res9arch, advertising; computer:--which are. concentrated*.in.the
:central business district (CBD) and are ancillary to corporap head-
quarters firms.. Employment in then firms has more than balanced the
decline' in employmentcausedby the departure of corpOrate,hed4uarters'i
.firms proper. This corporate headquarte/ pompleX

.accounts forrover one-fifth of all wage and
salaricd morkers (586,000): workers and a considerably

.Nhigher.proportion, pver one-fourth, ofototil payioll
($8.74-billion). As such, it represents the largest
aggregation of economic.actIVity in the City, coil-

\

siderably larger in terms of jcbs and income than
manufacturing, municipal.government, oir nonprofit
enterprises. 136/

%
There has been a significant international dimension as we .11 Th e

tipping of the comparative "discomfort index" has caused foreigners to
prefer the random neutrality,of street crime to the specificity of .
political terrorism, making Nep York ,City a 'bpven for foreign investors.

The cheap dalar,:cheap air,fares and aggressive advertising haVe
also.combined t,o makettiutism:lis is-the ease in the Older cities of'
Europe, a major industry.. 137/ -This development, combined-with a
renaissance of the,entertainment.ifiLdustry, has, helped spark the reversal
of.the 'secular declin6 in the hotel and restaurant industry. 'More than

135/ One...of the,..authors wasPresent at a heated but inconclusive
dispute on:this mattdf 'between a former eommissioner of t5e City Plan-
Aing Commission and the Cpmmissioner Of Housing Preservation and
Development.

136/ Th Corporate Head4uatters Cogplex in New York City, ..22:. cit.,
p. xyr- Th employment figure.otl'586,000.includes employment In
.ano4llary,se vices slich a§ printing, hotele and the like. See Table

, -137/ "Tourism BooMing Along in New York," 1e New-Yqrk Times,
June 30,-1q78,'p. Bl.
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.
ever, New'York seems .entreriched in its position as thw world *capital
%.of finance, advertising, corporate headquarters, ,coMunications, inter-
hatidnal trade, cature, art akid fashion. (Women's Wear Daily has'been
called.the most influential trade journal inthe workl.-.).- Finally, ,

ccInatruction revived in.1979,, with %more_ than 25 major/jobs with a value
in excess of one billion-dbllars initiated ib Manhattalcilone, invOlVing
'the construction, and-renovation of offic9 buildings and hotels , conver-
sit5n of lofts and'restoration of brownstones.' 138/ Eveh manufacturing .
employment has increased and there 'is redurrent mention of glans %for an
industrial.park in-the South Bronx, rierhaps to'be financed:by feeeigri
ihvestors.

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

While major problem§ remain--an agi1 infrastructure, eXtensive
bousing abandonifient, an educational syst under siege, the-rpcent
failure of the city's industrillax to insulate the New York/ economy
from national retessions as it once did, and, some., degree of aueomation-
tinduced unemployment 139/--a modest rise has been regist:kred in tothl
New York City jobs. The first net increase in jobs sinde- 1969 was
,reported in 1978, and while thisain refledted:In part an increase
in governmpt-hiring, there we's an increase every single calendar mon
the preceding year. Even manufacturing employment increased, for the
first time since 19,56. _Tlie totql number of jobs increased sharply in
January and February of 1979 over the corresponding period in 1978 and
in fact, With the exception of February 1968,,,the one-year increase
Tor February*1979 was the highest for that month since 1959. 4. A total
of 3,20Z,100 jobs for the city was reported at that time. Iltoi

Okupational projjections have heen mate for NeW York City for the.
period-1974-.1985 by the. Divieion of Re-search, and Statistics of,the New
York Stste Department oE tabor, as inaridated'hy the Vocational Education
Act of 1963 and Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) of
1973. These require local labor supply and.demand data so that training
programs may-be directed. toward occupations in demand. 141,/

6

_over

I.
!' DIV "Residentialing' .of older 9ffice space according to Landaubr

Asso8iates, a major real'estate consultant fire, has, increased the pres-
sure for new office space. A major problem.. according to the City Plan-
ning Cbmission, is the undue. ciancentration of new building east of
Fifth Avenue. z

13.9/ In 1Q69, 12 million share `days-caused chaos on Wall .treet,,
requiFiFg three-shift ,eniployment, which incidentally,5 prOvided middile-
Ieyel jobs for minorities. Compu,terization has led to, easy handling
-of at) /million -share days.

22.....t0/ New York State Department of Labor, Employment Trends and
Leibttr Area Sumary, New York City, both monthly. Job counts are on a
place-of-work basis,,unlike emploympnt and unemployment estimates, which
are onz-a place-of-residence basisa

1111/ New York State Department of Labor, Divisfon of Research and
Statistibs, Occupational Projections, New York City4,122±1211. Labor
Research Report 1978-2, January 1978.
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LABOR DEMAND

A 10.-percent decline is projdoted overall ij total -New yo4 City
employment between 1974-'1985, with: all major occupational .goups expected
to.'decline.. Ifrofeasional, technical and, clerical workers are expected
to decline leas than this 'average, however, and' b1ue4collar categories,
more. Average annual. job 'openings .in the same period areestimated at
105;62,9- or .a total. of over one million in the whOle Statewide,
90- perent of all openings are- expected to originate,' ..in:.separations. and
only '10. percent from job .growth. -(Data inadequacies do. not permit
inclusion .ok. informatipn 'on .occupational demand orieniting from current,
vatancie,s or .inter-occupatisonal, or *geographic- transfers.) In New 'York
City, eVen fewer openings are eXpected from growthV-nd these fey)' are

*expected to' occur among stenographers; typists 'and 'secretaries, bank
'tellers; 'computer specialty occupatiqns-,and, in-large number, in ,the
health occupations-. This last, to' anyone' 'familiar- With'fft health
scene in.-New Y.prk, City, is ,a reminder -of the difficulties of accurate

to groth" ct*cOluMn for .-foorvices wo Thkers. '142/ e-.conventional:
foreca_sting, as are the, long list. of signs-in.-the l'opdhings due

wisdom indicates, howeVer, --as 'has been stated- earlier, , that the cause
of opeinings is = not a 'critical, variable and, where 'large., enough nuft-Tb"gs
arse .involved; that .training for jobs, even in.declining industries,- Is

a defensible .proposition. It -is of some interest -to -note that in
NoveMber 1978, 8,600 job. openings 'were' listed in the 'New -York City
.offices of the s State EmPloyment.Service for benctiworkoacupations
(jewelers , spray painters , upholaterers) ; garment trade 'occupations ,

-especially sewing machine operat'ors; madhl.nists and mechanics-, of,
all 'lands; for cosmetologists; truck drivers, clerical workers of all
kinds, programmere4and systems dnalysts and for teachers. of commercial
.subjects, among others. lay

Labor Supply. Axf infOrmed -analyses, of the- determinants of the
aupply :of workers- tb these and other JObs' 'must distinguish b4.ieeti

.atocks and flows-. As has 'already been ,indicated in Chapter 5., the
supply tstock" of an occupation consists of the number ,employed in
that occupation Plus the number of uhemployed_Witlu the reqW.site skills
to enterp it. The.-supply '"fIove.,is Made up' of ,new entrants from .spedific
training programs,' plus thOse frOm general training programs supple',
mented by' those 'who' transfer from. other occupations, re-entl.ants into'

.1 the labor force and in-migrants.. :flows opt of this sNipply pool are
caused -by separations due ,to death and -retirement, iransfers- to 'other
occupations and emigration-fadtors already considered under demand.
The- size: Of- the supply for The whole.labor market' is' determined, of
'611upse., by the constraints of total p ulation. tize and general labor
force ',participation rates.,

142/ ibid. , Table 2.
. 143/ Labor Area SUmmary, January 1979.
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-
The ditficultied a making an accirate emit 6f: .9peupational.sup-

fare well-known. Collecting data on cappletio a IA-vocational
-education, higher education, registered apprenticeship programs, CETI\

, programs, andprciprietary schools is- only the starting point. Addi-
tional sinform&tion is needed on Industry training programs, post-
training placement 'and geographical and occupational mc4iIity, infor-
mation wIliCh is extremely sparsq;. The difficulties of thIpply projectiop
are so great.in fact ;that no attfinpt has been made to date to constrUct
an apparatus similar to that use 51. for occupational projectio,ns.

\ - 4, -
...

.
the size, complexity 'and openness of the New York city labor marlet

aMake attempts at SlApplY Measuremet partioAar4 unprimiSing . New York
is simultaneously a local, national and international market for profes-
sional, managerial i technical , artistic and' even sale talent , a situa, .

V.on which makes for a eertain permeability of occupational boundaries e 144/
, , .

The major inflows, hoever already referred to above were from
the rural south and the Caribbean in the 51) s and "60/ s . The cross-
flows .o f. the people coming rkt.th :as \the jobs went south is a.much%-
analyzed part of the °New York story.\ 145/

A recent analysis indicates that althota :the south had been a'
net exporter of pe'r,pnsi below the ptrverty level in the'post-war period,
that by 19p7 it had shifted to overall net inmigration,and between 1971.
and 1976 to ndt inmigration of the poor. This resulted jpn large nieasure
frotn the decline In the number of poor moving out, rather than from ith
increase in the number of poor inmigrants. By 19779 the northeast, on
the other hand, had a net outmigration ,of people below the poverty
level. 146/
, The demographic and age aspe6ts of recent New York Ciy migration,
flows are 4escribed by Bienstock. While' the Mark popul ion rose by
half in the '60's , there was a net vtflow in elk period 1970-75,
making for relative stability In. the black*Population in_ that five-
year period. Sinte 1970, there has been a 'net outmigration of Puerto

4.Lly As the nation's theatre center, New York has a large number
of aspiring actors; with an. unemployment rate in the neighborhood of
90 percent, actors form\ a steady supply of waiters "between engage-
ments." The migrant young are part of the supply of retail sales -
clerks anti low-skilf seriviee workers. Technology has stretched the
limit of the city/s.-labor market reach; when the telephone company
required readily trained information operators, it yas able to taP
the services of housewives Upstate.

145/ Eli Evans, "The City, South an4 Caribbean," The New York
'nines-2 June 26, 1978,- Dp-Ed page, prov±fles a useful overview.

146/ Larr'y H: Long, Itr*terreilopl.
Recent Changes. U.S. Department. of Commerce. Current Population
Reports, ,Series P-23 klo. 73, November 1978, pp. .9-10.
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Riaans from the mainland. Increases in the number of young people
ages 16-24 are expectei to-dimi4ish, and the number in -ghe,yelte working'
ages is expected to reTain fairly stable with the drop in-Ithe number
of whites balanVed by the increasing number*of blacks and other races
inthis age group.. Laior force participatiOn rates*continued to drop
in the 70's with the eeption og women, whose rate remoined 4table. 147/

TmmiaratI. The'actual size of the cityls_population and of its

4 labor force cann t be evaluated without a realistic consideration-of
ImMigrant flqws. Aliens have a natural tenddncy to locate near their .

fellows, with the consequence.thathalf of all, legal immigrants to thtt-
-United States have in.recent years 'settled 'in Sustithree statep--New
York, California and Florida--which tdgetber, have Iess than one-quarter
of the national populatidn; 1.14/ Legal'immigrants are readily counted, .

andtheir occupational dfstributions analyzed; their representation Inv
the professions tend tosbe higher than istrue in the'native popula-
tion. 149/ The labor force participation rates of some ethnic groups
also tend td exceed .thejlative. 150,/,

The data base on illegal or "undocumented aliens" is by contrast,

extremely fragile. Illegal aliens are eitIler EWI ("enter without
inspectron"), or visitors who violate their terms of entciy by working.
-In New York City, Hispanics who "pass" as Puerto.Ripans orm A large *

part of the illegal'alien population; there gre in addition indeterminate
numbers of Haitiana, Eurvpans and*Asianrio:,1514/

Esti ates of the number of dllegals vary widely; the Immigration
and Natur lization Servlce puts the'national total at 4 to 12 millions,

147/ Bienstock; 22,... cit.,,Pp. 9-10.
148/ David S. North Ind Allen Le Bel, iviwlmtiormrnfrolicies

in the United States. Special Report No. 20. Washington: National

Center for Manpower Policy, February 1978.
149/ ThereAare, for exafitple, an estimated 110,000 Asian Indians'

in New City, heavily concentrated in the medical; engineering and
computer eig. (Indians in Britain4 in contrast, are malay blue-
collar.) oblems of adjustment af. professional immigrants are analyzed

by David: S. N6r:ph and William G. Weissevt, Immigrants and the American

Labor Market. Manpower Research.Monograph No. 31. Wadhifigton: I.14S.,

DeptirtMb-nt of. Labor, 1974.
150/ In 1970, the percent of males in the lUbor force in New York

,City was 7S. for whites, 73 for blacks, 72 for.Puerto Ricans; the female
rates were 49, 46 end 28. Male participation rates for Asiens were:
Chinese.71 (a Areflection of the preponderance of older age gioups);
Japanise-76, Filipino 83; female rates were 51, 40 and 61. From
lilhe 'Forgotten Minority: Asian Amdricans in New York City. A Report-

\.of the New York State Advis9ry Committee to the U.S. Commission onCiv-1:1 Rights, November 1977, p: 31. . . 4-
4,

15i/ A self-protective responselhas been the creation of a Pudrto

40 Ricen 'identification" organization which issues unofficial "internal

.
assports" to bona_fide Puerto Ricans.
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gorth.and' Le Bel dt 3 to-6 millions, the Environmental Fund ai 6 millions;
the 14st also claims as.many, as 1:2 million new illegal aliens arrive

, yearU. 152/ 'Douglas. S. Massey of the Office of Populatioh Research at
Princpton University estimatesiphe natioaal firctal at 4 million and urges
avoidance of til,9 commOn mistOe of counting °illy those who enter while
igvoring those who leave. 153/ EstiMates for gew York City are ,equally
elastic, vArying fbom.one7half million to over one million; 15/ In-
novative mesures of the total bount have inauded'espimates of increis d.
water.consumptionin public housing projects and increases in school

ienrollments *and subway use in ostensibly declining areas. Other evidencp
.has included-the piiesence of unlicense&-roving.anto bqk skops and long
lines A post offices totend Money Home. 155/

,The presence of aliens has aroused passionate lifetise
("economic refUgees") b interested employers civil libertarians aria-
officials of.the CatbolIt Church. 156/ EqualiS passionate opposition
has been registered*by those who claim illegals take joks from natives,
aad to crime and burden the 4gelfare rolls. The labor force impact of
illegals is not.easy to determine. Undocumented aliens, it is,clalmed,
are at the bottom ofthe secondary .labor market, filling the low-skill
service and blue-collar jobs, the dirty, unrewarding, menial tasks
that,native's rsefuse-to make-their life's work. While this claim is
doubtless partly true, there is no way of Actually determining that
theseare the only jobs they fill. Furthers-, there remains the possi-
bility that ,the low wages illegals accept will make\tIle assumption that
natives, will refuse suph work, a self-fulfilling one. There is no
questiorr, .howe'Ar, that sueh workers areaboth exploitable and exploited; 157/

152/ Full page ad in The UallfStreet Journal, June,22, 1978, p1\11.
153/ 1,19,rdes of 'Illegals'? No," The NeW-YOrk Times, Nhy 31, 1979
154/ Councilman Theodore Silverman of Brooklyn claims there are

,

850,000 illegals er91oyed in thebity, and a total illegal population of
1.3-1.5 million,-70 percent of all illegals in the entireleastern region,
Report Of Informal Public Hearing on IMmigration, New York tState Advisory
Committbe, February 17, 1978, pp. 248ff. State Senator Martin 3. Knorr

. concurs in this estimate and has cb-sponsured A bill that woyld invoke.
sanctions against employers erployiTig illegals. /FeldLKU6rr CS-22521/
There has been considerable protest against hailing emplbyers enforce
the immigration laws and an expressedsfear that employers will "play
it,safW not employing apyone who sounds fpreign.

Ciy Planning Commission has-deterqined that Elmhurst,
Queen, Post Office Zip Co.de 11373, has the*largest concentration of
both legal%and illegal aliens.

156/ -The Center for Migration Studies in Staten Island, Father
Tomasi, Director, has been:particularly active in the def6nse of ilIegals.

157/-8ee the National Councfl on Employment Policy, Illegal Aligns.:-
An Assessment of Ihe ISSURS. WaAhington, 1976.
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While soft evidence Of ,the anecdol'al-tSepe is abundant (the-$.75 tkr. week
kiichen helpers- who' went out the window as the INS made -a "sweep" 4.4!hile,-

A the. $200 per week manager, also an Alegal, coorly stood his ,ground) ,
somewhat harder, .if.Andirect evidtrice- as to where illegals are arrIpIoyed
is piovdded bY a reading 'of the,,Tninutes of hearing§ heZd.'"Ont-the Feld-.

.
Knorr bill which proposed the paynient 9f fines by aeinployerp-of illegals. 158/

. ,
...'4 .

%

Among those who testified againstethe bill were the .presidefit of
the Chineie-American Restaurant Association:ak Greater 44ew york, repre-

senting 3,000 Chines* restaurants in New,York Cityl2 iri Chinetoyn
alone,; the presidekit of the -United Furniture yorkers of Ameri:ca; he
business 'agent of the Fur, Leather, and Machinery .Workers Union; the
president of the 'A'ssociation of Hospital .Personnel Administrators?' of
Creater New York, representing.akout 100 hospitals, and a representative
of the, ILGWLI. Support for the bill came from- the secretaiy-treasurer
ofithe New York City Building and, Construction:.Trade Councli who pialthed
that as ally as 10,0.00. illegtU Were employed: by "runaway shops" doing
uilding rehabilitation in the city, that illegals were' gettIng :CETA

modies for training in the construction field, that workers do not know
:the prevailing rates and are maderipaid eveh on federally, financed
projects. 159/

,. .

. . Further eyidence on the industry/occupational 'distribution of

illegals in New York was derived- from:specially 'held. fOrums on the

problem. 160/ The position of the ILOWU, as .well a's that of .other24

union4, is tha:t universal' gnionization of i4orimrs, lAgal arid illegal

-alike, is the answer ta exploitation. . Illinals, it is clear, find

wofic in th& apparel ind:pstryt-some estimat& pirt ihis;,nurnber aa high

aS 30 percent Of the total. Bitter complants were 'voaced against INS
"harassment ,"-...i.e. , unannounced*sweeps of Faetor.es which pometimes end
with the removal of.a- key worker, .such ft the' thines"6.supervisorwho,
bc(cause he could speak.several Hong Kon dialeátg,' was indispensatae. to.
'the production *line.'

. .
.

Thia digression on the rOle of immigraatsr-legal andrillegali'S
justified'.by the large numbers involved., Together, '6ey may constitute
-anywhere from obe-quarter to one-third- of the total tfew. York City. labor- .n. ..ti

fctrce distributed among.professional, techni.cal, craft and.4w-skill
jobs. 161/ The 4raining for the-first three, categories Is part of thes.. ,

i human capital immigrants I:1;ring' with them from aproad and represents an.
addition ,to tie skills of; the cityYs labor force which the city has not
been required to finance.

-,

158/ See footnote 15(4 abovp.
159THearings, 9,g. cit., pp. 70-71. / ..
160/ !)01tdoeumented Migrant Workers': Pr Qe& Legislative and-Labor ;

.Policies," Second Annual Forum, May 5, 1978. $ponsored by the Center' for:
Migration Studies, The New York Lhbor Forum"and the ILGWU. -Speakers were
Leonel Castillo., Cothmissioner, INS; Dr. ..3fIrge A. Bustamente,.ILO and
Brookings; Dr. Cktarles B. Keely,,Popuiation Council of..,Ne\# Iork.

161/ The total siz- of the eity's labor force is Itself-uncertain
si.nce an indeteribinant /lumber of illegal aliens work "off the books."4
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ME, 144TC1-1,41WEEN TRAINING OCCUP4TI0NAL- STRUC.TURE
, .

Since' New Yories etitive Is large.measuibe a dependent.
,upon the- skill's %of its ibor force, native an. ,trilmiaant alike , the
question of the city ted supply of training, relgtive to Occupational
requ4srements, requir a attention. Tabre7.3 proyided .a Summary distri-
bution Af New York ity 'jobs among occupational 'cIusiers TVe-emtiloy--

merit .trtining was equit\ed for 26 percent of all-.jobs while 61 percent
did not rectuire tich-training alid 13.pOdentmanagers and artists ands
perfornersha di:verse training pa:items. 162/ Tke stiire of the total
reguiring premploymeit Trainirm 'was higher than tke nationtir, a
reflection tlieiole of professionals .a,nd trained technicians in the
city s eco oniy 153/ With the' excluslon of the professional:jobs, of

' Cluster I, only,-Msp lobS,clogated it Cluster 2.,,;on-1n sey,en of the,.
total, 1.!e ?.9und:'to reciitire pre-employmeni*',,training..

Aat .is the match ,betweWathe nciell for t-raining and ,the supply?
Datailed information on postsedi?ndary training- facilities, public and
private, wa's zprovid6d by the Computer Based EduCational Opportunitis
Center (CBEDC) whiCh miintains a, continuously' updated' fadilities file
of about' 600 institutions offering servePal thousand courses. 164-/

. ..
Liberal arts offerings, GED and adult education -courses were'

eliminated to arrive at more strictly occupational training., -ranging a

from nursing to mailroom occupations. The s6veral th'Qusand courses -

remaining were then organized ..e.cording to our) occupational clusters r
with the follpwing results: 165/ ,

,

a

a aa-4

1679 The scant attention,paid to occupations in the ."artists and
.performers," group reflects mdrely'the focus of our analySis. The
wealth atd- training facilitiesrinliew York City for, all aspects of the
iris is well-known, as is the imporiance of the arts to the cityT s -

economy. se6 nThe Arts and New,:York," 'New York Affairs, Vol. 4)
No. .11-, 1978.

163/ rgr /the shifi to such jobs between 1950 and 1976, see
13ienstock, 22.-. cit., p. U.

164/ A- description of the aoperation of the ceBEoc was provided in
-Chapter s; 1k. Nathavi Johns4- -the ;director, -and-other 'staff -members
were melst helpful in making material§ available.

165/ All ."courSes ,"regardresS of duratidn, semester hour's, etc.'
were put on am eaqual basis. .Attempts to impose rational distinctions
'vere rapidly proven hopeless;
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*Cluster 110. Per6ent of touraes.
3.8'

2 .. 64.7

12.0
3 0

1.2
1.3
0.8

*

The fact that.two-thiMs Of ttie trdining courses offered at the,post-

secondary level -dre coricentrated on Cluster 2- jobs, which de.require
-pre,:employment traiiiñg1., makes.-Akood sense 'from, a formal-point. ot, view

consiaerations,of ciii4itY aside -That .offerings for thd high-skilI
.blue-collar jobSof Cluster ,4 rank second is aISo reflective *of. the

, increasing trend toward.pre-employment tralriing in 'th'is area..,

..,The New York City Board of Education has else) prepared estimates )

of labor supply by the.major training suppliers and.,byooccupational
progrizim..166/

`+, ..

.

- In e-fisCal Aar 1977, there Were 31 ;934, "cott%)leterp" 1 Of occuptional
-educational prograMs with'28 percent coming out of the high schools.,

.

ID percant from:the private trade schools.,*18 percent. fiom CONY/SONY,
J.6 Per:cent from'CETA T3tI4_1 programs , 10 percent froin. Bogrd of Education

adult programs and '19 ilq;.cent. from 'private- and parochial secondary -

schools. ).67/ Tbe tbtats'huinber iS flawed by. the *lack of foliow-up

information and the 4,op-comprehensi.ve nature of the available data.
4

,,
...* a,I a

Additionally flawed- is'the Attempt' to match this, lOor "supply"
mith labor jklemapd" Vecause 9f data.oeftness on the demand side. Eveno
in dealing Vith actual openings, rather than projections, 'problems
surface. No distinctions are made between temporarY end permatient
employment and the famher of openings is inflated; by the practice of
repeating seasonal jobs each time a request appears. 168/ The aillysts

166/ New York CReona1 Annual: Coiehenisvel
Occupational Education. Center for -Career -and-Occupatfonal--EduC4tibn,
Board, of Education of the City--of New York.

167/ Ibid., pp. 11-15.
,168/ The Empliiyment Service prepares special editions .of

. Occupations in Dematid at Job Service effices from j.Qbs most frequently
listed b'y -.emplofers.

A
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of the,Boarir o Educatibn &re well' aware of these problems and of still
another--the lack of correspoddence between job title data and occuPa-
tional training..programs with the consequence tha:t

a i

An occupational; tritining piogram may prepare a ,
studek0 for entry le -I 1 woirk in several job titres ,illi)._-or the openings avale unde(r-ajob title may
require(far more tr;ain experjelnce than high

. school or comunity college graduates could possitay
. haat? acquired. 4....62/

rt wq,s in fact suggested that 4ntil et'ter'qua4ttative- information was
- develdped, that employer surveys or qualitative sources of information
be usedi a4 sgpplementary sources of informati0.

0

'IMES IN TRAINING
-

To meet this- objective, the Labor Market, Information Network
rroject 'was 'creatd by the Manpower Planning Councirof ttie Human
ResoUrces:-Administration and the Advisory Council for Occupational,
Education of the New York City Board of Education. 17W The objective
was .

'.us$:ng panels of- employers in a variety .of
i.nctistries to make short-rterm' and Continous projections
of Jj obs *that will identify occupations with.promising
opportunities-and will define employer*requirements

. and needed job appliaation qualifications.. This
)proposal assumes *dot-employersAi the hiring party-
tind.unions--where they participate in the hiring
processere the most authoritatiire sources of first-
hand inforMation oil who gets hirecl, for what-jobs,
and what competeneies they need. to be employed. 1711

.The.' same n.e was' sbunded' in all the panels: einplopis yere
interested in'hi ng people who Assesp.the thme trA"sappe.arance,
attentibn 'and aptitudeas well as the 'basic literacy and numeracy
skills which come from a general rather than a technical education. .

In the ease of the mechanical-trades, some typ of nhands-on" experience'
-ikzas generally prized, but this could have been gained in unrelated fieldi.

New 'fork City Rezional. Annual. '11ah, eit, p. 10.,
a

170,/ The Orincipals were Donald Mgnzi and EliM-hen, respectively:
171/ Edith P. Lynton and 3oe1.118: SeldIn, Employers4 Views on

, and, Training. A liontatistioal. Approach -to .Data-Gathering._
, Neva York: Labor -Market Information Network, 19782 p. 5.

One of the authors attended the pane) meetings regularly.' these-
included office work.;, computer-related occupations; the banking
dustry; the hotel and'food-serVice industries; .buikding maintenance;
appliance repairy the garment industry; printing; ma9baningoccupations*.`

.?
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'the ndlitary, or in home workshops.. Frequently; little pres was,

'exerted for paper credentials, :especially where the.employer himself

did not have a high school diploma, but the ability to fIll out a jpb
,applieation.or do well in a job' intbrview is now an establi hed screen.-

ing_device in.many

"4.

The;anthors of the report ai.rived at the following ge eral. con-
a

elusions:
. .

,

New York City emOloyers kalcm-why they have their hi ng require-

ments and fhey have useful information regarding del sions about

pree-employment training.

F*jor deficiencies in.the City's labor supply are 11 qualitative

, and entry-level jobecan be filled bloifting thro h a large
enough pool of applicants.

'The Qitylss overwhelming shift to a seririce econo has intensified:

the need for workers with, comm4nication and inte personal skills.

Manufacturing employmene's low status in the Ci coupled with.
lack of required skills, stands between many jii seekers and

available jobs. ,

Technical skills alone are almost never enough for.gaining employ- 2

ment, but' mvst be silplemented by literacy,%prblem-solVing and
Tob,interest, and inNany eases publie-:contact skill.

As skillrequirements increase for higher,level jobs, .many

employers dotibt that high sehool or manpower programs alone can

produce job-readiness.
4

Qualitative deficiencies in the supply of entrYzieVervbrkers
together with the impacf of new technology where applicable, has

resulted in dmnreasing discontinuity in employment hievarchies.'
a

Technplogy and EC0 r4ruiations have opened new opportunItiesfor .

-advancement, but only for thoSe with mpre than merelyentry-level'
\ a

-competencies.,

Icnowing htftAi to .apply for a job is as impoitant in getting hired -

as knowing how to do the job, or being able ,to learn it.
High school. and 'manpower programs, by failing to incorporate
current hiring requirements, haVe extremely low credibility

,..most City employers. 172/

Thel number and:variety of occupational education PrograMs in the

city of New York; taken in ,tpto, are impressive; there'sre few promising:tk
1

172/ E lo ers 'Views diti Kirin and Train n a. cit. Inside

cover.
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increases in labop market demand,that do not piovoke a response 'from
either the public ,*or private schools. the CBEOC has in place a care-
fully'organized 10formation, system (detailed above), designed to reach
diopouts as well as school attencters, although there is DO follow-xip
Information as yet on what actions follow upon inquiriest4 Ey Conplaints
about quality and abuse are, however, chronic: schools which trainfor
non-existent jobs or *hose graduates, cannot meet even lbw enthy-level
standards; 1714/ CEM .K,ainees more interestett'in stipendsathsan training
and whose postrtraininiplacement records are unimpressiv?; proprietary
schools which survive on govertiment-guaranteed loans to students who
drop out. 175/

k'satirical InathemAtical exercise once "provea." that the best way
to catch lions 10 the Sahara is to strain out 'the sand, because after
this is done, only lions remain.. Analogously, when trainer' S salaries, .

management fees and administrative oVerhead are strained out, what
training lions remain and where' are they to be found? They are .most
numerous .when training is provided for the clerical and technical
occupations of Cluster 2, whether such training is publid or private
and especially when the access routes are clearly rked out'. 176/

Where, on the other hand, on-the-job .training, ormal or informal,
is the traditional route, satisfactory results are le st likely to flow
from formal, pre-employment training. Such programs contain a large

173/ Telephone communication withitto. Nathan Johns, director.
174/ "New- Yorkieity Unemplo3;ed Pound Unable to Pill 6,000 Skilled

Jobs," The New York Times, October 2; 1977.

a..Ir175/ An account of proprietary school .abuses similar to the Federal
Trade Commission Report is gontained in the "Pooler Report.," named for
Rosemary S. Poolier, executive director, New Ybrk State Consumer Pro-
tection Board,

, According to Mr. John Obermayer% Bureau of Proprietary Vocational
Sdhools, New York State Department of Education, New York Stateehas
'295 licensd schools of which'152 are in New York City, and 92, registered
business sctiools of which 43 are in ,the city. .

New, York State proprietary schools are licensed by the New York
State Department of Education, if th9y are trade and technical schools
or registered, if they are business schools. Schools of drama, music,
and fine arts are exempt from regulation. Schools which issue degrees
of "associate 'in occupational Studies1t:'4are not subjseet to regulation;
two of ihe largest schools-.=Monroe and TayloArare in this category.
- The National Association of Trade and TeOhnical Schools (NATTS)
i.s the industry `association.

176/ A New York"City proprietary school with an excellent record .

of;placement is a schog_ of. dental technolpgy:; students are screened
for manual olexterity, a-yen a one-week trial period and given refunds
if they do 'not qualify. The city's dental labs absorb almost all the
°graduates.. .

z
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amount of 'what machinis teal]: "Shim Itock---segments Used to fill/the
gaps ,where the fit.'is poor-:-.and are likely to become an ?expensive way
,of instilling a limited' amount of ..socialized behavior.. `*

in efect,' .the?'Dole 'a the employer as trainer is crucial f6r ttiose
jobs located. in Clusters 3 through. 8, and recent attempts to Ancreese,
employer involVerpent are laudable 'even cif,the results., for a variety
of reasons ;:havpf'been uneven. -Cooperative education and work-study
programs nted. strengthening and expansion, not retrenchment, as do the,
-A4visory'Qotin ils for Occupational Education. One of the objectives 'of
'the Labor Ma et* Information Network' was, in fact the creation of ,permanr-.

employer:paneIs': to provide continous labor market advicein effect,
-strengthiened.:AdvIS:ory Cbuncils. Flexibility in permitting teenagers over
the age of 16 to alternate work with school would 'also seem advantageous--
continuing education can 'truly become a Iife-time affair .and 'Ole lack of

- a Iii)gh school diploma in ,the work place 'need not be fatal if self-fulfil-
., -.ling ajSumptions are pot overworked:

.
Neither the amount Or t)le. quality .of.the edikation
showed the pOwerful socialiiing.effects that might have'

been .expected. Npr thd ,eategitipn always have the ,expecFed

job payoffs t, The,:study took a' special' 1 ':at the ,dif-

forenp0:1?etween those who dropped out o high B011436l
find' those who, graduated but did not go ry...td-bollege.
-pOntrary to the popular opinion that spouts suffer
in the jobszrket,''the .study found tha ',there were few
difference etween the two groups in the kinds of jobs
they held. They were very 'similar I job status,' hOurly
wage rates and subjective sense Of ob 'S.atisfactibn.'

.The One critical difference was tha
high school .the dropouts were abou
be nneMployed-,t , This unemployment
fact that employers, consider the
important credential. 177/ ,

rinally, the occupational informatio
major. repairs. Although some one,half bi
other ETA monies are funneled, into New. Yo
the other grants and loans for, tria ning
the billions spent for-general
basis, there exists inadequate
respOnSibie for preparing atu
work.* ,Articulation aMong -the

five years after
twice as likely to

ate may reflect the
Igh school diploma an

system itself requires some
lion . dollars of Cm and
k City, over" and above' 'all

urposes, and over 'and above
and occupational education ow-a. re ar
communicatio4 among the Various agencies

ents and adults 'alike- tor the wOrld, of
Board of Education,' the ,Board of Higher

a

1771. Jerald .---pachmarr,t Patriek -M. 0!Malley -and, Jeome, 4ohnston,
'Adolescence to Adulthood- dha e and 'Stabilit in the Lives of Yo
Men,..Volume VI, institute.13
An Transition. Ann' Arbor

3_9780 p. 3.

Social Research monograph series, Youth
chigan. Qilbted in ISR Newsletter, Spring

.
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Education,',CETA, the'Office of Economic DevelopMent, the Off10 Of
Vocational 'Rehabilitation, the- MfayOrls Office of Juvenile Justice dhd
even the Human .Resources Administration, is grOsslyinadequate; dupli-
cation and'overlap bome the norm. Given the number of competent gnd
sophisticated persons within.these agencies, fiowever, this* situation
need'not be chronic; the qpeation of a top-leveI occulm onal education
consortium might be one reasondble solution.

40
Informed optimism about the city's prospects rests on two factors.

In the negative, the sharp drop in the, birthrate in the 1960's will
translate Into a.smaller number of youngsmorkers r6quiring jobs in the
1980's (ignoring, perhaps at olir peril, thp possibilitaj of ra continuing
influx of illegal aliens). In the'positive, those jobs most likely tq
expand are in the professional and technical'fieIds thit require a
college degree; while the imposition of tuition in the city's colleges
may narrow the entry door. to better jobs, it does,not slam it.shut:
For those who do not,go pn tohigher education, a final cautionary
tote: pieties about tx)aining should,not determine policy. If the
'mode and site of trainIng are not right, if training programsabonfer
larger benefits on the trainers thari,on the trainees, then we will be
forted to repeat "the great traifting riobbery".withoutsend:

t4r,

,
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TAMES 4',AND'S:

-S.

-Industryt-occupational employment 'data ha's been collected through

the ogs Survey fOr five Major industry sectors in the indicated refer-

'enae periods:

Manufacturing Industries (September 1974):
Selected Norraararfacturing- Industries (April-June 1975)
Whoievle and Retail Trade .(June 1976) ;

itlected Transportation and Communication In 91ustries (June 1976'
Government: Federal *(October 1974); State (Septenber 1975)1

Local (SepteMber 1975) r

NOTE ON COVERAGE OF OES

.

Survey samples were derived from establishments covered by the New
York State Unemployment Insurance Law. They were stratified by area.
(New York Ctiy, Remainder of State);, by industry group (2-digit SIC)
and by industry subgroup (3-digit 5IC) and by employment-size class..
All establishments with 100 or more employees were sampled while those
with, fewer

/
were sampled accordirig to a weighting pattern.

.
.

, In the cage of both Manufacturing ,Industries,and Selecttd Nonmanu-
,

facturing Industries, survey results were' published forkthose industries
with at least 5,000 employees statewide, or with att east 2,500 effrployeesat/Least

York Ctly. The 1967 Standard Industrial Cl ssifipation (SIC)

Manual was the source of industry classifications r both.groups.
Results of the surveys o# the Wholesale and Retail Trades and of the

Selected Transportation and Communication Industries were published for

those Industries with at least 10s000 employees -in New. York State;
industry classifications were derived from 'the 1912 edition of the SIC
Manual. W

The obtapational emplbyment-dat-a--.-on-l-Fed.eral aarernment establish.-
-ments represent .7 a universe 'count, In -the -Case .of Local GoVerment; all
establishments-with 250 .pr more etpmployitas were, included in' the sample,
while thiose with fewer 'were sample- seqUAtially.' State Government
-employment was not p0Iislieds for New NYark C#3r.

M.,thougli flexibility, Was used in individual cases., on. the whole

survey results were published,Only Where there was, an adecluate response

rate anti reliable data for 10' occupational Iines in the industry.

Although 'as indicatedis the sampIeS were 'stratified 'by size, tie small

P4blished in eight volumes
of Labor, Di.visicn pf Researc arid

the--tities,--/TO6cupational-Tat rns
York State'"- etc, The Manufac
volumes.

W. See Appendix F for SIC1-A4sting.

by the New York State,Department
Statistics, Albany, New York, under
in Manufabturing Industries, NeW ,

g Industries report appears in two



akrerage size of firm in New York City makes survey refults less likely.
to meet these statistical and publication criteria. This fact has Ied
to limited coverage within-wsbmeindustfy groups and total omission of

others. Of the. 75 indubtry;groups listed in.the Standard Industrial
Classifidation Manual of -1967 and 1972 (see Appendix' F), the' following
26 were not published for New York City:

SIC 16, 19, 21, 29, 30,:31, .35, 40; 46, 53, 54, 65, 66
75,"7, .81, 82,', 83, 92; 134, 95,-96, 97

Limited coverage Occurred in the -following cases:

-SIC 55. Automcitive dealers and; gasoline servioe stations -
only. SIC 551, New and 'used car dealers is covered;
Sles 552, 553 554 and 559 were omitteti.;

SIC 80. Medical and other health services - SIC 807, Medical
and' dental labo'ratories,, and SIC 809, Health and
allied services, n.e.c., -ace available;

SIC 89. Miscellaneous serVices SIC 41, Engine'ering and archi-
tectural strvices, SIC 892, Nonprofit ,educational and
scientific research agencies 'and SIC 893, Accounting,
auditing and Bookkeeping service's are included in SIC
899; Services 'n.e.c. is omitted,:

As an aside, it may be noted that in the ease of SIC 38, Professional,
Scientifte and Controlling Instruments , etc. and SIC 70 , Hotels , etc. ,

data were published only for New York City and, in the case of SIC 70,,
to a three-digit level of detail.

.1

Among the iadustry groups omitted or only partially covered -were-some.
which provide' si-zeab1f3 employment to occupations found in Clusters 2
through 8, the focus of our inquiry. 'These'liriglude SIC 72; Arsonal

Repa# .

.SIC 806 9 Hospitals'and SIC 82, Education#1 Services. '

Fortun a preliminary publication on SIC 806, Hospitals, was made
avail le-to'us by the Regional Office of the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics. Numbers for.SICs 801-804, Health Practitioners, were derived
from t e Physician*Distribution and Medical Licensure in the United
tates. 1976, published by the Center for Health Services Research and

Development of the American Medical Asgociation, and from other sources.
No attempt was made, hov/ever, to obtain data for SIC 805, Nursing Care
Fadilities, nor SIC 808, Outpatient Care Facilitie$,

An occupational distribution for SIC 82, Mucational Services, was
constructed by us on the basis of figures obtained from the New. York

---City---Board of-Education and Board of-Higher,Education,-the Independent
School AssociatSlon of Greater New 'ork, the Association of Independent

ill/ While totals for these are 'included inIcross totals for
eatt maior industry sector, it is usually impossibIe.td establish
st4fing patterns from such data. .We were able to do so however', in
the 'cases of SIC 53 and 54;
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Cojleges and Universities of New York City and-from the Superintendent
ofSchools of -the Archdiocese of New York and other parochial schoo114
organizations. Estimates were also made for SIC 81, Legal Services by
\use of figures from local legal societies.

With these supplementary estimates, the grand total for the industry
occupation matrix comes to somewhat under .3,000,000 jobs, somewhere
between. 200,000 to 450,000 short of total estimated jobs held in lieW,
York City in t e period covered (1974-1976)

.

Xt 4s not possi le to arrive at any clefinitive conclusion*as' to how "

these midsing j s would be distributed among occupational clusters.
overage*of SIC 7 Personal Services'would increase the totals of
oth Clusten 2, by the inclusion of cosmetologists and barbers, shoe

repairers, photographers and other workers for whom pre-employment
.fraining is required, and Cluster 8 with the inclusion of low-skill,
service workers. Sin6e SIC 21, Tobacco Manufacturers. aria Sg 29,
Petroleum Refining, translate in New York City into administrative
headquarters, there would be a corresponding increase in Clusters 1.,
2, 3,, 5, 6 and 8. °Occupational data for..SIC, 30., Rubber and Miscellane-
ous Plastics, and SIC 31, Leather .and leather products, would be
distributed largely 'anteing Clusters 1, 5., 6 and.7. These idditional
numbers might have led to some decrease in the relative share of
Cluster 4, High-sylled blue collar workers, but on balance, no 'other

large disturbances seem probable'. In any eventj-it was with the
actual universe, supplemented as indicated, that the original matrix
was, constructed. Covering 53 2-digit industry groups and q.-:digit
industry subgroups and .the 41,0 census occupations the matrix emerged
With 23,320 cells and required 3 dobble-pages. 1:thile it was not
possible to reproduce this In en irefy, Table 7-1 is a sumnary version
of the original. .
Whileithe.OES surveys undoubtedly produce the best ideal data, it Is

. mpoita1 -fri6agaiFfEW6a4-fig5'igailaWadre
of gross totals without .the supporting detail does 'not usually permit
'analysis of *occupational staffing patterns. On the other hand, un-
published tabulations are sometimes made available by 'the New Yo k
State Department of Labor, and other sources of local data can a so be.
tapped.

The most strenuous aspect of our task derived from the necessity to *
establish a concordance between the ockupational classifications used
in the OES survef and the census oecnpation9. This concordance was
essential so that for once, training requirements could become the
criteria.by which local occupational distributions were analyzd.
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APPENDIX A

TRAINING THE aNERAL 'EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (GED)

AND THE SPECIPIC WCATIONAL PREPARATION (SVI) SCALES 4p

The Dictionary of Occupdtional.TitIes (DOT) defines training time

as. "theamount of general educational deveIopmenZ and specific voca-
tional preparation required for a worker to acqdnre the knowledge and
abilities necessary fpr average performance in a. particular jOb.". 178/

41.

General Educational. Development: This embraces those aspe6ts of
education (formal and informal) which contribute to the liorker/s (a)

reasoning development and ability to follbw instructions, and (b) .ac-

quisition of "tool",Rnowledgesi such as language And mathematical

skills. It is education of a general nature which does not havq a

recognized, fairly specific, occupational objective. Orthnar'Uj such
education is,obtained in aementary sdhool, bigh school, or co ege.
It also derives from experience and individual study.

A table explaining the various levels of general educationarde-
velopment appears on page 3 of this appendix.

,

In addition to the'CED scale, the DictionavLof Occupational
Titles has abstracted from the process of skill acquisition another
variable that provides a common dimension for ranking jdbs, This
.Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP).scale is the required training

time for average performance-1n a specific job situatiGn. To be sure

this is only cline apprbximation of skill requisites, but it is a useful.

qe quote in its entirety the description of SVP: 179/

Vocational Preparatim: The amount of
time requiredsto learn the techniques, acquire
information, and develop the:facility needed for
average performance in a specific job-worker
situation. 'This training ma3k be acquired in a
school, work, military, instiutional, or avoca-
tional environment. It does not include orien-
tation training required of even every fully
qualified worker to become-accustomed: to the
special conditions of any new Sob: Specific
vocational training includes training given in
any of the following circumstances:

-
178/.10.S. Department of-Labor, Selected Characteristics of

Occupations by Worker Traits and Physical Strength 1968: Supplement 2
iauatiototheDictiornal_11-Iles, 3rd edition. ,.pashington:

.Government Printing Office, 1966, pp. A-5, A-6.

179/ Ibid., p. A-5.
10
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b

a. . Vocational. education (such as high schooL
commercial or slsop training, technical. sclioor-,.

. .

-are school, and that part of ,eol1.4e training '.
which i:s organized around a specific vocAtional.

ki )objective); t

b. Apprentice training (f9r apprenticeable.:jobs',.
onl , -

c. In- nt training (given by an employr in
the form a .organized classroom study);

t,
d et On-the-job training (serving as learner or
trainee on the job unsler the instruction Of ,e

4jqualified worker);.

e. Essential experience in other jobs (serving\
in less ,responsible jobs which lead to the highet
grade job or serving in other jobs which quedify).

The folltwing is an explanation of the various
levels of specitic vocational preparation.

Level Time

1 Short demonstration only,

2 Anything beyond short demonstration
up to and including '30,days.

Over 30 dal.up to and including
months..

Over 3 months up. to and including
6 months.

Over 6 months up to and including
1 .ye'ar.

Elver 1 year up to and including 2
years. b.

Over 2. years up to and including ti- years.

6ver 4- years up to and including.10
years.

Over. 10 years .
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A

. .

444.

" 5 , "0 k 7. t , },' .
.... 4444 44.444v444. .. .. ..

,GENeRACEDUCATIONAL DEYELOPM
A

4 k larrek ROIloning Devele. Mont

- 6 Apply prinCiples tragical or -
scientific -thinking to a wide
range of intellectual and .

prEetical problems. Deal
with nonverbal symbolism
(formulas, scientific aqua-
tions, graphs, musical notes

ietc.) n its most difficillt
phases. Deal with a variety
-of abetract and concrete .

variables. Apprehend the
;most abstruse classes of
concepts.

;Apply principles of logieal or
scientific thinking to\tlekpe
problems, collect data,
establish facts, and draw
valid c-onclusions: Inter- .
pret an extensive variety. of
technical instructions, in
books, manuals,. and mathe-
matical Or diagrammatic
form. Deel.with sever*, 4

" abstract'and concrete
variables.

xott Apply principles of rational

4

Natbouistic01>OviloraN'

systems to solve practical
problems and deal with a-
variety ofieoncrete variables
in situations where onlje
limited standardisation
exists. Interpret a variety,
of instnictions furniated ,ih
written:oral, diagrammatic,
or schedule form.

Apply 'common sense under-,
standing to carry outin-
structionN furnished in
,written, oral, or diagram
matic term. Deal with,
problems involving several
concrete variables in or
from standardised situe-
Lions.

Apply common sense under-
'standing to carry out de- .

tailed but. uninvolved '
written or oral instructions.
Deal with problems in-
volving a few concrete

7 variables in or from
.% standardised,situttions.

Apply common sense under-
standing to carry out
simple one- or two-etep
instructions. Deal with ,

standardized situations
witdsoccasional or no
variables in or from these

--situations encountered on
the job,

y knowledge of
advanced mathe-
matical and,st.htis-
tical technique# -

such at differential
rind 'integral cal.'

. talus, factor
analysis, and .

. probability doter- ,
mination, sr.work
withft wide vari-
oty of theoretical
mathetnaticalston-,
cents and
erigin iea-al
tions of mat *mat-
ical procedn'res
as in empirical'
'and differential, ,
uluktOnt

Perform ordinary': .
arithmetic, alge-
braic, and gob=
ntetric procedures
in standard; -prac-
tical applications.

tanIPMW D41Plant' t

Make arithmetic
calculations in-
volving tractions,
decimals, and
,pereentages..

U,se arithmetic to,
add, subtract,
multiply, ind,
divide whole
numbers.

Perform 6implc ad-
dition 1il sub- ,

traction, reading
and copying of-
figures, or count-
ing and recording.

Comprehension ancl expreasion
a level to ,

Report, write, or edit articles
for such publications as news-
papers, magnsities,'and teehnical
or seicutificoournals, - Prepare
and draw up deeds,.leases,
mortgages, and contracts,
Prepare'and deliverlecturee on

.'politics, economies, education,
or science:

-=-Interview, Counsel, or advise
such pcieple as'students, climate,
or patients, in such matters as
-welfare eligibility, vocational
rehabilitation, Inental,hygione,
or marital relatiops.

Evaluatctngineering technicil
'data to ilesignbuildinp anti '
l)lidfiee

,

Coniprehension ant: expreision'ti
level .to .

Transcribe dietitian, 'drake
appointments for executive and,
hmsile his peisonal.mail inten-r
crow and screen people wishing .,

te'speak to him, and.write rou-
tine correspondence on own
initiative.. .

Interview.jab applicants tp
determine work 1)est suited tor
their abilities and experience,.
and coritadt,omployers to interest
them in services of agency.

Interpret technical manuals as
woll as drawings and specifica-
tions, inch as layonts, blue-
prints, and schematics.

Comprehension and expression of
. a level to

as
and mail such mato,

rial forms, checks, receipts,

--Copy data from ono; record to
inatither, fill in report forms, and
type all work from rough draft
or corrected copy.
Interview deinbers of household
to obtain such information as
age, occtipation, and number of
chikh4n, to beused as data for
surveys or economic etndies.

Guide people on tonrs through
historical or public buildings;
:describing sach features as else,

_galue, and points, of interest. ,
Ripprehension and'expression of

a level to-
-Learn job dutiesfront oral

inarnctions or demontstration.
Write identifying information,
such.as ntV nnd address of

mcustoer, ight, ,number, ortyLproduageer
slips. a.

\
Request orally, or in writing,

such supplies ne linen, soapror
work 'materials.

I Asamples of"principles of fotional- systems" am Book tepins, Intonialoom u fon ouglkes.elixtlie wiling Arian& irrne.
Winding, rouslAg. form management. ship loOlog

44,4 ........ ..... 4.4,4 ..........
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I
4 The /4130 occupations listed in the.1970 Census have been grouped

into ten occupational clusters on the basis of two criteria; first, s
where training takes place, before employment, or pn the job,..(Lnclud-
ing apprenticeship arrangements) and sec.ond, the average range of
training necessary to the proper performance of the Aob., Ten'clusters
have been established: 180/

-Appitimx .B..

OCCITPATiONAi, :CLUSTERS

1. Professionals, Pre-employment training is rewired,
usually two .years or more in college, graduate and
proTessionar schoOls.

Technical, clerical and 'service workers. Pre-A
employment training of at least three month,*dura.-
tion is required.

'llighs14X1 whit 9911ar ecavations.'..:7Rre
traiting is not re_quired; new exitiants':'-a"recruited :. froth the ebIleges _ and:: traine

High-skill Stilue'-epliar ocauiations:
training is- iiot .-recittired..tAr'tycf:'YeArs ox more .0
training:after eiiiployment is UAL ItlirenticeShip-,
other formal- mid., informal ton-ti-i-S6' training'are.
included.

. ,..,,,,,,
Other skilled. and' .dethi-skillecroccupations rewiring
three months to two 'years training after employment.

. .
. ..4ow-skill clerical; and 'sales workers with training
bless than three months, entirely-on the job.. . ,

Low-skill blue-collar workers -with. training less than
three months, entirely on* the job

Low-skill service workers wAth training less than;
three months, entirely on the job.

Managers, administrators and supervisors: diverse
training patternS.

10 Artists and performers: diverse training patterns.

ay This description of the 10-cluster scheme alo appears
in Chapter 1._

4
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Clusters 1 haveAbeen included f.Or compleVness buf the other
,seven cluSters,1 through 8 - are the focus la this tudy. Only one"
of theie ,7-C1us'ter requires pre-employment traini

In -dealing Vith these clusters, some vords of c tion are In
-order:

o the average. training time for each cluster' is expressea. fas a
range"4 or a an open-ended,interval defined only by its lower limit.
The range of SVP time in Cluster 5, for example, is three monthsito
two years. Thvee montbs may at first blush appear too high for the
occupatioan "sewer and stitcher-." A worker posse-ssed of fair,-%and-to-
eye boordination may learn to operate a sewing machine in a matter of
days, but the speed required to "get up to the- rate" may very well
take three months to atquire.,

p the cluster .are not rigidly defined. Even under stable ctindi- 4

tiens,. overlap existg, and in a technolosically fluid economy boundar-
ies tencicto be permeable. Clusters 14, 5and 7 in particular,should be
regardas-a continuum on the training time scale. Jobs in Cluster 7
may, where an interrial labor marke1 exists be entry-level jobs lead-
ing to jobs in Cluster 5.

o the 'recent protliferation. of *pre-employment training courses
-offered by bath,public and private facilities blurs the lines eaa-
blished between pre- and* post-employment training. Where pcist7employ
ment training is well-establishdcl, pre-empioyment training may possibly

-offer some colparative advantage for entry.

ot semantic and regional differences exist. Even meticulous tdsk
analysis Qannot prevent occupational boxes from ocbasionally being
filled with dissimilar contents. "Machinist" may represent a variety
of skill levels, depending upon the degree of precision required for
the manufacture of the end product. "Cooks" can be Cordon Bleu gradu-
ates or fast food specialists more properly classified as food counter
workers,. -Some of the regional earnings disparities revealed by the
Industry,Wage Surveys reflect these semantle differences as..well as
idiosyncratic -local situations

o There is no necessary correlation between length of training
time and level of earnings. Lower skilled jobs may,, by 'virtue of
quasi-monopolistic* protective devices be associated with relativelyr

high earnings. Certain unusual earnings patterns may also 'prevail;
waiters may earn the equivalent of the:BLS inte'rmediate budget level
for a.- family of four ($16,26 in 1976) and deliverymgn -and routernen
may be entrepreneurial distributors with comndssions 'that bring them

the Bta_ligher budget level ($23,759).
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// .APPENDIX C

SPthIFIC VOCATICNAL PFEPARATION, Syr) morimunow

.As discussed .in Chapter 2, Lloyd' Termite's analyeis, 'makes 'availakle
freqUency distribution of the SVp-trainingtimes of each of the 44

-Census qpcupational claises. LW To suninarize this Aistribution we
have 'grouped' the Nam SVP time _intervals and further designated these
.'groups as follows:

Levels 1-4 Low, L (up to .6 i-noithinclUsive)
urn M (over- 6 months up; to- 2 years ..inclUsive)

'(omer 2 oyears to over' lp years)

Levels 54 Medi

Levels 7 9 High

Applici&ion of these categories to the experienthd civiliai; labor
force, reveals that about onerthird are at the high .SVP. level, on`e-quarter
at the medium level, and the balance,' more 'than -two in five, at the low
level. Five clusters dominate the high SVP level. 'Ranked Vy the
absolute number Of workers in each, these clusters 'are:

Clueter 9' -'Manaiers, 'AdArlietrators and SusperVisors;
clustei.: 4 - ,High-Skill Slue-Collar Odcupations
Cluster 1 - Professionals
Cluster 3'17<ite-Colia*r NonprOfessionals
Cluster 10- Artists and Performers,

A 4

The mediUM SVP level'includes--the upper ends of two clusters:
,

Cluster 2 - Technical; Clerical ar Service Work4rs
requiring at least three inovehs pre-employmeni
training

Cluster 5 - tOther Skilled and Semi-Skilled OccupatiOns

Pinaily, at the lOw SVP level, are:
I

tlose *occupations, at the lowest:end of the:training time
scale. ill Clusters 2. and 5 -_

- most 'occupations l_n Clustfrs -6, 7 and 8
f .

,

AlthoUgh the SVP of a Census group may be concentraled, a sizeable
,residual can remain which,lif it is not 'symmetrically distributed.around

--the modeialicates that the- distribution _is "skewed..._" If the_re_e_iduals___
'appear largigy to the right of the mgde, that igs, toward higher training

16,

81/ Temme ,t22 cit.
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levels, this_ is described as positively, skewed (+) and the reverst,
as negettive (-)..

The distribution2f or each occupation has beew coded so as to
despribe two ma3or Seatures, average training time an& the degree of
skewness. and preponderant frequency concentration inany
time interval .1.s described as unimodaI (U), which is further desiznated
as 1.(ow), M(ediumI or H(igh).

A special case takes the form of a bimodal distribution. As the
name indicates, there are two concentrations, rather, than .one, at
different points in the tiaing time scale these may be equal or
unequal in size, There appear to* be two major causes of a bimodal
distributionthe eptistence of-two distinct training routes- on the one
hand, or, on the other hand, imprecision in defining Occupations so
that the underlying data are not homogenous. When the two Todes are
unequal in size, the greater is designated as major (Ma), the lesser
as minor (MI) and when they are of about equivalent size, as 11.41;
each is followed by.the appropriate time (that is a y, skill-level)
designation (H, M. I.). t

When there is no' discernible concentration or pattern in the,
distribution, the code S for*"scatter" is assigned. This has been
assigned to 14 occupational classes, some of whic are a miscellany of
occupations, while others simply reflect a varieti, pf training routes.

Two examples will illustrate the use c4 the coding scheme. In the
cape of: Dietitians (974) , 1432/. where 83 pe7lcent have two to four years
of training .(level 7) with the msidual fairly evenly distrib4ted,
was assigned. Clinical lab technologists and technicans (080) have a
bimodal training distribution, with 40 percent taking 6 months to one
year andI49 percent, one to two years. The residual is.condentrated
in the higher training levas, . The assigned code M5/11-1a/14 + indicates
that the minor or smaller of the two, modes (40 percent) 'was lower on
the training time scale; that there is a greater ccincentration (the
major mode)- at a somewhat higher training leVel; that bath-are, how:
ever, within the medium range (levels 5 and 6); and that the residual
has' everi higher levels of training (some positive skewness) which is
Indicated by the sign "+."

A sunmarr of the SW dittributians- within the Occupational clusters
by which the 1970 experienced civilian labor force was Organized is given
in Table C1l Three of every five workers had a SuffiOiently
uniform ralige of training times to place theM unequivocally wIthin ,a
unimodal concentration, whether high, medium or low: The other two
out of five hgld Jobs, reached by two (bimodal) or more (scatter) training
routes.

112/ Numbers in parenthese refer td 1970 census occupational'
code numbers as .given in Appendix D:
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As might be expected, the unimodal con9entrat1on present few
surprises, since, by definition, those with high skill levels have
lengthy periods of job training, while those with Iow skill levels do

Tiot. Thus:zthree out of five professionals (Cluster 1), almost three

out of four 'high-skill blue-collar workers (Cluster .4) , more than nine
out of ten managers (Cluster 9) 'and an almost equally high percentage
of artists and,performers (Cluster 10), are found to pursue sufficiently
lengthy,training routes to-place them in the unimodal-high category.

Managers, whoY-in general only attain their position after an _extended

period>of time and who, in absolute numbers, surpassed either profes-
sionals or high-skill blue-collar workers, contribute the largest .

portionaImcst two.in fiveof the Tabor force found ins this unimodally

high distribution. ,

At the other end, the unimodal-low concentration is dominant in

Cluster ,8,Jwith two in three of all .low;-skill service workers requiring

less t:han three months training. Theredlis a lesser concentration in
Clusters 6 and 7, the other two low-skill occupatioilal clusters, with
some possible evidence IA' moveme nt toward higher training levels
indicated by the large size of the bimodal shares in btidth these clusters.
'Finally; in both Cluster 2, ,which requires pre-employment training, andt
Cluster 5, which does not two out of five workers were fopnd within

the unimodal-medium concentration.

Clusters 1 through '8 have a degree of'bimodality in their SVP
distributions ranging from one-fifth, to over one-half. Detailed analysis

.(af the occupatiOns involved was made to determine whether the underlying

cause was imprecision in definition of occupations, or a true division

in training routes. Seventeen different combinations of the three
bimodal possibilities (WM,, MaiMi and 1011/Ma) taken together with the

three major SVP levels (high,' medium and, low) emerged, represented by
three aggregated groups in Table 12. -A summary of some' of the sub-

.stantive findings follows.

A majoi. share of the bimodality exhibited in, the SVP distribution
of Cluster 1 occupations is attributable to one census group, "teachers,
excluding college and universitytit (14.1-14.5). This large and hetero-,

geneous group includes specialty teachers of art, music, dance . and
crafts with varying levels and degrees of training.

One in four jobs lobate'd in Cluster 2 exhibit a bimodal Idistri-
bution\for a variety of reasons. Technicians (151, 155) are increas-
ingly coming out of the junior colleges although an internal labor
market still. exists. This dual route is reflected in the,WM -,W14
distbibution*of this grdup. Recreation workers (101) with a current
WH WH 'distribution are npving twoard a 1.1/H distribution,. with

junior college :the minimum entry requirement. The MIA Ma/M distri-

bution of bookkeepers (305).reflects the 'variety of training routes to

this occupation, ranging from brief on-the-job training (MIA) to

formafpre-employment training (Ma/M), now the major mode.

,
That Cluster 3 largely consists a occupations in transition to

higher levels of training is demonstrated by the fact that half are
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Table 12., 1979 Expierienced Civilian. labor Force:
SW Distribution Wit.bin Occupational Clvsters

Unimodal,

Ciccunationa Cluster :High Medium

-1-.:Professiona1s -4,757,7 22,3-N (000)'\

, 196 Row \' 60.2

96 Column, 21.2 0.2

2rTechacel, N (000) \'1,732.7 4 98.5
mClerical & % Row 17.1 42.5
Service

45.4Workers 96 Column .v

3-White Collar N (000)
Non-Profes- 96 RoW
sionals . .

96 Column-

Blue Collar
. Workers

530.9

2 24.2

5.6

'N(000) 5,778.9

96'Row .72.0

96 Column 25-8

76..5

*0.8

.

5-Other Skilled N (000) 423.8 3,679 .0
& Semi-Stilled

'96 Row 4..6 40.2
Workers

. li. Column 1.9 ', .38.9

44ajor/ Minort
Eouak Ainor .11ajor- Scaitered Total

'242.4 :2,785.8 -- 297.2 7,905.4

' 3.8 100.0

5.3 '10.5

, 0.5

4;5 .

35.2-

18.5

,. --

1 213 .9 95.7 2,210.0

13.1 2.1 0.9 21.3,.

10.4 22.7 0.6 24.6

645.8 s 421.1

-
.:" -

29.4

4.3

19.2'

4.7

102. 465.4 1,608.3

I.
1.3 5.7

..

20.0

litervao 10.9 3.0 17.9

1,735,4 578 5 373 .6 1,699 .0

19.0 6.3 4.1 18.6

13,62 61'.3 : 2.5 16.9

6-Low-Skill P(000 255.6 2,605.1
Clerical 96Rovi , 3.4 35.0
Sales Workers 4,

2.7 20.5

N (000) 1868 E,595.2
Blue Collar
Workers

1.3 16.7

% Column 2.6 20,4

6-Low-Skill , (009_ 4,48.0
-Service: % Row
Workers

66.4

'-96 Co1umn .35.1

9-,MonagerS, " N (000) 824.1 356.9
.Administrators
& Sppervisors 16 Ro', .

94.4 '.3.8

96 Column 39.3. 3.8

10ArtiAs & N (poo)' 315.1 53.0
Performers 85.6 14.4

% Column_ 1.4
_ 0.6

Total N 22,429.3 459.5 12;723.8

1161-cent 29.8 12.6 16.9

246.9 10,119.8

2.4 100:0

4.4 13.5

bp.

tem.

2,194.8

100.0

2.9

-1-7.8 8,029.8

0.1 100.0

10.7'

.

62.3 9,15kE;

7.2 1.00.0

11.9 12.2

,958,7 2.7 1"i570.1 7,440.2

39.8 0.7 1.1 100.0

19.7 0.6 28.2 9.9

5,694.8 2,627.5 ,751.6 1 ,855.9

41.1 19.0 , 20.0 100.0

37.9 29.2 49.5 18.4

5.6 1,858 .5 366.0 27.1 6,725.2.

0.1 27.6 5.4 0.4 100%0

0.6 12.4 4,1 0.5 9,0

9,350.5

'100.0

12.4

y

36)41

.100.0

0.01)5

15;030.8 8,984.6 5,562.0

20.0 12.0 7.4
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- divided between the WH and WM distributions while the- other half has
some type of bimodal distribution. Two occupations between them account
for the latter: Sales. Representatives, Manufacturing (281) and Sales
Representatives, Wholesale Trade (282). Both require knowledge of the
prdduct;- the fact that the first\,)of these has an Mi//4 Ma/M distribution
and the secona. an Ma/M Mi/M distribution indicates that greater train-'
ing time, is needed for the first (S4e Appendix 13-8).

The high-skili blue-collar occupatiops of Cluster 4, on the other
handl; exhibit little bimodality. The largest occupational category
with 'a bimodal distribution (Mi/M - MOO is Cooks, excluding Private
-Household (912); Commercial cooks nerally receive lengthy apprentice-
ship training -as well as, formal pre-e nVtraining, but the
inalusion of some Wort-order cooks prob,ly explains the Mi/M side of
th'e distribution. §imilaxIy, different ski I evels subsumed under
/the same title explain tharMi/L - Ma/H distrib tion of Tellers (551)
and Dressmakers and Seamstiesses exCeptt,Pacto y (613). The bimodal =

distribution of the large group of Miscelland e s Mechanics and Repairers
(491, 492, 495) on the other hand, simply reflects the disparate nature'

-of the occupations grouped together in the Census categories.

In the ease of Cluster 5 occupations, bimodality, maihly Mit -
Ma/M, characterizes Deliverymeri and Routemen (705), Ticket, Station
and Express Agents (390), Payroll and Timekeeping Clerks (360) and
Dispdatchers, and Starters, Vehicle (360), all occupations in *tich in-
for&al on-the-job training is increasingly supplemented- by, sgsme struc-
tured post-employment' training. A similar situation prevails yith,
Salesmen of Service and Constructi6n (285) and Expediters and ProdUc-
tien Controllers (323).. The Mi/L Ma/H distribution of Household
Appliance and Accessory Installers lnd Mechanics (482) reflects the
varia:p3n in training routes, frorkAnfaimal 0st-employment training-
to vendor traiding to vocational-school training. (See APpendix E-9

s.
One very large ocdupational group--Sales Clerk, Retail Trade (283)

almost alone accounts for the fact that two in five low-skill clerical
and sales workers in Cluster 6 have an Ma/L WM distribution. Work-
ers in this category generally acquire their training on the job (Ma/L)
but some, particularly those wit'h some college education, receive in=
house training courses (WM) in large storep. (See Appendix E-8,
Sales Oocupations.) Although a large number of occupations in Cluster
7 and somewhat fewer in Cluster 8 are found o have some degree of
bimodality in their SVP distribution, the va iation in training times
are relatively small ahd hot readily explai

As a final covxent, analysis of the disitributions leilds to 'the
conclusion that c anging patterns of training explained about 30 per-

- cent of bimodality. The other 70 percent simply-feflected occupational
overlapping, 1,mprecise definition of terms,er random-movenienr.
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PRE-:EMPLOYmbNT imioREQUIRED

,

1:- Professlon

Two Years or More of Preparation in Calege
Schools

Census
Code

001

002

06-023

Jj.34-036

042-054

021.1 046

025

030-031

061-63

Census \Sitle

athlete and Professional

N4,

DistribUtion

Accountants 12 .U/H
'Ati,evording to the most recent annual surVey'qf the Ameriaan

Institute of .Certified Public Accountants*aOceunting has
become the single.most popular subject inAmerican colIe-,

ges; ,bachelor's degrees in accounting more.b*an doub1ed In

the five years between 1971 and 1976. JOs eiist at all
levels,, with the demand fed both by new Professional and
governmental regulations and by the needs of ..gpvernment

Architects

Computer Systems Analysts
Operations and Systems Researchers

and Analysts
Por.detai1, see Appendix E-4.)

41%

57.1

83 .5

80..8

Engineers 1,256.9

"Sales% engineers" who aie included in this

lower levels of formgl,training than other

in fact overlap with Sales Representatives,
'Industries (281) ana Sales Representatives,
Trade (282) in Cluster 3.

Mathematical Specialists
lafe and Physical Scientists

r,.

Farm and Home Management Advisors

p)resters and,Conservationists

.Lawyers and Judges

Physicians and Dentistsl'and Re.L

1atedj''ractitioners

,

125

9

42.4

277:7

4541.5

1.1/H

13/1-U-

group may have
engineers and
Manufacturing

'Wholesale



-

: Census
.Census Title

102-140 Teachers,. College and University
141-3.45 Teachers, except College and

mersity
The SVP distribution iS explained
of teachers of music, ,dance, art,
training.

091 096 Social Scientists

.032-033

056

100
086-090

-.174

184
193

Total

Librarian, Archivists and Curators

(000) Distribution

49 6 it 13

in part by the inclusion
with \varying levels of

1439.2

Personnel and Labor Relations
Workers 297.2 S

The SVP distribution reflects the varying levels of zle-
sponsibility and corresponding training routes subsumed
within this occupational category. The latter range from
on-the-job training for entry-level jobs in pereonnel
departments to college degreesr-frequently with coneen-A
trations in industrial relationsto MI314 and. law degrees
for specialists in the areas of contract negotiations,
arbitration proceed gs, pensions, occupational safety and
equal employment o ortunity.

Social Workers
Religious Workers

Vocational and Educational
Cowls elor,s

Editors and Reporters
Radio and TV Announcers

Licensing Information:

Those acccountants Who have 'high skills, known as. Certified
Public Accountants, are,licensed in all 50 states. Similarly, En-
gineers in private consluting practice may elect-to become Professio nal
Engineers by a combination of experience and certification by examina-
tioh, and then licensure.

222.5 VW
258.4 WU

108,2

i53.0
22.3

7 905.4-

Architects; Lawyeao; Physicians, Dentists et al.; Elementary
and Secondary School Teachers; and Sohool Counselors are all licensed

-in the 50 states. Librarians are licensed in 13 states; Foresters in
10 states; and Social Workers in.6 states.,
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A

try Qualifications:

New entrants in thp following occupations, whose skill

training was formerly-on-the:job, are increasingly recruited from

professional schbols and sp6Cia1ized undergraduate/progrmps:
, .

Forebters, Religious Workers, Social Workers,-Editors and

Reporters and Radio and TV Announcers.

PREEMPLOYMENT TRAINING REQUIRED-

- Technical, Clerical and Service-Workers, including...A p prentices
,.

Census
.'Code

074
075

At Least Three Months' Speclfic Vocational Preparation

076 084
080

081
082
083
OBS
426
921'
922
923'
924

926

'!
SVP

Census Title (000) Distribution

Dietitians 41.3 U/H
Registered Nurses -848.2 . U/H
Therapists and Therapy Assistants 80.0 Mi/M--144/11

Clinical Lab Technologists & Tech-
nicians 120.0 Mi/M--MaAl

Dental Bygienists 17.7 U/N
.Health Record Technicians 11.1 U/N

Radiologic Technicians 53.5 M.4./1--Ma/M

Health Technicians, n.e.c. 60.2

Wtal Laboratory Technicians 27.4 U/H.
Dental Assistants 93.3 WM ,

Health Aides, except Nursing 124.3 Mi/TerMa/M'

Health Trainees 19.2

*Lay Midwives ,
1.0 Mi/M--Ma/H

With the renewed popularity of the home ("birthing centern)

as i childbiyth f.cility, there has been a revival of this

occupation. Thelimodal SW-distribution:reflects the
fact that while practitqconers,in urban areas tend-to be
at the registered nurse level, some residual number in 4
rural areas have lower levels of formal training.

Practic 240hl Nurses 7 Miiii--Ma/M
(Fom Metall, see Appendix E-4)

Embalmers 5 0 U/H

-Recreatio
f

n -WOrkers 53.5 M/H--M/H
.be assignment of five D.O.T. numbers to this category is
some indication of the range of activities-and settings.

.
The junior college degree is the minimum training require-
ment, but the SVP distribution indicates that a B.A. de-

gree and evenOpost-baccalaureate training is becoming the

norm. '
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'Census_
Code Census :Title-

SVP:

bistribution

150 Agricultural and Biel logical Tedh-
nicians 33.,5

151 Chemical Technicians .60.4 W41-41/R

52. Drafters . 300.6 U/H

153

154
155
156,

Training for this occupation is provided.by junior colle-
ges, vocational/technical schools, both public and private,
and some apprentieeship,pro'grans. The Bureau of Appren-
ticeship and Training of the U.S. Department of Labor, has,
together with the Federation of Professional and Technical
Engineers, established national apprenticeship and train-
ing'standards for drafters. The-occupational supply is
cyclically augmented by downwardly mobiie engineers.

Electrical and Electronic Techni-
cians . 164.4
Industrial Eniineering Technicians 22.0
Mechanical Engineering Technicians 13.9

162 Engineering, Science and Mathema-
tical Technicians, n.e.c. 187.4.

U/H
S.

M/M--M/H

s

. Until tlie early 1960/s many workers in these occupations
(1-53..). mere promoted from the ranks of existing craft
workers. With the proliferation of junior colleges,
however, there has been an increase in pre-employment -

\formal training for these.occupations and a corresponding
displaceMent of the internal labor market route.

i161 Surveyors 60.8 1 U/H

173

506

Technicianst n.etc. 38.1 U

Opticians, Lens Grinders and
Polishers - 28.5 U/M
Apprenticeship and on-the-job training, once adequate-for
thit occupation have yielded increasingly td" the 'ptessure
of licensing examinations mhich necessitate formal,
pre-employment Xraining in the theoretical as'pects of the
craft.

645 Photographic Process Workers

Airplane Pilots 53.8
Plight Engineers 6.8
Radio Operdtors 28.
A major source of training for these occu
vice in the armed forces; almost without exception, pilots

_
and flight engineers on large planes co-me-out-of the-Mili--
tary, asdo' a fair number of radio operators. Formai
training is supplemented by a considerable amount of on-
the-job training. Federal licenses ere required for these
occupations. The rAA licenses"pilots and flight engineers
the ru radio operators. ,

163 .

170.

171

A -a

Ml-

U/M t
U/H
Ma/1,-Mia

tions is ser-



, N SVP
Census Title focmi

-483 Designers 112.3 1.1/11

This is a heterogeneous group which includes workers in
varions industries with such diverse titles as industrial
designer, display worker, interior designer. floral -de-

,. signer, garment designer (a category which includes pat-
tern makers), etc. Others frequently included but itemized
separately here.' are architect , compereial artist and

Distribution

senior drafter. .

425 Decorators -and Window Dressers 74.0 .

191 Photographers 66.0 1.1/1.1

Continuing technological 'improvements tend to make equip-
ment increasingly exielisivp and ,:to Xequire corresponding
skill changes. A recen't example was furnished by the
introduction into television broadcasting of ENG (elec-
tronic newsgathering). News photographers using light-
weight electro4c cameras in place of tke. conventional
newafilm cameras can eliminate the taping or filming of
news events and send the pictures directly to 'the' studios.

270 Real Estate Agerqs and Brokers 265.1 U/M
In addition to the junior and senior colleges which offer
courses in real estate, proprietary institutions offer
locally oriented short courses geared to licensing examina-
tioni. ACT (American College Testing) has helped, develop
Multi-State Broker and Salesman Examinations with local
supplements geared to specific'guidelines within the respec-
tive states.

363 Real Estate Appraisers

305 Bookkeepers
It is not uncowmon for bookkekepers to be trained on the
job in small firms. Many, however, especially if they
hope for employment in large- firms or goverment, acquire
formql pre-employment training in high school, business
school or junior, college. Increasing comPuterization of
rautine operations makes knowledge of computer operations
importaht. The SVP-distribution reflects both the 'variety,
of tasks and etitles included under this title and ,of train-
ing times, which range from brief on-the-jpb trainingthe
xiinor modeto formal pre-employment trainingthe major
mode.
okkeepers & Billing Machine

Operators
343 Computer & Peripheral Equipment IOperators 22.0 U/M

(For details see Appendix E-4)

2248. 11/11

. 1,591..5 Mi/MMa/M.



Census 'SVP
Code Census Title (0001 Distribution

350 Tabu lilting 'Machinp Operators 9.2 UM
355 Office Machine Operators , n .e .c . 37.5 S
345 , Eey Punch Operators i

(For details, see Appendix- E-4)
287.4 U/L 4.

384 Telegraph Operators 13.4 1.1/1a

391 Typists 1,021 3 'WI
(For details, see Appendix E-7)

370 2 Secreteries 2,770.4', WM
376 . Stenographers 131.6 U/M

(For details, see Appendi)c. 7 ) .

,

935 Barbers . 171.0 ' U/M
944, Hairdressers and Cosmetologists 492.0 1.1./M

Pre-empIpyment training for these occupations is given by
proprietary schools and some vocational high schools. .In
recent' years rapid style changes have created a need far
new types Of sti:aining; .the required licensing examination'
usually reflected these Changes only after considerable
time lags.

Total, .10,120.8

Licensing Information:

Federal licenses4are required for Airplane Pilots, Flight
Engineers and Radio Operators.

The following occupations are licensed in all 50 statps
Registered and.Tractical Nurses, Dental Hygienists, Real Estate Agents
and Brokers , Barbers, Hairdtessers and Cosmetologists.

The following are licensed in the 'indicated number of s ates:
Clinical Technologists and Technicians°, 19 states
Radiologic Technicians , 3 states
Agricultural Technicians specific jobs , especially in dairy

states
Photographers, 19 states
Lay Nadwives, 33 states

130
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Census
Code'

003
005

.164

PRE-24l:1411.1MT TRAINING NOT REQUIRED

,

3
High-Skill

4

.ations

N
Census Title (000i

Computer PrograMmers 166.6

Comuter Specialists, n.e.c. 13.2

(For detail, see Appendix E-4)

-Alr.Traffle Controllers .

25.7

Distribution

13/11

U/H

U/H -

Trainees are selected through competitive Federal tests

and receive both on-the-job and formal training of at,

least two to three years duration. goIlege graduates

with previous experience in any aspeci of air travel. have

. an advantage.

192 PubIi'c Relations andTubliciry
Writers

195 Research Workers, not specified

260 Advertising Agents and Salesmen

271 Stock and Bond Salesmen

281
. .

,
Sales Representatives, Manufac-
turing Industries

282 Sales Representatives, Wholesale

ade .

(For detail, see Appendix E-5)

265
Underwri

326 Insuranc

nsurance

and Inyes
(For detail,

Agents, Brokers &
rs
Adjuster, Examiners
gators
ee Appendix E-10)

Total

75.9
118.7

66.9
99.7

.421.1
v:

645.8

464.0

2,194.8

Ma/M-,,M1A1

.45

This group is characterized by the fact that new entrants are

.increasingly recruited from-the colleges and trained on the jOb.'.
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PRE-EMPLOiTMEN TRAINING NOTQUIRED

4 'High Skill Blue-Collar Occupations'

Two Years or gore of Training after EmPloyment

Census
Code Census Title

SVP
4000) Distribution

401 . Auto Accessoriesqnstallers k 7.1 DA
470 Air Conditioning, Heating & Re-

frigeration 122.0 milli--tia/H;
(For detail, see Appendix E-9)

471 Aircraft tlechanics . 150.3 D
472 Automobile Body Repairers 110.9 U/H
473-474 Automobile Mechanics 836.9 u/8

'

On-the-job training, including formal apprentiqeshippro-
grams of the kind supported by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and,
Training. combined with aptitude and interest in automobiles,
remains a major training route to this occupation. Such .
training can be received in auto dealer repair. shops, in,.
dependent and franchised specialty shops or in the esti-
mated half-million all-around garages and gas stations
where beginners can acquiie a wide range of skills. Auto-
mobile manufacturerS also maintain training schools, but
these are generally restricted to already skilled personnel.

let
Formal pre-employment training in secondary, vocational-
technical and proprietary schools has become increasingly
available in -communities of any size. 'Like all1 such train-
ing, its efficiency can only be judgd by rect placement
data.

Two opposing technical trends impinge upon required skill
levels. 'On thepnthand, the .increasing popularity of Im-
ported ears and:of electronic systems and components neces-
sitates a wider ranee of diagnostic skills while, on the
other, the increasing use of replacement parts diminishes .

the need'for complex repairs and the skill necessarg to
effect them. Comp14nts of fraud and waste in auto repairs
haye alst$ led toacalI for the development of diagnostic
vehicle inspection separate from the repair industry; such
centers would require trained specialists of a fairly high
evel of skill and training.

t,

1MT - Data Processing Machine repairers 32.3---U 11:
(For detail, see'Appendix E-4)

480 Farm Implement Mechanics-1 33.1 U
481 Heavy Equipment Hechanics,'inc .

,,..... Diesel 591.4
483 Loom*Fixers 21.5,

.132

U/H --

U/I1



denius
Code

484'
,mes*

491-49
495

.,111111!

4
Census Title

Office Machine Mechanics
Radio and Television Mechani9s

For .detail, see Appendix E-9)'
Railroad and Cat Shop Mechanics

41.4
1113.8

.SVP
Distribution

#1)

Miscellaneous Mechaies & Repairers 264.0- a/H
& Prgan, Tuners' Repairers U/444

,
Increasingly, 'ipre-employment training for the occupations
grouped above ,(401-516) is avAilalle from proprietary

. schoolsand vocational high schools.

402 112.7 WE
ss912 Cooks, except Private Household )873.1 Mi/M--Maill

While formal training i prèvided by schools with smat'ional
and even international reputations as .well as by specialized
high schools and proprietary schools, apprenticeship
remainsl-the 'Major route to skill acquisition.., It should
be noted ,tliat some who call themselves cooks are more
properly- classlified as Tood Counter and Fountain Workers
(Census ,Code .or Food Service Worker n.es.c., except
Private Household (Cnsus Code 916).

r
Tool Programers, Numerical Control

(For detail. see Appendix E-3)
Blacksmiths
Forge -and Hamer WoTkers
Job and' Die Setters, Metal
Machinists
Millwrights
:Molders, Metal
Pattern and Model Makers, exc.
Paper
Sheetmetal Wçers and Tinsmiths

Baker& #

4-03
:442.
454
461-462
502
501-504'.
514

535:536

561-562
Ship'fitters'
Tool and 'Die ers.. .

635' Metal Platers . .

4107411
415-416
420
430-431
445,
5-12
520-521
522-523
534
550
560
603

3 1 U/H

10.7 33/11,
16.4 M/M- 7M/H
86.5 . M/M--M/H

400.-4! U/H
82.0 -U/H
55.4 13/H

39.it Ma/V-Mi/H
170A U/11
10'.7 U/H

217.2 UM
38.8 U/H

(ror 'detail, see Appendix E-3)

Brickmasons and Stonemasons 185.r U/H
Carpenters 938.1 U
Carpet Installers . .47.2 U

Electricians
s

U/H
Glaziers 26.1 U/H
Paper Hangers 10.-8 U/ii
Plastdrers k U/H
Plumbers and Pipe Fitters 416.6 Ma/H--Mi I

RoOfers aneSlaters 4 64.6 U/H
Structural Metal Craftworkers 79.6' U/H -
Tile Setters 33.7 U/H
Blasters..and Powderworkers 8.1 U/H

(For detail, see Appendix E-5)

3



Census
-Code-

546

443

.1

422-423
434
435
515
530-531

404
433
525

54.5

455
456.

55/ .

613

444

Census Title
SVP

Distribution
,-

Stone Cutters and :StOpe Carve s 6 8 S

.Cabinetmakers
Furniture and Wood Finishers

1

Compositors .Typesetters
Electrotypers and' Stereqtypers
Engi,ayers, except Photoengravers
Photoengravers and Lithographers
pressmen' and Plate Printers ,

Printing
For 'detail, setiAppeRfix,E-6)

,Boilermakers .

Electric Power Linemen & Cablemen
Power StatIon Operators

Some preference in hiring ftir oc.cupations '404-525 is
to ex-servicemen who have acfliir.ed experience in :the
tary.

69.5 V/M.
:22.8 Um,

4 fr
.167.8 MI/14--Ma/H

7.0 1.111/14---M4/1"

8.8

U

164:.9

31.7 "UM.
3.9 UM

UM,

,

given

.,(..

Stationary Engineers' e 177.0 tiiii

Locomotive Engineers .0.8 i 0/11

Locomotive Firemen , , 13.3 U/H
,

,00. .,

TailOrs . (includes sample. makers) 73.1 .. MI/L-41a/11
.Drelibmakers and .Seamstresses, ex- N

. .cept factory 10L3 MI/L-.-Ms/H
Furriers fincludes cutters) 3.2- WTI

(For. tdetaili, see Appendix E-2)

5 37.6 VAJewelers' and Watchmakeis
Jewelerf receive their trainini from a variety -of sources:
technic41 schools , on-the-job traiSing ,apprenticeship of
several ',years duration and, not infrequently, from a e41-

\ .binatiorf of rill these,

Watchmakers and watch repairers, on tbe other hand,
usually receive their training in technical schools and,
_are required...by .some sfates to obtain licenses. The
introduction of new tYpes of watch mechaniems for which
repair is frequently not ebonoMical may' diminish the need
for the traditional type- of watch rep,airer,

542 Shoe-Repairers"
While the relatively high pribe levels for shoes and boots
have increased the demand for repair's; the 'decline in the
usual' immigrant sources of supply for this occupation,
coupled with the disinclination a)young peoplb to enter
this craft, has -resulted in'ã decrease In supply and an .

increase in job onnings.



Total

Sign.Psinters and Letterers

In New Ybrk City and other selected lopations, immigrants
: ate an-important source of skilled labor for: Bripkmasons and*Stone-
masons,Taper Bangers, Tile Setters, Stone.Cuttetd and 'Stone Carvers,
Furniture and Wood Finishers, Tailors, Dresamthers and.Seamstresses,
:*Furriets, Jewelers and Watchmakers, Shoe Repairers.

&

sl%

PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINING NOf REQUIRED.

5 - Other Skilled and Semi-Skilled Occupations

Three Months. tosTWo Years Training Afiep Employment

dinsus N'

Code Census Title (000)

261 Auctioneers .

.

5.3
284 Salesmen, Retail Trade 466-.7

285* Salesmen of Services & Consiti,uction 236.6
(For deta$1,- 6ee Appendix E-8)

,

Disp tchers and Startere., Vehicle

6

315

321
'323

334
.360
361
362
364:.
375
381.
390

382'.
954

SVP
Distribution

U/M -

. 61.6 MIA- -Ma./tM

Estimators & Imiestigators, n.e.c. 269.2 S
Expediters & Productipn Contro11er 207.1 M/L--1404

.,
. .

Meter Readers, Utilities 33.8. 10,
Payroll and Timekeeping Clerks

,

160.8 -Mi./L--Ma

Postal Clerks 299.8 1)/L ±

Proofreaders 29.8 U/4+
Receptionists 319..4 'WM
Statistical Clerks 215.3 MIXL--Ma/L +
Stock Clerks ,and Store.keepers' . 474.6 WM
'Ticket, Station ana Express Agents 46100.8 Mi/L--MWM

----(For- detail, see--.Append-bt--E--7-)

Teacher Aides, exc. Schoo101onitors 135.0 Mi/L--Ma/L
Welfare Service Aides 15.0 Mi/L--M4/H

*- 135

133



614
21

440'

,601

605
615

L1-52

482

510,4511
.563

575
644

'Centis4itle it.

SW
Distribution

B41doier
_Cranemen,-Derrickmen, & Hoiptmen
Excavating, Grading, & Road Machine
Operators', ,exc.'Bulldozer
Drillers,- Earth
Cement apd Conerpte'Finiehers
Flo9r layers, exc-Tile'Setters,
Asbestos and Insulation Workers, :

. Chainmen,sRodmen, &Axmen; .Surveying,
Dry Wa11 Imstaners ,81 LA:there'

(Or detail, 'see Appendix E,5)

Inspectors ,

Log and lAmb
Inspectors,

Scalers, and Graders;
er'

n.e.c.

Household Appliance & Access6ry
Installers & Mechanics

For detail, see Appendix ,,E-9)

Painters Construction & Maintenance 363 .0 'UM -

Upholsterers 63.0 Ma/L--Mi/H
While on-the-job training is the uskal training path;
.both public vocational education and proprietary "Athol
offerings 'are available in the New York City area.

98 0
4.60;13

62.5
78 4
22.8
26.0

4.9.3

19.1 U/L'.
119.6c. t .

Craftsmen & Kindred Workers , n. e c. 89 .5 S -

Painters , Manufactured Articles 123 2. Mi/M -M H

'552 Telephone Installers and kepairmen 2Lffl.6. 137*M

.554 :Telephone Linemen and Splicers 53.11

- 446

622
626

To get the job is,to get the training for these occupations
since formal post-employment training by the employer is
the norm. Physical fitness; experience in the Atilitary and
referral by current employees are assets in 013-tabling em-

oyment. The affirmative action plan in the Bell system
kes it po.ssibl,e for employees in peperaft occupations tto

qualify for training.

'Hea:t Treaters; Annealere and
Thmperers'
'Furnacemen, Smeltermen and Pourers
Heaters, Metal

666 Stationary Firemen

501 .

631
633

22.1
65.7
.7.3

J4illers; Grain, Flour and Feed' 7 7
Meat Cuters 4nd ButdHers; exc. Mf. 208
Meat Cutters & Butchers, Mfg. 70.4.

1364

U/L
Ma/L--M
m/L--m/L

M./1,MM

u/m
U/M



Welders and Flame-Cutters
*detail, see Appendix E-3)

tie

661 Sailors:and Deckhands
701 Boatmen and Canalmen
703 Bus Drivers
704 Conductors 6( Motormen, Urbap

Rail Transit ;

705 Deliverymen and Routemen

.950. Housekeepers exc. Private
,Household

405 Bookbinders
(For detail, see Appendix E-6)

505 Motion Picture Pros.ectionists
653 Precision Machine Operatives,

,105 8 = Ma/M--Mi/H

35.5 U/M
.

15.9 U

tL 6

961
-964

Milliners
Sewers and Stitchers

673 Weavers
(For d&tail, see Appendix E-2)

Firemen, Fire Protection 180.4
Policemen and Detectives 376.6

4, special training fi

636
663

I. 23
941.7'
50 3

u/m

U/M
.U/r.i

Entry into both these proXective service careers depends
on passing the screening examintions and getting on the
appointments list. The necessary trairiigg is then received
after employment.

*Tn.:line with the increased profesgionalization.of these
occupationsT community co14,12ts-and technical institutes
are offering both pre- andfpost-employnent training. . For
the first time in the history of its apprenticeship pro-

. gram, the U.S. Department of Labor in 1977 approved law
enforcement work as an apprenticeabletccupation, beginp ng
with one thousand candidates in the first year. The pro-

that do not have police academies
gram is particularly intended for small geographiciarep.

cilities. 4

Mine Operatives, n.e.c.
662 SaWyers
761 Lumbermen, Raftsmen, and Wood-

choppers

Tdfal

137

166.-5
108.3

934'

9,1516

Ma/L-Mi/M

Mi/L--Ma/M

..#



t

'Clerical and *les 'Workers'
4.1

Census Ti le

262 Demonstrators
.264 Hucksters and Peddler's
266 Newsboys
283

,
301 Bank Teller
303 Billing Clerks
310 Cashiers

Sales Clerks, Retail Trade
For detail, see Appendix E-8)

41.0
124.5
68.5,

2,363;5

.SVP
Distribution

Ma/L--MilL
Ma/L--Mi/L +
U/L

+

255.6 U
106.8 U/L
870.3 U/L +

311 Clerical Assistants, Social ..

Welfare 1.3 U/L +
313 Collectors,,..Bill and Account 52.7 M 14--Ma L +

314 Counter Clerks, except Food 234.0) S

320 Enumerators and Interviewers 71.3 U/L +
325 File Clerks . 382.8 U/L +
336 Library Attendants and Assiistants 128:0 WI
385 Telephone Operators 428.8 U/L +
394 3 5 Miscellaneous c1J..erical Workers 1,336.1 S

(For detail, see Appndix E-7) ,

) e A

331 Mail
.
Cari,iers, Post Office 256.9 U/L

332 Mail Carriers, except Post Office 129.8 U/L +
333 Messengers and Office Boys 59.2 .U/L +
374 Shipping and Receiving Clerks 429.7 Ma/L--Mi/M

Telegraph Messengers n. a . U/L
392 Weighers (11.2 U/L +

342 Calculating Madhine Operators 37.4 U/L

344 Duplicating Machine Operators 20.8 U/L +
(For detail on-the three p.veceding
groups, see Appendix E- 8) ,

Total

138

7;440.2



Census
Code

533
602
604
621
665

Census Title

Rollers 'and Finishers.):Metal
Assemblers 1
Bottling,and Canning Operatives

Polistiers, Sanders & Buffers
Solderers 1

For -detail, Ope Appendix E-3)

611 Clothing Ironers and.Pressers
612 Cutting Operatives, n.`e.a.
620 Dyers

(For details, iee Appendix E-2)
630. Lanudry and Dry Cleaning -Operati

.

6214. Graders & Sorters, Manufacturing
625 Produee and Graders & Packers, except

Factory and Farm
634 Meat Wrappers, Retail Trade
643 Packers & Wrappers, except Meat

and Produce

Mixing Operatives

es,

641

640. Drill Press Operatives
651 Grinding Machine Operapives
652 Lathe & Milling 'Machine Operatives

,-
656

.
Punch and Stamping Press

660 Riveters and Fasteners
§64 Shoemaking Machine Operatives

(For details, see Appendix E-3)
.. .

670

671
672
674
681

610

642
. 69D, 692.,
. 6914., 695 Machine Operatives, n.e.e.'

623 Garage Worktas & Gab Station
Attendants

764 - Vehicle'Washers & Equipmn't
Cleaners -

Ca Lapping & Combing
Opqi4tiVes . .

Knfttrs:, Loopers, and Toppers
Spinner4, Twisters, and Winders
Textile Operatives,. n.e.e.
Winding Operetives, n.e.c.

Checkers, Examiners, and Inspee
tors';' Mitnufacturing
Oilers and Greasers, ex&i. 'Auto

139

21.0
,0142,,5

55.0 .

124.1.
44.8.

196.6'
182.5
24.6

1761.7

44:6

'33.1
'47.4

563.0

71.97

76.5
139.7
144-.8
..179.0

28.7' ..

65.14-

20.8
30.9

163.7
185,7.
63,7

DIstributiOn

Mal-Mi/L +

Ma/10--Mi/L +
Na4-:414/1,

Mi/L--MaiL

U/L

U/L+

uni
U/L

U/L

Mi/L- Ma/L -

11/14

Ma/L--M
Ma/L--M*

L**

A

-Malt; +
S

-

mi/L,-Ma/L
Mi/L--Ma/L +

734.4 'ManMI/L.+
49.3 ja +

2,689.4 S

451.2-

128.7

uA.

ma/t- -14* L +



Census
Code

706.

':710

712
713
714
715
754
7,63.,

740
,.752

755

822
823

t 824

750
751

780,

,753.

.760
762
770

Censui Title

Fork Lift.and Tow\ tip Operatives
Motormen;'Mine, }actçry, Logging
CamP, etc.
Parkisig Attendants
Railroad Brakemen'
Railroad Switchmen
Taxicab Drivers-and:Chauffeurs.
Truck Drivers'
Garbage.Collectors
Teamsters

Animal Caretakers,' except farm.
\fishermen and .0ystermen
Gardeners and Groundskeepers, exc.
Farm -
Farm Laborers,'Wagb Workers
Farm Laborers,'Unpaid Family
Farm Service-Labdrers, Self-
Employed,

Worker

Carpenters' ,Helpers,..
Construction Laborers, except
Carpentspe,Helpers

785 Miscellaneous & Not Specified
:Laborers

Freight arid Material Handlers
Longshoremen and Stevedores
Stock Handlers
Wareh§usemen,

Total

140

(000)

228.4'

103
31.2'
47.4
531

159.5
1 463.7

74.2'

7.8

'48.4
0.2-

SVP
Id-stribut on*

U/L
U/L
Ma/L--Mi(L
AWL +
ma/L-411A 4.
U/L
U/M

Mi/L--MalL
ML/L-:-MalL

1

L--Mi/L
Mi/L--Ma/M
111/L--Ma/L

3.9

51.3

641.9'

622.6

574.2,
Sa.5
625.9

'112.8

-13 855.9



901

)902
.903
943

910
911

\ 913
914
915
916.

925.

.931

932

933
934
941
942

.952
953

4960
962.
.963t
965,

g80

981-
..982

963
984

' Total

- Service Workers

Census Title

Chambermaids and Maids,
,Priva*te Household
Cleaners and Charwomen
Janitors.:ard,Sexton6
Elevator Operators

Bartenders'
Busboys
Dishwashers
food Counter
Waiters
Food Service
eept Private Household

Jo

(000)
SvP

Distribution

except
217.7 -U/L+
458.3 U/L +

1 263.5: L-
38.6, U/4

and Fountain Workers

Workers n 4e .c., ex-

thirsing Aides, Orderlies & At-
tendants A.

Airlines Stewardesses
Attendants, Recreation and,
Amusements '

945 Attendants, Personal Service4n.e.c.
Baggage Porters and Bellhops
Bootblacks
Child Care Workers, except Private
.Household
'Schoo1 Mw-ritOrs
Ushers, Recreation and Amusement

Crossing tuards and Bridge Tenders -
Guards 'and Watchmen, .

Marshals and Constables
Sherigfs and Bailiffs ,

Child Care Workers, Private House-
,hold 242.8

.tooks, Private Household' . 34,2
HouSekeepers, Private Household -105.1,

Laundresses, Private Household 11.7
'Maids & Servants, Privat4 Household 704.4

147.7',
107.1
185.9
156.7

1;110

343.3

752 0
-34.8

80.6
'66.0

20.3
4.1

13 2 .7

27.1
14.6

4' 43.3
331.8

85.0

725 2

L +

Ma/L--Mi/L 4.

Wt.
U/L

Ma/L--Mi/L +
Ma/L--Mi/L
U/L +
)11G

v4b

U/L +
Mi/L- L +
M/L--M/
U/L

U/L
Mi/L--Ma/M
Ma/LMi/M
U/L
U/L +



Census
Code-

201

222

'.224

202

'210

205
225'

211.

212
22

245

Census 'Title
r

- tAssessors,-Coners, and Trea-
surers; LoCal ftectbnin.
Officials and Mministmators; Pu-
blic Mministration,
Postmasters'and Mail Superinten-
dents

Bank Officers and.Finaacial Maria-
zers
Credit Men

Buyers- and 'Shippers, Farm Products'
Buyers, Wholesale and Retail Trade'
Purchasing Agents and Buyers, n..e.c

Funeral Directors

Health Administrators
Officials of Lodges, Societies &
Unions
Managers and Adlninist ators n.e.c.

.213 Construction Iiispector& PUblic

215
Administration
Inspectors, exc. Construction,
Public Administration

220 Office Managers, n.e.e.
312 Clerical Supervisors, nae.c.
441 Foremen, n.e.c.

2311 Sales Manager and Department Head
k....Retail Trade

233 Sales Managers: ext. Retail
'Trade

221- Officers, Pilots and Pursers,
Ship r

226 Railroad Conductors

235 School Administrato s, College
414-0 School Administrators Elemeatery

and Secondary

142

SVP
Distribution

28.5 U/H

241.9 UM '4
.

34.7 U/H

315 7 13/11
52.8 .U/H

20;9 U/H
'-180.7

165.2. U/11

35.9, U/H,

85.3 .U/H

48.7
3,528.8

U/H
Wit-.

.U/M

83..1 Ma/M-44/H -

219.2 U/H
112.3 U/H

1,599 0 U/H

U/H

256..9 UAL

25.9 U/H'
41.5 U/H

38.8

172.9

U/H

U/H



Census N, ,ENFP

Code Census Title, 000) D stribution

.216 Managers & Superintendents,
BuAlding

230 'Restaurant, Cafeteria & Bar ,
Managers

9140 Bdarding- A Lodging Housekeepers

Sal Farmers (Omer's 'and Tenante)
802 Farm Managers

. 821 Farm. Foremen'

To al,

86-.4

330;2 U/M
7.6 U/M +

.1,299 3
'60.8 U
.33.1 13/11- --

9050.5

10 - Artists and Performers

Census 'N SVP

'Code . Census Title 1000) Distritiution

11/H -
U/M t
U/11 -
U/H

'U/H
U/H
..

175
180

%
- -181

182
185

.190'
194

Actors -

Athletes and Kipdred ,Worker ''-'

.Authors
-Dancers
Musicians and Composers
'Painters and Sculptors . .. .

'Writers, Artists -and Entertainers,

Toial

14.1
53.0
26
.61
96.

.107.5

64.1

$78 1

143
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APPENDIX E-1.

HEALTH CARE OCCUPATIONS

In the last seven decades there has been an explosive increase
in:the nuniber of health care occupations t

In 1910 there mere essentially onl three members
of tike health care team--physieiar, 'nurses and
aides. By 1974 the figure had- risen,to melI over
450 individual health care occupations, and the
most current estimate puts the figure'at 600. 182(

In teris of the quantity and quality of required formal training,
physicians, dentists, RNs, etc., are4on the high end of the training
scale, nurses' aides, orderlies, attendants and other entry-level health

occupations son the low. 1970 Census figures indicate, that of almost
3.million persons in the industry-specific health "care occupations,

848,000 were registered nurses, 752,000! were unskilled aides .(with an

SVP of 4 or less) , 118,001Y were dietitians and therapists, leaving
about 745,000 medium-skill level occupations, defined as those with
required training time of over 6 mbnths up to and including' two years

(Taaple 13) .

In this categorization by skill level, the fact that distinctions

are 'not hard and fast cannot be overemphasized. According -to two long-

time students of health care occupations,

it should be noted that there is tremendouS

overlap in the 'performance 'of medical functions
among all levels of .heaIth perscinnel, from the
physician to the registered nurse to the- entry-
level health employee. 184/-

In the past decade the training .patterns for both medium and low-

s1i1l level occupations, particularly thljarmer, have reflected two
significant changes--an increase In requilika training time and a shift

in source 'of training from employers (h6ibitals and laboratories etc.)

to formal educational institutions such as the junior cogege. Ihese

trends were the product of a number of interacting factors, the most

important of which were federal initiatives in the health field. 'The

Nedicaid and Medicare programs nbt only stimulated an explosive increase

in the demand k or health services and (thlls). for the personnel needed

.
I8_1( Harold M. Goldstein and Morris A. Horowitz., Entry-Level Health

..---.0c'eu s--_...._,__,..._,_-__-Develo i_2.1Ient-and-Puture. -Baltimore,: -Johns Hopkins Universi-t'y_

Press, 1977.
,184,7
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Table' II. thiployment in Thd ry-4peciflp ljealth Care
.( Occupat46ns, 1970

Physicianss Dentists and Related
(exauding Veterinariansy

Physicians
Dentists
Optometrists
Pharmacists
Podiatrists
Chiropractors
Health Practioners , 4n. e. c.

Registered Nurses

Dietitians, Therapisis

Therapists
Dietitians.

Health Technologists and Tectinicians

Clinical Laboratory Technologists &Technicians
#,Radiologie Technologists & Technicians
-Dental Hygienists

J Health Record Technologists & Technicians
/ Therapy Ass iStants

Health Technologists & Technicians, n.e.c.
1,

'Health Service. Workers

Practical Nurses
Dental Assistants,
Healtit.Aides, excluding Nursing
Health' Trainees
Nursing Aides., ,Orderlies &.Attendants
Lay Midwives

Total

Ntimbers
(000)

522.4

280.6
92.8
17.6

111.2
6.0.

13.5'
0.7'

848.2

118.4

77.1
.41.3

.265.3

120.0
'53.5
17.7
11.1

230 S

240.7"

124'43',

Source: U.S. Depar-tment of Cpmmeped Aurean a the Census,
Occupational C.14racteristics. '1970 Census ,of
Population,

t

a
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to deliver these?, but regulated as we3,t the conditions.to be met by
Participating institutions, thus detetminin,g in part the tlevel of train-
ing needed for "qualified personnel." 'Even mitedating these initiatives
on.the demand side were programs Intended to increase the supply. of
health.personnel. The Manpower DeveloPment and Training 'Act (MDTA) of

'51962 provided institutional trainingmainly at the secondsry level and
.** with most sucdess in the category of licensed practical nurse. (LPN), as

well as 9n-the-job training (OJT) for entry level jobs and for some
categories of aides. ,

The Allied Health Professions personnel Training Act of 1966 was
the first to \concentrate on occupations in the health field which did
.not require post- baccalaureate professional training. The Act and its
stubsequent amenOnents provided funds for the expansion and improvement

, of.training fattlities at the postsecondary two- and four-yeai'levels,
but ".did rift recognize the need for funding programs below the associate
degree level." 185/ Quantitatively, the Act was most stiitulative to
the medical technologist and dietitian programs at the 4-year level and
to the dental vs hygienist and X-Ray technician programs at, the 2-year
level. 186j Overall, the majority of eligible disciplines were funded
by,the 3,966 Act at the associate degree level. tly

1

The' role .of postsecondary institutions in providing health training
was reinforced by the 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Aet
bf 1963; as these were interpreted by the Ad Hoc Comittee on Health
Occupations of the Office of Education. Health' occupations suitable
f'or vocational education were defined as those required to support the
health professionals, and the approved programs went up to and included
those at the associate degree level,. 'Voeational education for the
health occupations at ,the secondary school level has been in tact
largely concentrated on sueh entry level jobs as nurses' aide. /Post-
secondary. /ind adult education has benefited most from vocationalleduca-
iion funding and on a national basis has provided about 82 percent of
the health occupation enrollees. 3_213/

'These effarts yo improve the quality of.health training occgrred4\fiein the mid-siXties ay of raPid general increase- in attendance
at. the nation's post eeon ry educational institutions. The disparity
between the general edueat onal trends and those 'applying to health

1 i

0,4

185/ Tom Connelly,f Jr. , The Role of Vocational Education in the
Preparation of Health Willpower - A Mission of Conflicting!Policies..
Ph.D. Dissertation, 1.1nrsity of, Kentucky, December 1, 175, p. 12..

18.6.1 Tom Connelly, 'Av., "Allied Health Personnel Education and
the. Junior .College .Concept,' American Journal of Medical Technolo
38 (April 1972) , p. 119.

182/ Tom Connelly, a.. "2Manpower _Policy, Health Bang wer and_the
- Junior allege."' Eastern Kentucky 'University, April 1971 (mimeo),
p. 23.

188/ Connelly, The Role of Vocational Education t Pre aration'
,of Health Manpower., 92. cit. p. 1
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fici1 :cirdlesr

MIS distribUtiar of career ',opportunities In the
health occupation7 shows litt/e, relation to the
4gneta:e4awati:An impipationp of yoiang people
today,tosI zzeperally stited,,In terms of.,.compl ion-
of junior cOliege,-: senior college, or graduate work.

oyer 45 perdent :of all persons18,21 .yetrs.
- of age Weie enrc;lled' in institutions of higher
education. Figt2 Zthe medical services'pyramig

- suggests Atrongly the :need for changeS; in the
educatiOnal,structure_for the health- occUpations
to bring :it' into the main: stream iof educational-
.patterns.. taw .

1t4s attitUde,mesfled well with the effOrti of professional-and
credefttialling organizatplts to establish minimal qualificationsand to
impose:standards of,,training either,through lasistence.on formal educa-
tion or program accreditation controlsor through the use of'formally,
recognized measures of competence--cer
membership in proTessional organizatio
fact-t,hat these .standards are not, alway
.new 'problems::

fication,tregistration or
.orgOvernment,licensure. The
directly Work-related creates

Education requirements, training and experience
reqnirements, and certification and licensing'
requirements are ,common methods of excluding or
limiting part 'of the potential supply -of workers.'
..Are, these hiring reqvirements valid ifn terms of

the functions to b&-performed? In many cases-.
validity would be.difficult to -prove because the
end product, the ,health .of the patient, is difficult :

to measure and is always dependent onithe work IA'
various -groups. However; there are significant
exa0Ies of hospita s where education and training
requirements have en lowered without any effect
on patient care 190/

Otrer problems arp e froth-the-increasing use of credentialling:

State licnsure of the healtb occupations had evolved
into a'" system of varying requirements, responsijiilities,
and controls that tends, in many instances, to impede
effective utilization of health personnel, to inhibit
geographid.:And career Mobility, and to foster variable
licensure standards. and procedures in different regizons
of the country. LW

ReparLivent----of-Realth,'Education-and
fcir the Allied Health Professions and Services.. -Report of the Allied'
Health 'Professions Education Subcommittee of the National Adtriaory
Health seoukeiI. Washington::1 Goi/.ernment Printing Office, 1967. .

.190/ Gol&stein and.Horowitz, Id. cit., p.
191/ U.S. Department4:of Health 9 Education and Welfare',,Gredeittialli

HeaItnianpower.. Washington:, Government Printing 'Office , July. 1977, p.
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Further, employer-supplied:training, traditionally more jab-specific,,
did not provide the general education made available by the colleges., -

'The-hospitals were *eager in any event to relitiquish these items of cost
which are not-directly reimbursable and when indityctly reimbursable, 4

only partially so. Equally eager to:,take these programs over and to
embody them in a larger general package were the postsecondary Institutions-
junior and community colleges and proprietary institutions--who were
pleased to expand into new curriculum areas. Nowhere was this transition
achieved so speedily, with predictably attendant costs and benefits, as
in nursing education:

The sp ed with which nursing,education has,moved from
the s vice to the collegiate setting is probably
unpara leled in the Unit4d States. . .the nurse
trainedin a.hospital setting is immediately prepared.

, to offef hospitalroriented services in that hobital
in an effective manner upon the completion of training.

. In contra'st. ..Lthe7 break-in period for nondipnMa
graduates is often cited by hospital administrators
in their appeals for attention tothe "basicS".of
nursing. 192/

Some.indication of the rapidity with which two-year institutions
,energed as providers of health education is given by the fact that
between 1967 and 1970-the number of junior colleges eligible for,funding
under the AHPT Act tripled 193/ and that "percentagewise the junior
colleges' growth has been'almostAix times that of the senior colleges -

in.,terms of be6oming training cenTers for allied health as defined by
-HEW." 194/ By 1967, ong. year after passage of the Act, morj than one
in five bf all curricula offered in junior colleges were th-related,
most with clinical affiliations with hospitals. Where e sive net-
works of junior colleges were in existence, as in CallforkIa and Florida,
there was an immediate-expansion into these areas. -In oth r areas, 5,uch
as.New 'York City where open admissions_coincided with this development, .'

Bronx and Hostos community colleges became mOor institutional providers
of training for the health occupations. Whtrn 'the recession of the early
seventies reinforced the emerging'secular decline in demandyfor health
services, it was difficult to eissuade students from entering the
health field; in part because staying in school became a rational
course of acion when jobs were scarce since the opportunity cost

; (income foregone) of school attendance was low-.

In New York City the unions representingPealth workers added to'
AL 'the increased demand for training ,as well.' Dfstrict-Council 37, rdpre-7!

192/ JamesiT. McGill, "State-LeverPolicy Dqtermination for Nursing
Education," in' Oursing Personnel and the Changin4 Health Care System,
Miohael. Millman, ed. Cambridge, Mass, Ballinger, 1978, p.

193/ Connelly, "Manpower Pol.icy, Health Manpower and the Junior
College," .22. cit., p. 23. 4,/

194/ Connelly, "Allied Health Personnel Education and the Sulior
College Concept," cit. p 123.

I t ...F., 4 .4
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\, . . .

ientative of 'the 'nun.leifial hospital employees, c6sponsored (with the'
Hospital' :CorpOration) the.. federally funded.0 ading program for *

, licensed practical nurses, and Local 119.9., re senting emp oyees ''of
voluntary hospitals, subsidized .mertibers who sought additio I formal
training. lAV

A

In7'sum, a number 'of forces..interacted t'fa. 'induce 'the etpansion.in
tvairiing time, the inceaie specialization and:'formalization and tht
shift in locus.- ofjtrai ng to formal educational institutions 'which

'marked the healeW-koont of the last decade. As might be .expected., the
changes' .have had mi*ed effects,the ills including waste of reiources.

'through duplicative and overlapping offerings:
,, .

..The .seeeptance tof shealtlweectipations.. ograms .has \ '
Perhaps been greatest by-,those IndiRtitutions'-whose

. primary missien has been the:_provision of'-salable '

.skills to 'students ,1 nathelY communi: 'colleges - andtvbcational-Itechnieal schobls:.- H er.:.the,groWth;

' in demahd for bealth.,occupation;p eparation.lhas nbt
.gone: unnoticed by -fourtyear 'insti tions Ass.a'

! result,:there has b en movement' ng -year;,

two-year, , and techcal institutions .to evelop it

programs of the same nature, in some baSes' offering .

the .student the Sari* program '.disCipline at three
dibtinct ,academia levels. A natural ,oUttome of this
competitiveriesS' has .been, student confusion and
duylication of resources_. . 6

as well as lack ..of standardization arid the failure to termine core
curriculum- rega'-rements because of the lack of link s between. various
educational programs:

If a studerit were to 211 fially attend; .and complete . a
.)Certified LaboratOry ssistant (CLA) program .in a
vocatioriaeschool, work' for a. period' of time , and .then
decide ko return to school to prepare for'1.an 'advanced

positiOn such 'as-.-,a Medical Laboratory Technican (MLT);Ilihe would find greaX' 4± etAty in having ail of thg
previously attained 'crdx at the vocational school
accepted towards the co ty college dtgree. This
becomes tragic when it .is discovered that many of the
tasks performed by the CLA and MLT are idtntical.
The career ladder poncept becomes an issue in the allied
health area as more entry level' programs are made avail-
able in traditipnal educational .institutions. Nursing
has now- found itself in this dilemma with four basic entry
level tracts (sic). and, little articulation between them. 197/

.._ .... ...._ _ ... ..

19..V Char.les Bre er Upgrading Bide Collar and Se-rvice -Vorkers.
Baltimore: Joh,hs Hopkins University Press,,1972.. , -

- lAW Connelly; The Role of Vocational Education in the Preparation.
of ' Health Manpower,, .22.. cit. , p. 2.

192/ mid., p. 13.
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piven these interlocking pressures, It is of some interest to
determine which health pecupatiens'remain in the category we have called
"Iow-skill service workers mdth training of less than three months,
given entirely on the job." In sueh large urban centers as New York
City only one occupationalcategory at the present tine seems to fit
this Aescription: nursing aides, orderlies apd attendants (Census
.) No. 925). Only these jcbs arePopen to.those who are physically capable
and have.bagic literacy but possess no formai preT.employment training.

Parallel .to this iherease in eredentialling in the health coxupations

hag been an improvement in wages, benefits and working -conditions--
largely financed by third-partY payments--so substantial 'as, to- move -the m

bulk of health jobs out of the aecondary labor market characterized by
low-pay, poor working conditioNT and high turnover. 198/ For women and
minonities mho, in cities like Nei,/ York, hold' the largest number of
health jobs the health industry offered a 'way 'out of the conditions'
assoeiated with discrimlnation. The major threat to this trend until.

, 'toast containment" becam0 the rallying cry of the industry, was the
increase in credentialling which closed the _entry-level door formerly

4
op4n to these *population groups.* . so

/he occupations considered to this point are those usually practiced
in an institutdonaI setting. The increasing emphasis, hoWever, on hame

,
care, where pal ssibla , as, a less costly, less traumatic and more aRpro-
priate modality of care than institutional care for the chronically
ill, the disabled and the elderly, requires some discussion of the

occupation& involved in the provi&ion of such care. 122(

The term. "home care" encompasses both home health care, usually
rendered by superviied home health aides te post-hospitalized patients
and those whose illness can be treated at home, and home "maintenance"

care for the non-restorative type of patient such as the terminally
ill, the disabltd and the -frail" elderly. In the case of the latter

group, housekeepers and home attendants (sometimes distinguished on

, services of the persona care type--bathing, essing, feedingand
-the basis of the degree of responsibility thewnjoy) perforril "chore

l.

the Ihame serviee typecleaning, shopping Voluntary agencies

may .provide non-medical support services suph as transport to a health-

care faeiIity when necessary, friendly vis*ting, "meals on wheelf" and

%telephone reassurance.

These health and health-related a9iviees may seem to fOrm a' logical

continuum of services responsive to leeds ranging fr9y4the traumatic, to

the chronicl ,In p acfice, however, the dictates of funding policy have

198/ Rashi rein and Christine Bishop, Employment Impacts of Health

Policy Devblopments,. National Commission for Manpower Policy. Special--

Report No. 11, -October 1976.
199/ "Report of Arden House Institute ,on Continuity of Long Term

Care, December 18-20, 1977." New York: State Comrnunities Aid 'Association.
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made fo*r a fragmented non-systeni with type of :service deliVery and
populations to be served determined mainly by third-party payer
reimbur ement'policies.

Medicare, which is .largely restricted toZthose 65 yearS of age and
'over, Makes available parp-time home health care either in carefully
defined non4lospital situgtions or to post-hospitalized persons. Cus-
todial Rr.maintenance- services are excluded, with care limited to',.the
services of skilled nurses; therapists andhome .health aides. .Par-

ticipating home health agencies are the licensed vendors and provide
'these services. ,

Medicaid provides home ,health services to both tge categorically
and medically needy Under restrictions virtually identical with those
imposed by Medicare. Personal" or custodial 'care service malt however
be provided on an optional basis to homebound Medicaid recipiints and
-is in faCt provided by seven states. 'Such care nust be prescribed by
g physi an. and may be rendered only, by a non-family member, Under the
Superv sion of a registered nurse.

,

A significant problem is posed13y the increasing number of elderly
who can live gt home if non-medical support services are provided, but
who are marginally above' Medicaid-defined levels of eligibility. To
deal with this situation, proposals have been advanced.that the breach
between the social services model of care provided by a network of
comomity and voluntary agencies and the medical model of 'care be -nar-
rowed and that there be greater use of federal, funding for'home care,
through brogatned provisionTlinder Title XVIII (Medicare) and,.Title XIX
(Medicaid) , and*further, that these be pooled with Title XX (social
services funds for ,the elderly) and Title II and VII of thee Older
Americans Act (relating to services and nutrition).

The occupation .obviously affected by the development of such pro-
grams 4s tikat of home attendant: Because of the personal 'nature 'of the
Ikrvices-provided , local training of workers as well as* locdl supervision
are probably both -indicated; present lack of standards for training and .

.:supervising personal care:providers offer a large pc:tential for abuse.
A recognized set ,of duties whose performance could be monitored objectively
could lead- to an acceptedjob title which some of the presently unemployed
could readily 41l after trafhing of, short-term duration'.

In New York City, the Lombardi Act became operational on April,
1979. "Medicaid-eligible" persons ordinarily entitled to nursing home
care can, if recomended by their physicians, receive home attendant
services, vinting nurse services, etc. The cost of this care must
not however, exceed 75'percent of the cost of institutional care.
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APPENDDr;C2

APPAREL MANUFACTURING OCCUPATiONS

Two. questiona,,have been a periodit source- of controversy among
union leaders, employers 'and minority groups in the apparel industry
whjch occupations need training and under what conditions should the
training bp offered. 'Such questions ean be, better understoOd within
the context of the economic and occupational 'structure, of the industry,
especially-since the latter ,is .markedby a decidedly "flat" profile
with a large base of unskilled and semi-skilled workers, relatiVely
few skilled workers and' little possibility of Internal advancement.

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN TIO INDUSTRY

The declining importance of manufacturing employment in the U.S.
since' World War II is sumarized in Table 14.

Table 14. Employment in. Total Nonagricultiaral,
Manufactres and 'Apparel.. Sectors ,
1950-1978

Year NonagAcultural

(000)

Manufacthres

.(1) (2)

1950 45 ,222 15 ,241

1960' 5W,-234' 16,796
1969 70,284 20,167
1970 70,616 19,396
1978 84,852 20;049

Source:

Apkarei 3 2

) (3) CO Co.)

33.7
31.0
28
27.5
2.3.6

1,202 7.9, 2 7
1,233 7.3 j.3
,409 7 0

'1,372 '7 1.9
1,294 6.5 1.5

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and
Earnings 1909-71, Bulletin 1318-8; Employment
and Earninizs, 1978, Vol. 25, No.

While the total number of employees on nonagricultural payrolls
increased by 8/, percent between 1950 and 1978 ,(March) , the increase in
manufacturing employment of 32 percent was little more than one-third
as much; the increase in employment in the apparel Andustry of 7.2 per-
cent was in turn not even one-quarter as large as this modest increase

in the manufacturing sector of which it is a part. In fact, employment
in the Aurrican.apparel industry was at a maxamum in 1969 when over 1.4
million persons were employed and the industry unemployment rate was
less than 6 percent. The unemployment rate soared to 14.5 percent in
1975 and, in spite of general national recovery, was still 11 percent
in March 1977. Unemployment_Ap the apparel industby exceeded the
average in all manufacturing industries and the persistent decline-in
employment, production, profits and investment supported the claims
of the industry and the unions alike that this was indeed a '"distressedV

industry. Import conpetition, in some cases supported by American
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foreign investment, from the ..Par East, Latin America, Eastern Europe
and other "cheap labor" areas was identified as the pervasive national

prdblem. This competition compounded such regional problems as the
erosion of the locational advantages of the industry in older urban
centers like New York City and Philadelphiae The unusually high degree
of labor intensity in the apparel industry--86 percent are production
workers compared with 71 percent in all manufactures--makes it particularly
vulnerable to competition from areas where hourly wage rates are not oply
low, but fringe benefits, which in the American 4ndustry may ad 41. as much
as 25 percent to the'total wage bill, are virtually non-existent.

The ILGWU estimates that in the decade 1966 ,to 1976, imports caused
a job loss of about 225,000 jobs in the wpmen's and children's apparel

in 1966, to 17.3 percent ip 197b, to 31.1 p eent in 1976. IlItem 807"
sector. Import,. penetration rose fram 7.8 of domestic productionpe

competition has been a.source of further concern. Item 807 of the
United States Tariff Schedule allows a domest4 producer to cut the

, fabric pieces of a garment and ship them to another couniry to be finished.
When the completed garpent is returned to the United States, duty is
paid only on the'value added, i.e., the labor input, which cbsts s
ficientIy less than domestic labor to effect net savings. 'In 1965

Item 807 apparel imports constituted 0.3 percent of all V.S. imports;
by 1975 this figure had risen to 10.2 percent. Under the Trade Act of
1974 adjustment.assistance is made available to industriee suffering
from import codipetition, with the Department of Labor responsible for
certifying vorkett'l ThrifiFility to apply for benefits. 200/ As of
March 1977, apparel workers constitated the second largest product
group certified for adjUttaient assistance. While the doctrine of'
comparative advantage viewl4import competition as a long-run source of
-benefits rather than costs, the continuing contraction of employment
opportunities for relatively low-Skilled workers causes reasonable
"short-run" concern in an economy grappling with overall high unemploy-
ment rates.

Or

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE

National Distribution. Of the 1,294,000 persons employed in the
industry in March iszp, more than two out of every five worked on
women's, misses' and children's wear, somewhat fewer than that number
produced men's and boys' suits, coats and furnishing, while the balance,
about one in five, was distributed among mdscellaneous fabricated tex-
tile products (15 percent), fur goods (5 percent) and hats, caps and'

Millinery (1 percent). 2011 With' the post-war dispersion of the industry

200/ Certification oonTers the following benefits: weekly trade
readjustment allowances (TRA); employment services, including training
and-related services with trainimg aIlowanCes paid; job seareh and
, relocation allowances. AlI of these are in addition to unemployment
insurance benefits.

La/ Employment and Earnings, May 1978, p. 54.
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from New Yoik City, a fairly stable national pattern has emerged. 222/
The fur industry 203/ remains Net./ York-centered as do the high-fashion
and moderate-price women's apparel lines. The South and West produce
lower-price lines, sports clothes and "work clothing" (Dan and wornents)

The fact that half of all workers on momen's clressds and three out of
five of those-working on women's coats and suits are employed by New
York City firms confirms the continuing dominance of that city in these

areas. Lagging far behind ar the Newark-Aersey City SMSA (15 percent),

the Log Angeles-LongkBeach area (9 percent) and thd Miami SMSA percent)1

The gaiment industry in tUrn, despite the continous decline in its employ-

ment rolls, which in 1975 were a mere 42 percent of 1950 levels,4still
dominates New York's -manufacturinerator..

The distribution of the men s garment industry reveals far less

concentration in New York City. The Middle Atlantic region which in-
cludes New York,.New Jersey and PennsYIvania employs almost a third of
the national workforcb producing men's and bby's suits and coats; the

Philadelphia SMSA employment rolls are somewhat smaller than New Ybrk's.

The six states of'the Southeast Region together employ somewhat
less than 18 percent of all workers in the 1hdustry. This same 'region,

however, employs 60 percent of all shirtmakers, almost half of the work-

force producing separate trousers and,.together with the Border States
and the Southwest, more than three out of four nonsupervisory workers
producing work clothing.

TYPE Ailp SIZE OP E ERPRISE

Generally, ihree types of firms or shops are found in the industry,

the regular or "inside" shop whidh.owns the materials ancLperforms all
the processes necessary to manufacture the finished garment; contract
shops which finish materials owned and sometimes pre-cut by others;
and iobbing shops mhich may cut or finish materials but contract out

many of'the manufacturing operations.
. \

202 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Industry Wage Surveys:

Women's and Misses' Dresses, August 1971, Bulletin 1783, 1973;
Women's and Mdsses' Coats and Suits, August 1970, Bulletin 1728, 19724

Men's and Bovst Shirts (Except Work Shirts) aol Nightwear, October 1971,

Bulletin 1794, 1973; Men's and Boy's Separate Trousers. January 1971,
Bulletin 1752, 1972; Men's and Bov's Suits 'and CoatsL April 1973,

Bulletin 1843, 1975; and April 1976, Bulletin 1977; Wages and

Demographic Characteristics in the Work ClothanufactUrina Industry,
March 1972', Bulletin 1858, 1975. \

203/ New York's role as host to a recently initiated international
fur fair is expected to have contradictory'resuIts, lessening seasonal
slumps but putting pressure upon the limited supply of skilled workers.
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,- _
ihe reletively simple tithnology of tI4 ,faiiiy is assoeiated

:With high labor but 10/. 'Capital intensity andease. of entry -and . exit .
of firms. ,With sOMe notable exceptions, the aVerage size of. the 25,000

'firms .in the. industry tends to be snail, with fewer than 60 employees
in.each;. iri: the women's apparel industry the average is closer t6 50.
About. 80 percent of. all employees in New York City and,Taterson work in
such small 'shops, as do about 60 percent in Los Angeles..'., In the St.

, Louis area, however,". four out of five are emplOyed in shops leith 100 .

workers as are three out 'of five*in Dallas, Tan. River end New Bedford.
Only.one in five wprked in such large shops in 'Boston, Mail, Newark;

' Jersey City and Philadelphia .and only one in twenty in'the New York.
area.- ExPensive dresses 'are prduced inthe smaller shops Of New-York
with their highly skilled workers and rapid responsiveness to fashion
thanges while cheaper, more standardized items are produced in larger '

.:plants located outside.of New York in areas where they have access tO
, Iess .skilled and less costly labor. . An exception is Jonathan .Logan,.

Inc. ,- located in New Jersey, which with 'thousands 'of .workers on its
payroll , is the largest dress produter -in the induetry..

. .

less11 . skilled . and

Men's' garmente including shirts and work othes., tend, like women's-
cheaper lines, to be produced in largye plants. cept for, the top of
the line, these are more standardized items for wh
less expensive workers can be used. Levi Strauss. of San Prancisco
employe about 25,000 workers, liart, Schaffner and Marx 'headquarters in
Chicago about 20,000, and Phillips-Van lieusen, the ahirtmakers, about

.15,000. Thus', while nationally, one in three of 'all workers employed
in the prpduction of men's and boy"s suits:and coats worked in 'plants
with at least .500 workers the figures for the Great Lakes region and
the southeast were. considZrablY higher.. 2-.114. t

occupATIONAL STRUCTUREt
There are abOut a half-doien basic occupational groups in the

apparel industry although in ividual divisions, such as men's suits and
coats, require an extraordin rily large number of operations (150 to ,

make a suit, more than 75 f r a coat). In successive steps, the initil
design is translated into pattern and then a sample by the pattern-
maker and sample-maker; production begins when the material is spread,
the garment parts marked and.cut and then iirepared for sewing by fitter
Sewers and stitchers, both hand and machine*, complete the garment, whit
is periodically pressed fend inspected and subjected to a variety of
finishing operations including thread trimming. The basic industry-
sgecific occupatione which reflect these operations are Designer (183);
Pattern-maker (183); Sample-maker and Spreader, marker and cutter (612);
Sewer end stitcher (663);. Presser (611) and various finishers. Pattern-
makers and cutters are the most skilled of the production occupations;
it is the...kr skill which determines the shape and then fit of the garment
as_wen as the most efficient use ot the material.

204/ U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Men's and Boy's Suits and
Coats, April 1976, 2p. cit:
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While- the= e:eving. maphUe, remains, the basic eqUipment in. the indUStrY
soMe 'technical:Improvements.have been introduced in recent years.2.
Changes'An machinefaroduction techniques have diminished the .amount of
hand sewing even in high-priced garMents and'a numeridally controlled-,
sewing machine has' teen: introdUced .lintokihe production of meats shirts.
ConpUterized pattern grading.has been introduced into .the,'cutting'process;'

'electric 'or laser-powered, cuitingmachinery permits the ,cutting 'of 'Ss
'many as 60'..garments at one . time in contrast to, the five or six: that
result- from hand;.held shears (the: former 'is still reatricted to .lower-,

;2priced garments since pieces may, shift, Making; the cut .Iess accurate).
.
Improvements in qfwiniproom technology include needle-positioners',,
fabric fusing' processes ind other changes affecting repetitive processes.
These changes '. hire not, however, reduced the very' high labor intensity
of the industry :1*eviously mentioned.)

The sex distritution maong 'oacupations'is,similar in,bothmale
and female garment production. in both, sewing machine oPerators.and
handsewers constitute -at least half-Of 'all production' Workers:and.',are''
largely ,female, at.are Inspectors and finithert. Pattern-makers,' cUtters,
;markers pressers :and' tailors, tin the' othet 'hand,,,iinier usually ,male;',-since'
these jobs are more skill hese ;workiers 'receive-higher' wage rates , and .

'yearly earnings, than the tors. Interoccupation,a1 'mobility is
limited, and there are few career ladders in place.

MODE OP PRODUCTION, METHOD& OF PAYMENT AND WAGE RATES
,

, The quality of the finished garment dictates the type of production
methodt used, which in turn determines both \the methOd of payment and the
level .of the wage rate. The',higher the grads/of the .garment., the fewer
the number of machine operations and the greater the use of skilled
workers ("sewing-machine operators,, singlehand Ltailog system"))who
can perform- all the operations'necestary to turn out the finished .

product. .Style vhanges are so frequent in such apparel at to make

this 'type of operation profitable. S uct workers are .usually''paid

straight-tine 'rates. In contrast, op eh aper lines "sewing-machine
operators, section (koundle) system," are' used in the repetitive -pro
duction of the same par; (sleeves,..pockets); these are usuallyi paid

on a piecework or incentive basis with' a predetermined rate paid for
each unit of output. , . - . . e

:

Apparel.workers AS a whole earn about one-third less per.hour. .

..
than the average' worker, in mannfacturing.60 -versus $5.48 in Maroll
1977, and also worked On average 4.6 fewer hours per Week. The corn- \
bination of these two *tors -made for average.weekly earnings in that .i.

periodi of $1.27;80 compared with $219.75 for all Manufacturing wOrkers.'nv
'These figures, of course' suppress considerable geographic and product .
dispersion.' Skilled wor ers in the men's garment industry earn more than

1

205/ Ev.12 s, ay 1977.
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V.
In-the women's', 4Ing1ehand werators more.then section, and'Joverall,
men, becausethey-hold the more skilled jobs, earn mdre than women..

..Seasonality and high turnover 'are .other.factors determining yearly'
earnings.

CHARACTERISTICS Ot THE LABOR FORCE )

: Because Of the numerical dominance of the sewing-machine.operators
the Iahor force of the apOtreIlndustry,is primarily female. .It is
furthermore largely minoritY, immigrant, non-English speaking in manY
4:treas,.heavily'pOpulated. by secOndary workeri and distinctly "one-
generational."

, 'Drawn before World .War I.from the' "old world' and since World War
TT from poor. native Whites and the.Puerto Ricans', Dominicans, Haitians,
Mexicans, Cubans, and Chinese go./ of the "third world"--all societies
-where home sewing is a.customaryactivity whiClh :provides informal pre-
emplOyment training-=;the IndUstry has.traditionaIly. been a 'stcpping
stme.-: if not for theworkers,fortheir children. While "sewing
English".is all'that is reOired, location of factories' in ethnic,
enClaves assures a steady flow of workers.whose'English has not yet .

.advanced2togven that limited stage* Opportunities are aisocreated
.64viously for\evasion of minimum wage laws, safety reguiatione and
other types-of worker proteCtion. ,

\
In recent years, a problem second only to imports has risen to

plague the industry, that of4abor shortages. There is a dwindling
supply of Chicanos in Los Angeles, of Cuban exiles in Miami, and of:
Puerto Ricaris and other Hispanic garment workers4n New York City, all
traditional members of the industryle labor force. This development
has been attributed to a number of factors: the negative imhge of tlib'
industry as one characterized by Aow wages and seasonality, the com-
petition of welfare with low-wage employment, the "easy" availability
of unemiaoyment insure/16e benefits, the failure to tap the potential

.'---supply of.mature women with home ewing'experience and,,finally, the

%-tieral
E ly in shortfailure to expand trainin . ,supply are the better-

paid skilled workers in th York fur industry._ Greek, and other
Immigrants ar6 essential to the viability of the inaustry sin6q the
vocational educatio, programs do not turn out sufficient numbers of
skilled workers.

206,/ The garment industry has
in New Y...14,c's Chinatown. See "New
Mudh Like Sweatshops," Wall Street.
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Journall, 1%,%y 41, 1978 -p.-1.
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IndustrysUPPIied 4kraining generally .donsists of informer, on-the.:7,

Job training, whether :for sewing. machine 'olrators- or' 'cutters and pattern-
makers. The latter start .as irelpers .and ',learn by doingl' given a certain

degree of Eiptitude. With' the inception of the Manpower Development and
Training Act (MDTA) in1962,. there surfaeed ihe enduring, coitroirersy-.

-between unian-leaders on the one 'hand and employers and representatives
Of black groups dn the other, as to the advisability ef Anbstituting
government-subsidiied training for such- induetry, efforts. .The usual
focus of cbncern has:been training for sewing-machine' operators. .:

...Operators can be trained in a- matter -of days; ,a combination:of aptitude
and experience.dgives the necessary speed to permit the.,worker. to "make
the rate," except for those' who la& sufficient manual eoorslination.

Union spokesmen view extended training for this octupation as a
way of providing cheap labbr to employers *and giving the non-unionized
firms further cost advantages. iv Employers and black groups suPport
such training,zalthough for. different reasons. The union view has pre-
vailed, however, and the apparel industry has been systematically
excluded from federal training programs: since 1966 from MDTA monies,
from the Commity Action Prokram in Newark, which was fargely finance&
by EOA funds, from the JOBS program in Philadelphia, and at present, °

froth most CETA funds. Only the Opportunities Industrielization Centers

(OTC) in Philadelphia succeeded in using federal funds to tritin*.power

sewing-machine operators; unfertunately, failure to use modern e p

ment led to unsatisfactory results, in skill.acquisition. 20/
,present writing, CETA Title III monies are being made available on a

limited basis to train disadvantaged workers.for skilled and, semi-

s *fled jths in the men's and boy's tailoreTclothing industry through
v rious type of on-ihe-job trainingt, but it is too early to assess the

fectivenesa of this program. 209/
to

Like other employers; apparel manufactures would prefer to ;recruit

experienced workers than to' train'their own, especially if they. are
/ small. Using supervisors to train workers' is viewed as costly in busy
periods ahd as unnecessary in slack periodt. Only employer, organizations
working together. with the unions ;e'en proVide a rational' solution to the
problem'of training not only sewing-machine operators but repla6ements
for the agink skilled workers in'the industry. Some of the latter "

aompanies, particularly thos . in the men's and boys" suits and coats

part of the industry which r quires the most skill; have provided formal
s

WI See "Interim Report of the (Mayor s) Task Force pn the Apparel_:.
Industry," Novimber 13, 1978.

aly Elaine G. Wrong, The Negro in the Apparel Industry, ReportNo. 31, MI jjalerican Industr. .- Philadelphia:
UniVersity of Pennsylvania, 1974, pp. 108-115.

209/ Mt; Inc. of Cambridge', MasS. is directing and monitoring
the program.

A
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training. Examples were Joseph M. ,C,ohen in Philadelphia, Botany (Mitchell.
Daroff) Which had trained,cutters, Hart, Schaffnev and Marx. in Chicago, -
and in the work clothes ',sector, Levi. Strauss- in San F,rancisco..2w

.212./ In New York City, formal training is provided by .the High
School of the Fashion Industries and the Pifihion Institute of Technology,
a junior college. Both receive mixed reports as a source of trained
labor,for the industry. 'See Sally T. Hillsman, Entry Into the Labor
Market: The Pre aration and Job Placement of Ne o and White Vocational
High Schoo Graduates. New York: Bureau of Applied Social Research,
Columbia University, -1970 and Brecher; sta.,

to
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_ APPENDIX E-3

METAIN ICING AND MACHINE TRADE OCCUPATIONS

The metalworking occupations are distributed among four major
industry groups: Fabricated Metal Products (SIC ,314); Machinery, except
Electric (SIC 35); Electrical Machinery, (SIC 36) and Transportation
Equipment (SIC 37). Among them, these four .industry grOups provided
employment to about seven million workers in 1975. 211/

According to a joint BI,S-ETksurvey of industry training prac-
tices, 21_2/ somewhat fewer than one in -five were employed in.1.4 "highly
skilled manual occupations": crane, derrick and hoist operators (also
known as '"operating engineers"); electricians; ,electroplaters,
grinders, buffers, etc.; layout worker, metal; machine tool setters;
machinists; mechanics, maintenance; millwrikhts; patternmakers, metal/
wood; plumbers andlor pipefitters; sheet-metal, workers; tool and ,die
makers , metal; welders and Ilamecutters. Few of the.se occupational
titles are unique to the metalworking .industries. Pluni5ers, eIebtri-
clans, and crane, derrick and hoist operators are found in the constiue-
tion industry; millwrights, who ,move and install machinery and mai-
tenance mechanics are found in many manufacturing' industries; welding
is a widely used skill in a large number of industries.

Although the phrase "highly skilled", is used, this group reflects
rap uniform skill.-level but rather, a range of skills and required
training times with tool and die makers, lay-out men and maintenance
mechanics at the upper end, and welders ind cranemen at the lower.
Over 10 pbreent of all employees in these 14 oCcupations were enrolled
in structured training programs., with machinists and.welders each
accounting for one-quarter of such trarhees. Seven percent received
some form of structured qualifying training, largely on-the-job, with
registered apprenticeship programs accounting for almost half of the
total enrollments in these programs. 213/ The comparative figures for
apprenticeship reflect the relative importance attached to high-level,.

. well-rounded training in the various crafts. Between 70 and 90 percen
.of all trainees among tool and die makers, plumliers, electricians and
millwrights were in registered apprenticeship programs, With two occu-
pations, tool and die maker and machinist, accounting for almost one-
half these slots.

211/ Employment and Earnngs, January 1977.
217/ U.S. Department of a or, Occupational fraining In Selected

MetalworkinA Industries, 1971+, 2p.. cit. ,

213/ Qualifying training given the newly hired is distinguished
from iTall improvement training intended for promotion; structured
training -(apprenticeship, classroom training,,'combined wOrk-experience
and classroom) whether given in the form of on-the-job training (OJT)

or off-production site training OPST), from informal work experience;
and job-specific training from genera' orientation courses.



..
The. usual length '4 training. time 4 anotber4ndicat or of skin

level. - The four occupations that led in apprenticeship, required between
:two and four.years of training... Maintenance mechanics "and pattern..
makers were also largely .enrolled in programs lasting two years or more.
In contrast, all cranemen and,70 percent or more of *filers (and other.,
metal-finishing specialties)', lay-out men, set-up men; sheet-metaI
workers and welders were-enrolled in shorter programs. 2i1/1.

The supply of training program; is largely's( furilion of establish-
,.

ment size. Of the 15 percent of all establishments that made such
programs available; firms with over one thousand employees supplied
almost one-half the total. The major reasonNgiven by firms for pro- .

viding suchstrainitg was the perceived superiority of' in-house programs
iii imarting skills, while the major reasons advanced against were
satisfaâtion with informal metho4 ,. and reliance on the re.crultment of
trained workerS from other firms. Of less importance as'reqsons for
not supplying training were .the cost of training and the fear of losing
traineteworkers to other firms . 215/ Of t1if our metalworking indus-
tries , the non6lectric machin ry manufactur industry. (so 35) offered
the largest number of trai programs and over 40 percent of all ..
workers were in plants havig these. The laItiniore area led the list-
with 80 percent and the Hartford area was second with 70 percent. _216/
The existence of such prbgrands in Connecticut* did not, however, prevent
that state 'from reporting /Estate-wide shortage of tool and die-makers,
machinists and maintenance mechanics in June 1977. 217/

A better understanding of the trilining'situa,tion may be afforded
by a brief review of the individual occupations. The annotations
that follow are specific largely to the metalworking and machinery
manufacturing industries; the descriptions are based in the main on
-material citl3ed from the DOT, the OccunationaI Outlook Handbook and
the occupational glossaries of the relevant Industry Wage Surveys.
A careful reading of the latter yields useful clues to skill levels
as well as to types of lengths of training. Job descriptions whi6h
include the phrase: "In general, the work. . .requireb rounded train-
ing and experience usually acquired through a formal apprenticeship or
equiyalent training and experience" pertain to the high @Idll occupa-
tip* such as Tool and Die Maker (561, 562), Machinist, maintenance or I-No
productioh (461, 1462) , Maintenance mechanic, Job and die setters (454)
\and Welder 10680)' Class A. At a somewhat lower leveI, reference te
blueprints and d;awings imply at least a medium level of skill, usually

214/ Data obtained from ünpub].ished4tables supplied by the author
of Occupational Training in Selected Met lworking Industries. 1974.

IL5/ U.S. Departnient of Labor, Occupational Training in Selected
Metalworking Industries, 1974, 92. eit, p. U.

216/ U.S. Bureau of Labor 'Statistics, Industry Wage Survey:
---MachirieAr-Manufaturing-, -Winter- 197-4*-75,- Bulletin 1929, 1977.

.gly co n6cticut Busineas' and Industry Association, "Unfilled
JobArn the at of High Unemployment," Hartford, Connecticut, 1977.



Acquit, on the job and exemplified by such occupations as Class A
machine tool operators (ine1.2.14;ng Machine-toole Operators, toolroom,and
the most skiltled Tool:Programers, Numerical Control (172), Class A
assemi)Iers; and Class B machine-tool operators fproduc#orr). Other
occupations, far more numerous are described as involvinutine
and repetitive 'operations." Tflese are typically semi-skilled machine
operative or assembly job's for which formal,training is generally not
required, as in the ease of Class B and C Assemblers (602), Class B

Welders ,-and Class C Machine-Tool Operators.

TOOL AND DIE tviKERS (561; 562)

These are actually two related but separate occupationstool-
maker .and diemakerwith the latter ,the more skilled. They produce
the tools and dies whichare at the basis of mpdein industrial mass
production in all metal-working industries,. The toolmakers build the

jigs and fixtures which keep pieces rigid's° that they can .be machine-7

processed , as well as gages and nieasuring devices . Diemakers produce
the dies used in cutting, stamping and shaping metals and other, mater7

'ale as well Asitthe metal meads .used 'in diecasAiLag and in molding plas-

tics. Both also design tools and dies and repair them when necessary.
5

The largfest number of toot-and die makers work in plants that
produce automobiles, aircraft, transport equipment, tractors and other
agricultural equipment and construction equipment. If they are employed
by specialty, shops, known as contract or job shops, which produce the
final product on a contract basis for other firms, they are classified

as "tool and diemakers , jobbing in contrast to "tool and diemakers,
other than jobbing" who generally work in the tool and die department
of a la firm and are involved in the production of a larger final

product.. inally, they may, as is the ease in the automobile industry,

work in a "captive shop" which 'turns out a specialized line for the

company that owns it.

Tool and die makers are the elite of the skilled metalworking

craftsmen. They must have An extensive knowledge of machine tools and

of the properties of metals and must, in the course of their training,

acquire a mastery of the requisite mathematics and physics, be able to

read blueprints and have ai,o4tensive knowledge of machinery operations.
Horoviitz and Herrnstadt have- identified six mutually exclusive training

paths to these occutsations: on-the-job training; vocational high school

' picking.. up the trade; apprenticeship; vbcational high school plus on-

the-job training; vocational high school plus apprenticeship; miscel-

laneous. 2,1_8( They point out that these represent a wide diversity of

paths, with no one dominating; that even formal methods are marked by
informality; that these trades are not acquired casually (it takes .

eight to ten years), and that only Alb path, vocational high'school.

218/ Horowitz and Herrnstadt 22. cit.
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oond4p.dJcith apprenticeship, score:Wligh on mqat-tests of competence.
On-the- ob training usuallY involves 'becoming all-around machinists
MI:rat, beginning as single machinetool operators and set-up men,.
going on to additional machine tooIs and eventually becoming tooI and
die makers;

MACHINISTS (461, 462) ft
The census occupational category "machinist" is an umbrella term

thatvovers aliu,ther of closely rebated occupations with somewhat dif-
.ferent duties andltraining paths. A machinist, kroduction .(alio known
as "alI around"; custom machinist) is responsible.for the fabrpation
of complete-metal parts or maChines and is required "to plan and lay
out the work, shaping metal parts to close tolerances and exhibiting
a knowledge.of common metaIs and of a spectrum of materiaii, parts'and
equipment." A paintenance machinist requires the same type of broad-
gauged background and training, although the-work involves the produc-
tion of new amd replacement parts neceesary to the repair of the
mechanical equipment used in the shop. Overlapping the work of the
production machinist is the work of tbe setup workers (jOb and die

: setters, metaL who prepare machines for repetittve production runs
4 by machine operatives); as well as the work-of the machine-tool operator

toolroom the Class A machine-tool operator; and the operators of
.numerically controlled (N/C)'machines where the'se require.a toolroom
level of skill.

Machinists,..like tool and die makers, acquire their trainiqg in
a .nuMber of ways. 4In the BLS study, one-third had ekilI-improvement
training, two-thirds, qualifying training. Fewer'than half . of tho3e
in.the latter category came out of apprenticeship programs.. 212/
Clearly, on-the-job training and internal labor markets play a major
role in the making of machinists-.

If relative earnings are used as indicators of skill levels and
indirectly, of the training tine necessary to acquire these skills,
the distinctions on this score among production machinists; malnte-
mince machinists; madhine-tool operators, toolroom; machine-tooI
operators, production, both Class A and numerically,controlled, are
hazy, indeed.

A comparison of average hourly wage rates in the major metro-
polltall areas of the United States hhows great variation among dif-
ferent machinist titles. Maintenance machinists in all areas earn
more than production machiniats; among other epeciaIists, the wage
reIatiVes are more complex. In three-quartersNof the reporting areas,
some tool-room machinists earn more than productIon machinists, but

.2191 U.S. Depattment of Labor Occu2a ional Training-in Selected
Metalworking Industries 1974, 92. cit.
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this proportion declines to about one-half for other tool-rbom machinists
and Class A operators, and to 40 percent for numerically-controlled
operators. 220/

It would seem that the title of "machinist" in a d of itself reveals
little about the nature of the product, the degree of precision required
for its production, or the level of responsibility assigned to the worker,
all determinants of wage rates. ,Titles also do little to explain re-
gional differences--why, for example, a machine tool operator, tool
room one machine, in qhicago, receives the highest hourly rate of any
of tilese occupations anywhere in the country.

.WELDERS (680)

Welding has largely replaced ri'veting as the pApcess by whiph
metals are joined together, a process essential to the production of
airplanes, automobiles, bridges, ships, pipelines and a host of other
products made of metal. Welders employed in automobile production can
learn their job, which involves the use of a welding machine to do
spot welding, relatively quickly; welder fitters are more skilled,
requiring some mathematical background and the ability to read blue-
prints. Welding technicians, the kind used on major pipelines, require
still more extensive,background, including a knowledge of drafting,-
'foetal testing and the use of testing equipment. They can also go on to
become welding supervisors who direct teams of welders. The wading
engineer, finally, usually has an engineering degree and is found in
the professional category.

According to the Averican Welding Society, welding is a rapidly
groWing occupation with good opportunities for Women. The number of
welaers in 1974' totalled 645,000, more than double the estimated num-
ber in 1970. About 800 vocational frphools offer pre-employment train-
ing courses which differ in qualitylaccording to the ability to repIi-

,

cate on-the-job situations and equipment. Welders, as-noted, fillea
a relatively large'numberorie-quarterof the structured training
slots in the metal working indlAtry in 1974% ut did not figure
prominently among registered apprentices..

POLISHER AND BUFFERS ; POLISHING- AND BUFFMG-MACHINE OPERATOR;
GRINDING-MACHINE OPERATOR (621)

A tal part, once cast or forged, generally requires further
finishi or machining. of this is achieved by the use of cutting
togls, bilt the rest is done by polishing and grinding or abrasive
nechining to give greater ccuracy and a high finish. Grinding and

220/ U.S. Bur6au of Labor Statistics, Industry Wage Survey:
Machinery Ma nufapturituz * Winter 1974-75 , o. cit .
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poIiihing maChines, ft. fact, constitute lbout one-fourth.of the dollar
value of the machine'toois sold annually in -41e United States. 321/

A relatively small number of polishers and buffers work to ex-
tremely close tolerances;.theserequire-the "rounded knowledge of the
trade"'that is acquired through formal appteriticeship.or other exten-
sive training and experience. Polishing- and buffing-machine operators
and grinding-machine operators are at a distinctly lower level of skill
and do not require the extensive experience of the firstcategory:

. ASSEMBLERS (602)

The bulk of assemblers (llass C) are A-.elatively unskilled, per-
forming repetitive assembling operations with no necessity to make
decisions on fitting of parts. Training for this grail) is cPmPletely
on the job. Class A assemklers, .on the other hand, make decisions
about the proper performance of parts and require some level of skill

the use of drawings and blueprints. Claso Wassemblers work under
-prescribed procedures and at a lower level of required skill. Both
receive on-the-job tWining supplemented by skill improvement training.

Knowledge of iocaI practice with respect to umading is important.
It is hard to tell without prior inquiry whether an attempt to offer-
enough technical training in a night school course to qualify a Clap C

operator to advance to Class B would pay off. It may be that lar
employers already offer such training, or that the demand for Cl ss B
and Class A operators I more than fulfilled by experienced warkers in
the labor market. The provisions of union agreements may also be

I important'in determining bidding arrangements and promotional sequences.

The relation between training and reported shortages of skilled
workers in the machine and metal trades is a complex one. The cyclical
variations in demand for both nechine tools and the workers who make
and use them is well-known. Students of business cycles have noted
the "accelerator effect" upon capital g(iods demand of a relatively
small change in the rate of increase or decrease ill' consumer demand for

the finished product. Keynes in the General Theory pointed to the
rapid absorption of such skilled workers as a bottleneck which would
increase the inelasticity of supply long before the achievement of

full employment generally.

Regardless of the training path followed, skilled, tool and die
makers, set-up men and the like cannot be turned olt in short periods
of time; the disinclination to train in periods of recession virtually
assures shortages during recovery. In the case of the current reported
shortage of such workers in Connecticut and the potential shortages

221/ Leonard E. Samuels, "The Mechanisms of Abrasive Machinii*,"
Scientific_ American, November 1978, p. 132.
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elsewhere, Ginzberg Ilas concluded that the 'mote, of the problem lie in
the prospective retirement of large numbers of skilled workers, i.e.
the bunching effect of a predominance of workers in their forties anti
fifties; the limited outflow from vocational schools and other training
'programs, ,including CETA; and the difficulties of recruiting able young
people into suph career paths. 222/

The historic answer to labor shortage in, such high-technology
countries as 'the United States has been capital substitution. At
present writing, for example, the National Machine Tools Builders
Association repOrts a surge in new orders for machine tools, the largest
since the recessionary period of 19714. 223/ The automobile industry's
plans to build lighter cars in the 1980'5, converging 'with demand from
the aerospace industry ang other sectors, has resulted in a 'time lag
from order to shipment of abouf`tne year. The desire for independence
from such pressures has led automotive companies to place large orders

for "transfer lines." Zese are a complex of machines coordinated by
'computer-controlled machlning' centers which can create finished parts
vith a minimum of labor. Such technOlogy, however, is very costly and
its use is presently restriCted to large companies, the very ones who
normally do the bulk of the training for the skilled occupations. it

is as yet too early to prediCt what the tradeoff between thete two
trends, labor substitution a d labor training, will be and how the
supply and demand of trained workers will be affected as a consequence. 224/

1'

222/ Eli Ginzberg, "Does the United States Face A Shortage of
Skilled Workers?" in Good Jobs, Bad Jobs, No .Jobs. Cambridge, Mass::

Harvard University Press, 1979.
223/ "Toolmakers Are Getting Big Ordprs," The New York Times,

May 29, 1978, p. D-1.
2214/ The National Center for Produciivity and Quality of Working

Life has provided a simmary review of training efforts in both the

conventional and nonconventional technologies of metalworking and

machining. See A. Harvey Belitsky, New Technologies and Trifining in

Metalworking. Washington: Government Printing Office, Sumer 1978.
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'APPENDI( E-4.::

CaVVIER OR =gnaw DAM SING (ImP) arUPATICNS*

Electronic data,processing (EDP), or information processing by
computers, has: been a high-growth industry for the last quarter of a
century, with a rate of technical advance so rapid as tot spawn new
',generations" .of computers evliofive' to ten years and a 'pervasiveness
that has made the computer te a stand/ilia piece of office equip*-
ment. A description of the structure of the industry is provided by
the American Fedqation of 1nformition Processing Societies, Inc.: .

The two essential ingredients in electronic data
processing (EDP) are; 1) the computer %nd computer-
related equipment, known as "hardware," and 2) the
assembled instructions, or "software" Eprograms
written in machine languagg, Which ,enable the
computer system to perform its tasks. ;

In its simplest terms, a computer installation
consists of 1) a system of &vices for the in-
put of data and information into the system;
2) a "memory" section used to store data,
information, and "instructions"; 3) a central
processing unit where the data and information'
is processed, or actel upon, in accordance with
;the stored instructions; and 11) output devices
which make the processed information or "answers"
available to us. 225/

It is convenient to group complater ocCupations according.to thei
relationship to the hardwar -qr shoftware agiects of the industry or
as can happen; to '!somewhere, inrbetween. As' the fourth edttion cif the
DOT testifies, there has bee ia, proliferation of job titles, but a
siplif1ed version of the categories used in the Weber:Salary _Survey'

..' on Data Processiniz Positions, 'offers adequate coverage for our
-purposes. 226/ . . . . .

A

225/ American Federation of Information Processing Societies,
Inc jointly with Council of Better Busine4s Bureaus Inc. "Facts1, /
on Consener Careers," Publication No.. 03-232, 1973, p. /11' s.

2267-Michael Cashman, ."DP Salary Survey," Datamation, Ndvember
1977, p. 114. 1

*We' are in4ebted to Walter A. Deltegar for comments on° this section.

,

.
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HARDWARE

Engineers, applied mathematiciaw.and scientists design end develop
new techniques, materialssand equipment for the production and improve-
ment of computers and related equipment. With few exceptions, the
reqgired training is at the professional level

Maintenance, customer eprvice or field engineers, install, service
and maintain the physical equipment. Increasingly, a knowledge of the
software used by the customer is essential to the proper servicing of
the hardware; this mixediterrain of hard- and Software has come to be
knawn as "firmware." An entrY'-level traineeals expepted to bave some
familiarity with test equipment, a foundation in electronics and solid
state physics and the ability to read electrical drawings. Such a
b9pkground can be acquired through two years .of technical school train-
ing, or by training in the military, or by a combination pf schooling
(including vocational high school), and "hands-on" experience. ,General
"electronics" training,'where this involves electro-mechanical products
.such as typewriters, or sudh electronics as is required in 'stereo and,
TV repairs is not relevant to this occupation and advertisements to
the contrary are generally misleading. Since the basic requirements .

are the same, movemerit between production and repair sectors is always
possible. Vertical,rovemnt,from simple to more complex product groups
is also a characteristic of this occupalion.- 4 .

Rapid technical changes require constant retraining, almost always
provided at company expense. .TechnicaI expertise alone is not sUffi-
cient where customer relations are of obvious impokance. Initial
screening for !rpositive" personality traits is usually followed by
specific training in customer relations.

m:_sELsp)._&.2.2gi_coutetvo'ators, under the supervision.of the pro-
grammers, help to determine the equipment necessary to execute the com-
puter programs. Underthe lead and senior operators are, in descending
order of experience-and responsibility, operators A, B and C. The C
level operators comes closest to being a trainee although, even at this
strictly delimited level, some previous'exposure to computer operations
is usually sought. This qccupation, while At-a distinctly lower skill
level than those described above,.generally requires on-the-job train-
ing because of the necessity of access to sophisticated equipment.
Work-study programs came closest to providing acceptable, if low-level,
pke-emplayment training. Once on the job, an internaI.career ladder
is in place; six months to one year of experience can lead to an opera-
tor A level job and with corresponding increases in experience, still
higher levels are attaipable. The work is physically onerous and is
frequently schedtled at off-hours to.provide continuous operations.

Data control and data entry are other aspects of DP oi)erations
-with ipb- hierarchies reflecting Increasing levels _afrp..spopsihility
Data control clerk trainees and data entry operators (keyvVnch) tralnees
are at the lowest skill levels, but have different entry routes and'
different promotional paths.
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1n-house training is the mode for data control dierk trainees.
No jobspecific pre-employment training is required, but almoit any
type of comPuter operations background,-including school eourses', is
helpful to entry. In contrast, on-ihe-job,training is not the norm
for keypunch.. operators. Typing ab4ityseemingly the most portable
of the acquiired skillsis, however, as readily accepted as pre-employ-
ment keypunph training without paid work experience as a eredentla for
the job and, if a good rate of speed is demonstrated,ieven more so.
zAs an asille, it-may be noted that in some respects key punch operation ;.

shares some traits with sewing-machine and other production operations..
The essent4a1 specific training is brief; experience one brings fhe

i
cperator "up to the rate"; there are operators who lac the level of
hand-to-eye coordination required to achieve the neees ary combination
of spped and 4ccuracy for top-paying,and stable employ*eni.17

With experience, Rey punch operators can move'ver ically to super-
i*iisory reles, but lateral movement to other divisions of the industry
is,not usual. Such lateral movement is, however, more likely among
control clerks who may, move on to beeome computer operatorsjechnical
support specialists and in some eases, programmer trainees.

Auxiliary or peripheral equipment operators. This category includes
tape handlers, tape librarians, assembIers,) compilers, printers and the

like. Short-term pre-employment training can help in entry but is not
icily reguired if the right personal attributes or any roughly

equivalent production xperience are present. 0

SOFTWARE

Programmers. Using a suitable machine.1 uage, programmers write
ihe organized ingtructions which enable the uter to processsthe
information input and-to solve the problems- resented to it. They may
specialize in businsps applications, scientMe applications, or systems
.programming whieh,Th:contrast to the,two.types of applications pro-
.gramming, deals vith overall problems of-computer use, the'setting of
priorities forthe use of computer, time and the like.

There are multiple hiring paths and, in practice, a general equi-
valency scale exists among: 1) the bigh school diploma plus four years
paid experience; 2) the general"AA degree plus two years .of,paid ex-
perience; 3) the AA or BA degree with a two-year coneentration in pro"-

gramming; and.4) the BA degree plus one year paid experience. The

junior programmer or programmer trainee can emerge from a junior/or
senior college without paid experience, or from high-quality vocational
schools, public or private, which generally "cream" the applicant pool

and have positive links with, e

mk

loyers, or, finally, from an in-house
pool (keeping'in mind that ther is little crossover from hard to soft-
lmre).--The usual procedure foil\ w ed is to-use the-1BM Programmem_____
Ap'titude Test and to screen for evidence of logical quality of mind
and other essential attributes .The creativity that characterizes the
superior programmer is genera y not readily testable and can caly

I ,

become apparent in actual work situations.
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Systeme, analys:t. This professio I analyzes the *pie system of
information flow from the source thro the 'computer and is in some\: respects a "super-progranwr" with an'intimate knowledge of all ,pha es
of pomputer operations. Only a handful .of unique individuals in jiis
:occupations are without,BAs or more advanced, degrees..

ai

,

%There are few industries where the pressures of technical change
have created more continuing need for 'lifetime training and retraining.
The growth. of independent Software suppliers and ofthe industry in
general, as well as ,its "glamour" image,' have been conducive, however,
to exaggerated claims as to the ease of entry into "good" jobs such as
programing, once pre-employment training is completed.' The' evolution
of software "packaging" has decreased the demand for lower level pro-
grammers capable of only.routine programing operations, while the
increased demand for high,level programmers can only be met by 'a combina%-
tion' of.%increasingly sophisticated training and work 'experience.

One analysis which foreseesoexplosive industry growth as the horm
("Help Wanted; Burgeor4ng Computer Software Industry Foresees Firefold
Increase in Jobs by 19485) concrtrated on the ..ele of training: ..21'....7/

,
Training seems to be at the root of the problem.'
Training breadth and quality are insufficient to
market needs. General programers of two years
expealiénce remain most in demand, thtugji most

- companies dont't want to do training. they may lack'
tline or money for it, and once they do train some-
one,, there is no guarantee that the employee wOn't
scoot over to another firm.

s

IBM, which does a lot of training of computer
specialists, says it isn't having any particular
trouble tracking, down programers for its "limited !
openings." . . .the company's willingness and
ability to train have kept IBM above the labor
shortagevprobIem

. *Furthermore,. technological changes are occuring
in the industry at a much more rapid pace than cur-
riculum changes in...computer schools. Thus many school
graduates aren't overly marketable. . jultimately, ,the
software industivy will.. . .recognize that part of, the ,
answer to its labor shortage will have to be increased
training by qompanies themselves'.

--
The existence of a 4ortage of EDI) personlitl does not receive1

complete confirmation from the usual indrators. While the first
stag:f an increase in demand has been emonrtrated, in the sense

that4at the Isame wake,--more workers are demanded., the 5second stage,

227/ The Wall Street' Journal, May 12, 1977 p 40.



an increase in .ths: (real) wage offered for these Workers, has not.
'According 'to the '1977.D13- Salary./Stirvey referred to -earlier,

Managing lots of people or punching lots of cards
were the onlY two actiyities data processIng per-
sonnel engaged In during 1977 that allowed.them to
at least stay abreast of. a '6:9% Inflation rate. .

The best explanation of how lower grade personnel
have managed to keep pace with inflation is that
they:often are represented by a union and receive
stock cost-Of-living escalators. Still, one wonders
why a data entry operator trainee is worth a whopping'
15% more in salary over last year, and why \q combined
systems 'and uggramming trainee can expect to get
about 1 less than last year;

iP

Finally, increasing the, supply by increasing the avanahill ofiltrabi,4
p_rograms -in-house, Is still, as the 'evidence quOted above indicates,

....in--the thinking Stage., .1t remiins a truism,that, In PR, 'as elsewhere,
firms would rather xecruit than train; unless the costs of not doing 9
are perceived to tie'dangerously high..
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APPENDIX:E-5

CONSTR1kTION OCCUPATIONS

The occupations discussed here are the major census groups 'in

construction, but other industries employe significant numbert of work-
ers in thve classifications, especially carpenters; electricians,
glaziers'tnd crane opeTators.

As a method of training, aptsrenticeship is im(Tre importint in con-

struction than in any other branch of industry, but only4.m1nority
craftsmen in most trades have ever been* formally, apprentices. While
registered apprenticeship .programs may be established in nonunion set
tings, most of them are, in fact , the result of labor-managemeni, agreef-,

ments. The scope of apprenticeship is limited by the fact that residen,
tial construqiion, which accounted for about t1O percent of total dollar.'
activity in 1977, is nonunion: rtirtliermore, nonunion-contractors have
been making inroads in the contract sector of the industry, aCa.result
of the prolonged slack in building during the seventies and the relatively,
stronger growth,in the traditionally unorganized Southern and Southwestern
parts of the country.

Mills (197.2) who has analyzed the place of apprenticeship and othei
training routes in the construction industry, r .describes apprenticeship as
a training mechanism.rather than as a chief source of Iabpr supply. 228
That is, to say, apprenticeship accounts for only a small proportion of

entry into the trades, bueit does produce fully-rounded craft workers. ,

These, in turn, are- necessary for craft admirs.i tration of the work. In

contrast to bureaucratic administration, a -highly-trained craftsman can

supervise himself, thus obviating the need for decentralized planning
of work and its supervision. Perhaps because apprenticeship has never
been the major-entry route, there are signs that bureaucratic methods
are on.the increase. In particular, nonunion employers have begun to
offer intensive classroom training of shorter duration as an a4ernative
to apprenticeship training when the immediate supply of craft workers is
inadequate for their purposes:

It should be kept in mind that occupational content varies greately,
among the trades. In, bricklaying, painting arid roofing, skill' is largely
the ability to perform a difficult physical task at an acceptable.pace.
In carpentry and the pipe trades, it is knowing several specialties that
make lip the trade and having t1 capacity. to Iay but and perform a job.
For--4)perating engineers, it i manipulative skiljhat counts--the
ability to operate large machines safely and efficientry.

. 'If apprenticeship is nbt the major. entry, route, how are skills
acquired?' Vocational schools cannot offer adequate training in the

228/ Daniel Q. Mills, Industrial Relations and Many Wer in

Construction. Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1972
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4-
apprenticeahle trades because .of -the iMportance of on-site conditions' -

that.require long periods of on-the-job training or experience. Vo-
t.cational courses may be usefa in preparing for apprenticeship, but
the typical articulation between the two is poor. Vocational schools
do play a role in 'ProViding facilities for the related classroom train-
ing 'that forms part of arkprenticeship programs-;

While skills are picked up in a variety of ways, including military
service and sumner work, the most common way is through trial and error,
and only soemwhat more formally, as a helper. Some -trades have insti-
tutionalized, informal mechanisms. Thus, in asbestos and insulation
work, therelis a modified ,apprentice program called "improvership."
Operating engineers have a few apprenticeship programs, but entry is
more often through the category "oiler" (helper). Ironworker union .

locals have a system of upermitmen," workers who may be hired when
demand is temporarily greater -than the supply of regular craftsmen.
Such temporary arrangements are probably more common in one of the
ironworker subspecialties, reinforcing, i.e., setting steel rods in
concrete form", which is not a highly skilled task.

The largest group of construction workers consists of labozkers
whose on-the-job training is minimill. They constitute a highly flexaile
seasonal workforce, many of whose members are only marginally attached -

to the industry. ..
'brir

The list that follows shows the estimates provided by the Bpreau
of Labor Statistics (Bulletin 1918) of the proportion of entry workers
provided by apprenticeship. The lIsted occupations differ in several
ways. First, not all of them require two or more years of training,
even though some of the lesser-skilled have apprenticeshiPNrograms
longer than o years. Second, the estimates for proportions of, open-
ings suppli through apprenticeship include workers who are employed
in industr/ t other than construction. . Third.; the estimates are ex-
ceedingly rough. As an example of unavailable data, we do not know
how many craftsmen are legal4imigrants. Having a trade is an aid to
imnigration, and 'for those occupations where licensing is not an issue
(as it can be for plumbers and electricians), imnigrants form a supply
of ready-made workers.

Since I72 the Department of Labor has financed through the
Recruitment and Training Program (RTP) -two programs for the training
of several thousand disadvantaged people, mostly minorities., veterans

and women, for construction (and industrial) occupations.. The first,

a pre-apprenticeship training 13rogram, consists %,of ten weeks of inten-
sive tutoring to pass the apprenticeship examination in a specific
craft (carpenter and electrician have been the two most popular choices).
The second program, journeyman upgrading, is intended for a much
smaller number of already skilled craftsmen who receive construction
jobs and uhion.membership upon the F.DmaetiQn the,PrQaam.
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Table 15. Apprenticeshlp in the Building trades

. Census Geoqp

Apprenticeship CortpIetions. as'
Psrcent of. Annual Average
Job Openings, 1974-85 a/

Two Yeari or Ivbre of Pepaired Training

410 BrickMasons and Stonemasons)
$60 Tile Setters
415 Carpenters
.420 Carpet,Installers (training data incpelPs

resilient floor covering workers
classified as tile setters in Census)

430 EIectr*Cians
445 Glazi9:rs
$10 \painters, Construction and Maintenance)
512 Papexhangers
520 Plasterdrs
522 Plpliors, and Pipe Filts.ers

534 'Pbofers and Slaters
550 'tructural Metal:Craftsmen

\
01 Psbestos\and Insulation Workers

(421 Cement and Con te.Finishers (Masons)

615 Dry Wall lhstal and Lathers

*(Installers in as helpers

lathers) #

440 Floor Layers (Wbod incluoaes finishers)

412 Bulldozer.Operators'
.424 .Cranemen, Derrickmen and Hoistrren

436 Excavating, Gradingr and Poad nachine!:Ops. )

CbIlctively, these are known as opera-
ting engineers'. For more deta*1 see

individual entries.

Less Than.Two YeArs Tra ning Pequired

SOurce: U,S,. Department of.Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis4cs
Occupational Projections aild Training Data., Bulletin

1918, pp. 40-43.-

a/ Percent estimates based'on 1974 apprenticeship completions and

.projected aiierage annual job opening, 1974-85.,
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'APPENDIXE-6.

PR1NMG'CRAFTS

Printinglis On; of ihe few industries where te6hno1ogiaaI dhange
through the general introduction of computerized and highly automated.
high-speed machinery has creat d g 'new occupational.structure with '-

significantly lower skill req4rements. The 1970 Censys lists the
following'traditional.craft ti leo:

Compositors. end Typesetters-(4?24423);, Eleetrer.
ytypers-and,StereotypersA43q; photoengravers and
*Li u s ii*lasjs15)- PressMen and Plate:Printers

.

J.5 ); 'and pookLinders (405).:
4

Tn.the\composing room, not" type has been replaced by "gold"
type through the use of the camera an he computer in the production,
pmcess.`.. 'In.vle traditionarmethod,the c_mpositor or typesetter uses
a'linotype 'machine to east 'slugs from hot tal which.are then formed
inte platesoorsuses a semiautomatic mono e machine Which-when fed a
punched tape produces such slugs automptica y. Phototypesetting or
photocompositioh, in contrast, dependp upon the operation of a specialized
eleetrie typewriter-that produces copy transaatable into punched tape.

'by an optical character-reading machine (ock). This tape then goes to

eie.4

the video-displgy terminal (VDT) operator who projects the c

4

py of the'
VDT *screen for correction, editing, iiiargin justification, e c. Through
the use of "mnemonic" keys, the corrected tape is fed to Minicomputer'
and the final product is exposed to photosensitized paper for high-speed
production and finalspeste-up. With the latest computer-type models,

i the process is entirely electronic rather than photographic.

While small.letter resses and job shops continue to use trpditional
1vethods, the technical c 1 ange described, with the resulting dra46tic

increase in the sj4ed of typecasting, has been the hallmark of lifgei
II\scale printing. Tn,terms of a ,standa newspaper line, a mono e

operator could cast five Aines of type er minute; early photomachipes
set 40 lines a m te, later pnes doubied that rate of speed and the

characters ea& clueing fyie in twentieths of a point incre-±14P:i

Most recent, wehicir re actually computers, can set 1,000 lines Per !

minute. Succeeding generations of typesetting machines have also '

provided greater ve satility with respect.to typeface and size. A,'

computerized typese er can hold in its AgMory 100 fonts and 126

ments from 3- t1 72-point typel
,

A major consequence of these trends has been the deskilling of
.

the typesetting occupations. Composing root proeesses are now dominated
1154-eyhdard'skillssimilar to -those-required-for-any- standard type

r. althodih additional keys may,add'd4grees,of complexity.

The advent.of photot-offset printing has led to's seriouedecline
in the demand for electrotypers; stereotypers end photoengravers. The
_demand for lithographers; on the other hand, has Increased ind wilI
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,
probably continue to do so as the trend'toward in-house offset shops
continues. While the: 1970 census gives the number of lithographers*
(including photoengravers). as approximately 35,000, the BLS estimata

A . their employment at iti), 000 for 1974. (Bulletin,1918). Lithography
Ttetually comprises finr specialtiescamera operators,. lithographic
artists, strippers a plgtemakers. Apprenticeship supplies about 12
percent of the annual demand for lithographers. Mese are workers who
presumably can handle.all lithographic operations.. Since sUbspecialties
are identifiable, it is likely that these are learned on the job, with
pine entry workers having pre-employment frainingin vocational and
trade schools.

T h e skills of, l i i h o g r a p h e r s are , 1 1 c i f, iT4ii1e. to technolpgical. advance .
Automatic propesses have been introduc0d.in os.flproduction of h4f-,
tone prints. In 'effect; the-Worker ig 'ea 'specialized computer operator
whose programs consist of data on shading, focus, distance, etc. The
film input comes from a fully aptomatic developing tank, which also
works at high speed.! 'In 1977, both Xercoi and Kodak introduced electronic
printing sy,stems- that utilized lasers to transform infokmation stored
on magnetic tapes into printed pages. These .systems are expected to be
particularly useful for the production of business forms which have a
high rate of obkolescence and account for a goodadeal of -house
printing.

Tlie operation of printing presses is in some ways more complex in
the era of "cold" type because the plates have 'shallowerokings thai
make ink control more difficult. Apprentice comgetions in' this trade,
have also been running at about 12 percent of new openings. The 'advent
of high-speed presses haS diminished,the number of press operators
needed to handle an aver-inpreasing volume of printed material,
'Furthermiore, routine printed matter :can now be produced in the foiern
of direct computer output.,

In-plant printing'is a post-World War II phenomenon which in
spite ..of its rapid.growth has 'ieen largely ignored by training, institutions
until recently when it became/clear that the decline in the demand for
ti.aditionally trained printing craftsmen was not ,like;ly to be reversed.

The occupational structure is' less skilled and less specializted
than that of the regular commercial sector. -The basic processes :con-
sist of the operation of copier machines, inking, collating end binding.;
the,.more skilled morkers do paste-ups and prepare final-copy. The
increasingly Sophisticated features\ of copier machifieshigh-6peed
colotc, and 'in the -near future, electronic 4transmissiori to terMinals--
mean that operators are not merely "button-pushers." Pre-emplOyment
training may be an advantage even if it is.not strictly necessary.
Large companies usually train their own' operators . In selecting
-trainiqg,.-thek -look .for basic -literacy, -an appreciation of graphics
and 'that imponderable, thi, "bright" personality.

The work has a "factory" image and: is definitely production-
oriente4,, While: wages are generallY competitive' with the medium-level
clericals sonie workers accept,. lower wages to get white-collar jobs .
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An internal job ladder exists, especially:in larger 'firms with access
to managerial jobs frequently available from within.

Taken together, recent developments in printing mean an increased
number of computer oper'ators, programmers, systems analysts, repair and
maintenance personnel and keyboard operators. Traditional crafts will
continue to decline, with some losing more ground than others. Train-
ing is likely to move still further away from apprenticeship. Large
companies, both in the. printing industry and those who operate in-house

A printing facilities, are likely to train pew workers on the job, begin-
ning.as helpers. In'xities where printing trades are taught in voca-
,tionaI high schools, area, technical, centers; proprietary schools, or
two-year -colleges, employers may rdcruit partially trained workers.
Only a close examination of the ties of particular firms with particular
schools can result. in judgments as tizi the efficacy itof investments in
thi& kind of.. pre-employment training

* In spite of their inclusion here, most bookbiriders, are actually
...machine operatives who learn the.ir skills 'on the job ,in leis-than twof. years-. Ski110,21iand booldanders learn ,thp frade 'flaw* ipprenticeshrp
, or similarly/stfucturett on-the-job training,but 'they are*.fewi, in number.
The pay ''sdale f,or this set of occupations, is 1,ower 'than4.,,the ,,o't er r n

ing tracles bossiply because a tiumbe,tc of' the maOine,-bpera\tions
traditionally have been performed by NiOnl n



APPEimIX

CLERICAb OC,CIRATIaNS

.

While a large number of .job title's are heeded to descriA.the
. clerical occupatiOns, they can be divided' into two major categories,

office end..nonoffice. Office elericals.with specific skills receive
pre-employMent training while nonoffice . and the least skilled of the

,.office clericals usually .receiVe their training after employment..

The office clericals with speaific skills are concentrated 1
Cluster 2. Included are bookkeepers .(305),* bookkeeping and tilling
machine 'operators (341) . computer and Reripheral equipment operators
(343) ,* key punch operators (3451 ,* tabulating machine oVerators (350)
office machine operators , n.e.e. (355)., secretaries (370-372) steno-
graphers (376) and typists (391) .* Typists, keypunch operators and
operators of magnetic-tape typewriters used in the word-processing and
printing industries% together contribute a "keyboard skills" sub-cluster.
Those with less specific skills such as payroll and time-keeping clerks
(360), receptionists (364), and statistical clerks (375) are found with
other occultations requiring three months to two years of post-employment
training in Cluster 5. The let skilled office clericals who receive
leas than three months training, entirely on the job, are the file
clerks (425)1 calculating machine operators (342) and dupficating
machine operators (344) , all in Cluster 6. Together, three out of
five clericals are in the office category.

Only citie nonoffice or plant clerical occupationthe small category
of telegraph operators (3E00requires pre-employment training and'is
located in Cluster 2. The rest, who receive varying amounts of post.,
employment training, are found either in Cluster 5: dispatcher and

startprs; vehicle (315); estimators and investigators, n.e.c. (321);
pediters'.and production controllers (323); meter readers, utilities

3\0; ,postal clerks (361); proofreaders (362); stock clerk and store-
, evers...(381); teacher aides. (382) and ticket, station and express_

agents (390) or in Cluster 6: bank tellers (301);* billing clerke
(303); cas)lie'rs (310); clerical assistants, social welfare (311);

ctord, bill and apcount (313); counter Clerks, except foera (310;
umerators and interviewers (320); library att,endants and assistants

(330) ;; mail: carriers, t post office (331) ; mail handlers, except post
office-A332); messengers ':!ind office boys (333); telegraph messengers
(83); telepipne op ators (385 ), and weighers (392).

Bank t lephohe operators andpostar clerks receive hrief

. struotured triining after employment, as do enumerators and interviewers.
The Proliferation of pre-emplbyment training courses has led to two.-

...-Iwe*-courses for caahiers-and caleulating-machine- operators. and -even a
' !sixzinonth training courseefor messengers (not' altogether unreasonable

'in such large, urban.areas as Nevi York tomputerization in some

: .

ge individual notes .. under theee 'occupations in Appendix D.
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areas once dominated by loWer-level clerical occupations has lid to t

dismissal of clerks bysbanks and insurance companies.

Secretaries, stenographtrs and typists--the quintessential high-
level office clericals for whom pre-employment traning is necessary--

I together constitute a.large number--almost four million in 1970. At
present "shortages" of well-trained secretaries, stenographers and

' typists are reported nationally, particularly in thoge regions of the
country where general unemployment rates are low., -This aitua3on has e

been induced in part by the increased college attendance of y ng women k
in these still sex-segregated occupations as well as the new occupational
possibilities opened up to women by government equal employment oppor- .

tunity mandates. Technological.trenda indicate, however, that in large
firms at least, the inereasingly,expensive private secretary and vanish-'
.ing stenographer will be replaced by.."word-processing" centers employing

, ,a 'computer technoloe similar to that which has revolutionized the print-
ing industry. A typieal system consists of a keyboard for typing
material taken from dietaphones; a video screen on which the material
is displayed and which all corrections can belt/tide electronically';

. ind a typewrit4i uality printer which can turn'out the final material
at the rate of t1most 700 vords per minute. The information can be
stored on tape r discs for file, retrie-val or transmission elseiffiere

for automatic reproduction. In use at the present are optical character
recognition (0.C.R.) machines that read text into the umrd processing
systems an relay documents over standard Telex lines.

f.--%
,,

The'pre ent high initial costs of word processing equipment effec-,

A.vely restricts its use to large firms, but decreasing costs, as was
the case in the data-processing industry, will inerease its availability.
Until that time, the labor supply of students and housewives can'be
tapped by part-time and flexi-time arrangements.

4

Securing an adequate office clerical lablik force has been per-
ceived by New york Citty employers as troblematie for at leist two

. decades. Although clericals are still predominantly female, underlying
shifts inilew York City labor market as in the decade of the seven-
ties have operated to decrease female or force participation .in the
clerical field pari passu with an ine ease A the professional, managerial
and serviee occupations, 229/ Such shifts have been reinforced by the
fact that at .the end of the seventies, as at the beginning, relatively
low entry-level salaries, high turnover rates and limited promotion
possibilities remain features of this occupational group. 230/ The
major complaint of employers is, however, directed primarily at quality
and not quantity and differs little in 979 from the frequently citea
eonelusiun.,reached in 1970 that ". e present state of public

-229/- aren --Gerard and Mary- McCormick, -The-Impact-of-Womenon -the-
. EcoNmy o New York City. Prepared for Women United° for New York,
1978.

-230/-Anne Fribourg, Clerical jobs in the Financial Industry in
'New York City. New York: New York Department for City Planning,
July 1g721
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education in TNew York City is e* m t important factor hampering
business -in 'its efforts to employ qdalified clerical help." UV

,

Business education in the ew York CitY Public high schools concerns
itself with three areas: secretarial studievaccounting and distributive
education and, in some schools,with a fourth, data processing. The
Business Education Advisory C ission of the Advisory Council for
Occupational Educatiomserve ás a conduit from employers to the Board
of Education's Bureau of B iness and Distributive Education. The

oBureau in turn`"serves in an advisory capacity on a staff level to tbe
Cent@r'for Career and Occupational Education within the Board, buehas
no line responsibilitiO or powet over the high schools,'which are
responsible to the Division of High Schools alone. One.gonsequence of
this diffusion of responSibilities is a strengthening of the:role of
the high school principa4 according to one student-a business educa-
tion,'the support of the principal, at lest in an academic high
school, can nmke a critical difference in the success of the business
urriculum. 2E1 An informal consvnsu& seems to exist among employers
at the best secretaries come out of high-level proprietary schools

( ich can of course "cream" tHeir applicants), then from the parochial
-schools and,last, from the public schools, with some exception,made for
those students participating in cooperative work-study programs.

N 0,
/

A more positive aspect of business skills training h.New York
City has resulted from the new "vocationalism" among young people
which has made,business education more attractive to able students in'
the high schools as well as in the City's two-year community caleggp.
A persisting complaint about business education, however, one it shares
with vocational education in general, is thelailure, for a variety of
reasons, to keep up with technological change. Bookkeeping, f'or example,
as taught in the high schools, is, to quote two long-time obsibrvers,

. pret-technological (WItHl book-
keepig_systems), whereas (a) computerization.is the
hallinark of the large employer and WY in a.large
.urban center sunh as New York City, the one-fifth of
all private empIoxers who are large.ones (more thank.,
.ten employees) acobuntfor seven-eighths of.all
nongovernmental bookkeeping employment.,. .Compu-
terization has either removed or greatly reduced
the need of entry-level employees to understand,
concepts .and principles. -

.employees themselves overwhelmingly identified'
on-the-JO') *learning as the source of their ability
to perform their job duties.

231/ The Economic:Development Council; Nov York City's Clerical
Manpower Reqpirements. and Problems. New York, 1970.

,
,232/ Danella Schiffer, Review of Business Education in New York

City's High Schools for the:Business Education Advisory Commission.
.New.York: Economic Development Council, .June 14, 1976.
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major role ,played bY, such traditionally large einployers of clericals
as the financial industry., large corporate headquarters and their affili-
ated network of, suppliers of such'."high services" .fas.legal services,
.market research, advei:tising,, encl.-the like, in the economy a New York
City makes it highly likely ,that future New York City. employment Will,
be* sought .increasinglY in. its .'"paper 'factories" rather than in the
traditional' factories of the induStrial World. It is 'obviotis . that if
New York Is to .Maintain -its comparative advantage in the "high-services"
'.area-, training for the clerical underpinning of theEte industrres must
reflect technical change end exhibit a realistic .mix of pre- and
post-emilloyment training.

.job- advincement depends . . jab 'exi;erience
and performdnee and eiscondifrily, on post-secondary
Instruction 411 bookkeeping, not on pre-employment-
high school study of bookkeeping.

t 283 Lee Cohen. and .Leonard: J. 'West , "Occupational, Curricula: The
Schoo Match,-" VAIL:K.21,k University Education uarterly, Spring
1978, p 119

Si
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APPENDIX E-8"

SALES 'OCCUPATIONS

"
Current (1978) estimates place the total number of persons engaged

in sales activities at five and one-half million, distributed as follows:

retail sales 2.8 million, wholesale sales 680,000, manufactUrerst sales

420,000, insurance agents 385,000, seMnties sales 226,000 and miscel-

laneouks the remaining one million.

Excluding insurance and secu ties salesmen, who are considered

separately, certain semantic clued to the classification of the sales

occupations should be noted.' In terms of prestige, earnings and train-

ing time, sales "representatives (Census Codes'281, 282), are at the

higher level of the hierarchy. They usually require technical knowledge
of the product, which may include "big ticket" producer and consumer

durables, or specialized services like computer software. For these

sales occupations, a certain amount of college and technical training

may be necessary. These are followed by salesmen of,services and con-

struction (Census Code 285) and in retail trade (Census Code 284) who

require less specialized training. Last, in terms of training require-

Alent and usually of earnings, ai* sales clerks; retail trade (Census

Code 283) who generally acquire their training on the job in smaller

concerris and are most likely to be women. mt(

Large stores frequently offer in-house training courses and a

sales job may be the first rung on a promotional ladder for promising

candidates, especially for college graduates hired as "assistant buyers.

Public and private,vocational schools also offer courses in "distribu-

tive education" and merchandising which, while offering general orien-

tation to the industry, do not lead to the.,same type of managerial

ladder descriind above.

234/ See Gary Maible, "A Look at an Occupation Divided: Saleswork,"

Industrial and Labor Relations Forum, 1976, pp. 77-105.
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APPENDIX E-9

APPLIANCE REPAIR, CONSUMER GOODS
(Census Codes.No. 485, 470 and 48

The acquisition of skills in the.repair fields is particularly
fragmented because\of differences in types;.of service organization and
the variation in relationship between manufacturers .and,Orviee centers:.
The industry has one-person shops in whiph the Owner is' more techniaan
than businessman; rftPair centers identifted mith a manufaaturerls brand

..name, which may be bwned by-the manufaciUrer or a large .merchandiser;
and finally', large independentervice eompanies t at act as authorized

. service centers for one or more brands,

-The majority of shops are smell; in television and-radio repair,
ehbps of fewer than 10 employees predominate, and.76 percent are owner-
operated. The4e shops provide' little opportunity for on-the-job train-

. .. ing, ekcept foe family members. High labor repair .charges,*ftpaired
with- improvements in technology,'which have drasticallyreduced the
price of ,the finishesi product, have operated tosvirtually eliminate the
economi9 vability of small apgiance repair. This fact has not, how-

' ever receiVed adequate attention from planners of.tvaining programs.
Large iervi9e organizations provide on-the.-.job training, and for certain
fields, the'',armed forees have .aIso been suppliers of/experienced' workers.
An important 'dontribution to maintaining and upilatiptg skills is' provided

manufapturers in a systematic way that may incleide actual vendor
training as well as the production of dervice manna's

This is a field in whickvocationarschool training his increased
in both the public and proprietary .sectiors with mixed results, depending
entirely on'the relationship of.the particular school with the''industry..

.:These.ties are.bard to ,establish because ok the large number 4and dis-
persio)n of shops.

,,Verieldic, but widely publicized es" ofincompetence, fraud,
or both, on the part of repairers, hav ed to demands 'for- licensing
or other, Means of certifying cimpet e

ir;
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5 Insurance Agents
6 Insurance JAdjusters

the insurance industry has a network of training and certifying
organizations for both general and spec4alized subjects.; the., Life

Office Management Associatiion (LOM), based in New4Yoz*,,VrOyides the
education officers of member comptinies with AnateriaIsto'be used Other
)7for self-study or,in company.rbased Classes. 'Its program it divideCinto
two ItCourses." CBmpItion of Cdurse I, "Fundamentals which has jix
parts,. earns a 'certificate; complvtion. of Course II, 17,Advanced Life
.Insurance,t! whicil has six parts, earnt a Fellowship diploma Each
part is completed upoia passage, of an examination. '**

\\a
The casualty Ikranch of the industry has a parallei:organization

for training. In addition, the charter life Underwriters,and the .

proberty 'casualty underWriters administer ,certifying programs consisting
of a series. of It two-hour 4examinations. The Life Insurance -Marketing
Research 4ssociation of Hartford offers',programs to prepare salet Agents .
for licensing examinations. ab.

A though a feW universities (mainly in the Philadelphia area) and
special zed schools (such as the College of Insurance in New York City)
offer curricula in insurance, post skill acquisition occurs thrdugh,the
mechanisms outlined, above. All.personneI are eligible to participate;
while many earn certifiCates, fellows now tend to come from college
gradu6te recruits who have the educational develbpment to pass the
higher-revel courses. *In addition to:%the spedialized activities of

olicY-owner service, claims and underwriting, empIoyeqs with profes-
ta

Iona', trainingsuch as physicians , lawyers, accountafits and data-
.Ipprp,cessing specialists--aIso partibipate in the felloiOhip training

ogram becanse of :the importance of indus -based kttowIedge.

Alf insurance, agents argi moat insurance brokers nust be license&
ctn'the .state where they plan to operate; Licenses are granted on the
baaj.s of written examinatibn on insurance fundamentaIs-and the ttaters

insurance regulations., .

y

v
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INDUSTRY GROUPS

SIDMAN) INDUSTRIAL CIASSIFICATIilli

Division-A Agriculture; forestrY, and fishing
Division Mining
Division C Constructicn

Major -Group 15
"

SIC)

'Building. 'construction - general contractors
and -operative builders
I .ConstrUption other than buildim conitruction -
general! contractors

17 - Construction -- special' trade contractors .

173. 'aectrica1 work
..1711 - Masonry, stoneworY, and plastering
175 - Carpentering and flooring'
179.4- Miscellaneous special trade contractors

Division D - Manufacturing

Major Group*19 - Ordnance and accessories
20 - Food and kindred products

*21 Tobacco manufactures.

22. Textile mill produdts

23 - Apparel .and other finished products made from .
fabrice and siMiler materials-

- Lumber and wood products, except furniture

25 - FurnIture and 'fixtures

26 Paper and .allied,producte

.!27 publishini, and allied industries

.28' Chemicals and allied products

*29 - Petroleum refining and relatWindustries

*30 - Rubber and miscellaneous plastics prpducts

*31 Leather'arld'leather products

*Not'published fcir New York City.
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Stone, clay glass, aud concrete products

Primary net 1 products

Fabricated iiétát products, except machine
and transpo tatibn equipment

*35 Machinery, xept elec lcal
A

36 - Electrical a d electronic machinery,
equipment, an supplies

37 - Transportation equipment,

38 - Measuring, analy,z g and controlling
inst ants; phot raphio, medical and
optical ods; wat hes and clocks

39 Miscellaneous nanu acturing industries

Division E Txtansportation, communications, electric gas, and
sanitary services

Major Group *40' Railroad transportation

41 - Local and' suburban traissit and Uterurban
highway-pasSenger trinsp6rtation-

411 - Local and :suburban 'transportation
412 - Taxicabo

42 - Motor freight transportation and warehousing

421 - Trucking, local and long distance

43 IL S. Postal-Service

44 - Water transportation

441 - Deep sea foreign transportation
446 - Water transportation services

- Transportation by air

451 -' CerWicated air tramsportation:

*46 - Pipe lines, except natural gas

47 - Transportation services

471 --Freight forwarding'
472 Arrangement of transportation

194
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Major Group 48 - ConiMmication',

Division P

481 Telephone comtminication

49'-,tlectric gas, and sanitary

93 - C mbination companies

Wholesale rade

Wholesale'trade dUrable goodsMajor 'Group 50

service

and sy tems

-506 - Electrical goods

51 - Wholesale trade - nondurable goods

511 - Paper,and paper products :

512 r. Drugs, proprietaries and sundries:

.514 - Groceries and related prod TS
518 - Beer, wine,ahd distilled verages

52 - Building, materials, hardware, garden supply,
and mobile home deql'ers

.

*53 -' General mqrchandise stores

*54 - rood stores

*55 - Automotive dealers and gasoline service

stat*ons

55)! New and used ear dealers
/

56 pparel and accessory.tores

/
/ 561 - Ments and boyst clothing and furnishings

-562 - Woments ready-to-wear stores

566 - Shoe stores

57 'Furniture, home furnishings and equipment :

stores

571 - Furniture and home furnishings stores

,58 Eating and drinking places

*59 - Miscellanous retail

598 - Fuel and ice dealers.
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rinance, inaurance and

Najor Group 60 - Banking

602 Commercial and stock savings banks
603 - Mutual.savings banks

6 - Credit agenq.es other thmn banks

612 - Savings and loans a§sociations
614 - Eirsonal credit inatitutions
,615 - Business credit institutions.,

2 r.Security ana commodity,brdkers, dealets,
exchanges, anclservices

621 - Security brokers-and dealers
628 - Security andicommodity services

S.

Insurance

631 - Life Ansurance
632 - Accident*and health Insurance
633 - rire marine and casualty insurance

64 Insurance agents, brokers, and service

*65 - Real estate

,

46.6 Combinations.of real esiate, insurance,
lawns, law offices

*67 - Holding and other investment offices

Division I - Services

Mgjor 'Croup 70b.- Hotels-, roominghouses, camps
lodging places

arid othe

701 Hotels, tour st 'courts, and _motels.

*72 - Personal aervices

7 Busineiss.services

731 - Advertising
.

732 - Credit reporting and collection
733 - Duplicating, mailing ana_step2graphic

services
734 - Services to buildings
739 - Business serviaes, n.e.a.
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Major Group*75 - Automotive repaii, .tervices., and gara es

*7*

k

Miscellaneokts 'rrir ..srvices

*78 -'141Stion pictures

A

782 - Motidmpicture industries

79 Amusement 'and repreation services; except
motion paktures

794 - MicellaneOis amtisement and repreation
serviceds

S.

, 80 - Health services

807 Medical and dental laboratories
809 - Ilealth an allied services, n.e.c.

*81%. Legal services

*82 - Edu tional services

*83 Social ,services

a

312-948.0 80 -

4+-

/:

84 - MUseums, art gallerii's,-botanical and
zgological gardens

841 - Museums and'art-gallevies

86 - Membership organizationp

.861 -.Business, associations
862 Professional organizations
863 -.Labor organizations

- Civic and social associations
866 - 1ligious organAzations
867 - Charitable brganizations
869 - Nonptofit membershIES organi ations, n.e c.

4

1:88 - Private households

,e9 - Miscellaneous services
t

a

291 - Engineering ani:1 'architectur* al derviets

892 .,- Nonprofit research agencis .
li

893 - Accountingi audliting and bookk-bepirgs
. .

,
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Division J "ttiblic Adm#1siration
( -Major Group 91 - ,Executiveu, .14gislative, and.,genpral.,

s'goirernment, excePt finance

92 - '1;s:tice, public ordet 'and safety

93' f4ublicf\finapce.:, taxation, and moneltry
4.)

.94.- AdinInistration of human resources*proirams
v.

95 Oministiation of environmental gliality and
housing -pre'gra'ms

,-96'- Administration of economic programs

'97 National, security a*nd international_ affairs

Division K Nonclassifia e .establ,ishmçnts

Major Grott 99 - Nonaasslifiable establishthent
*
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